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ABSTRACT

SPATIAL EQUILIBRIUM ANALYSES OF THE UNITED STATES SUGAR
INDUSTRY UNDER ALTERNATIVE POLICY MEASURES

This study attempts to analyze the locationa1 aspects of the United

States sugar industry, using two types of spatial equilibrium models.

The transportation model was employed to identify efficient domestic

sugar trade patterns in 1967 and in 1980 under the existing Sugar Act;

while a spatial price equilibrium model was used to predi~t the optimum

regional sugar prices, production, consumption, and trade flow patterns

in 1980 should current restrictions on domestic production be lifted

by then. The usefulness of this treatise is geared towards providing

guidelines for policy and program formulations and implementations.

Each state was designated as a separate sugar region except for

Alaska and Washington which were combined as one region. Puerto Rico

and the Virgin Islands were also combined to form the 50th region.

Linear supply and demand functions were derived for each region, and

a matrix of interregional costs of transporting a hundredweight of

refined sugar was developed from various primary and secondary data.

In general, the sugar policies that have been implemented in the

United States over the years contributed toward the growth and

development of the domestic sugar industry. Results indicated, however,

that economic efficiency has never been the primary objective of these

policies. It also appears that current policy tends to promote the

welfare of domestic sugar producers at the expense of consumers to a

greater extent than is economically and technically necessary.
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The analyses indicated that the domestic sugar trade pattern

pursued in 1967 was suboptimal, and that the total interregional

transportation cost of market1ng could be minimized by adopting trade

patterns specified by the transportation model solutions. Results also

suggested that greater economic efficiency could be attained by

reallocating more of the domestic production quota to Northern regions,

and by shifting the concentration of foreign imports to the Northern

ports. These adjustments would reduce the prevailing large surpluses in

the West and offshore areas, and mitigate the substantial deficits in the

Northern areas.

Given the current Sugar Act, however, it was projected that the

existing geographically lopsided distribution of domestic production

quotas would be perpetuated in 1980. This predicament would be

aggravated by the projected diversion of foreign sugar concentration

from the Northern to Southern and Western ports. These projections run

contrary to the favorable spatial concentration of sugar supplies

suggested by the transportation model solutions.

A slight modification in the current sugar policy measures, in the

form of a quasi-free competitive system, could minimize the problems

of administering the quota system, enhance economic efficiency in the

domestic industry, and offer additional benefits to American consumers.

The spatial price equilibrium model solutions revealed that in the

absence of government control over sugar production, domestic production

w0uld be heavily concentrated in the North Central area, accompanied by

the cessation of production in the relatively inefficient North Eastern

area, and the curtailment of sugar output in the locationally
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disadvantageous Western, Offshore, and Southern areas. The model

solutions also indicated that any attempt of the United States to move

toward self-sufficiency in sugar would be accompanied by an increase

in the total interregional transportation cost of marketing the commodity

and an increase in average regional sugar prices.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Sugar is a commodity of international importance. Such importance

is shown in the number of countries producing this commodity, the volume

of production, and the various government regulations imposed on the

sugar industry allover the world.

There are two basic groups of sugar, glucose or monoses (C6H1206)

and saccharoses or bioses (C12H220ll). The commercially supplied sugar

1which is known chemically as sucrose belongs to the latter group. The

primary sources of the world's commercial supply of sugar are sugar cane

(Saccharum officinarum) and sugar beets (Beta saccharifera). About 57

percent of annual world sugar production is derived from cane and 43

percent from beets. 2

Sugar cane is a tropical and subtropical plant from which sugar has

been extracted for thousands of years. It is believed that the cane

plant was carried in 800 B.C. from India to China where soil conditions

3were ideal for its growth. Explorers introduced the plant to North

America in 1493, and to the United States (Louisiana) in 1751. 4

1Sugar cane, sugar beet, sugar maple, and sugar palm are the main
sources of sucrose. This study deals only with sugar derived from the
first two sources.

2Calculated from Sugar X. Azucar, April 1970, p. 42.

3sugar Information Inc., Sugar Through the Age, New York, p. 3.

4John H. Martin and Warren H. Leonard, Principles of Field Crop
Production, The Macmillan Co., New York, 1955, p. 438.
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The sugar beet is a temperate zone plant that became an important

source of sugar only within the last 160 years. The presence of sugar in

beets was discovered in 1705 by Oliver de Serres, a French agronomist.

However, it was Professor Andreas Marggraf of the Berlin Academy of

Science who first obtained sugar crystals from beets in 1747. 5 A student

of Marggraf by the name of Franz Archard invented and perfected a method

of commercially extracting beet sugar in 1700, and later built the first

commercially oriented beet sugar factory in Cunern, Si1esia. 6 By 1879,

the first successful beet sugar mill in the United States was erected in

California. 7

Sugar cane and sugar beets are processed by extracting the juice

first from stalks or roots. The juice is then boiled, evaporated, and

put through a centrifuge to separate the molasses from the raw sugar.

Raw sugar, which is about 97.5 percent sucrose, is then diluted, filtered,

and again put through a centrifuge to remove the remaining impurities. 8

The final product, which is refined sugar, is then recrystallized and

packaged for sale in such forms as granulated, powdered, and cubed.

Sugar is sold in bulk both in recrystallized and liquid forms.

SSamuel Schoenfeld, Sugar Down Through the Ages, Lamborn & Co., New
York, 1952, p. 9.

6Harry A. Austin, History and Development of Beet Sugar Industry, The
U. S. Beet Sugar Assln., Washington, D. C., 1928, pp. 11-12.

7Schoenfeld, £E. cit. p. 13.

8Centrifuga1 and non-centrifugal are names given to sugar based on
the method of refining employed. One short ton raw sugar = 0.935 short
ton refined sugar = 18.692 hundredweights refined equivalent.
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THE WORLD SUGAR SITUATION

There are about one-hundred sugar producing countries in the world

today, of which sixty or so have a capacity of over 100,000 metric tons

9of raw sugar annually. Because of the differences in climatic require-

ments for plant growth, however, only a handful of countries such as the

United States could support the production of both cane and beet sugar.

Cane sugar producing countries generally lie in a region between 35

degrees north latitude and 35 degrees south latitude, while beet sugar

production is concentrated in the U.S. and Europe as far ~s 50 degrees

north latitude (Figure 1). Only a small fraction of world sugar beet

production is located outside of the northern temperate zone.

World sugar production on a raw basis has increased from 38.4

million metric tons in 1953 to 66.9 million metric tons in 1968. 10 This

represents an increment of 74.2 percent over a period of 16 years. At

the estimated "world price" of $43.65 per metric ton (raw), the value of

world sugar production amounted to about 2.92 billion dollars in 1968.
11

Europe and Asia are the major areas of sugar production (Table I).

Together, they constitute over fifty percent of the world's supply. The

U.S.S.R. is the largest sugar producing country, accounting for 14.6

percent of the world putput. This is followed by the United States with

1.1023 short tons = 2,204.6.9842 long ton90ne metric ton
pounds.

10United Nations, Statistical Yearbook 1968 (New York, 1969), p. 244.

llCa1culated from USDA, Sugar Statistics and Related Data, (December
1969), p. 145. "World price" refers to the sugar price arrived at in the
"world market" or "free market."
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TAIlLE 1. WORLD SUl;AR PRODUCTION, CONSUMPTION, AND TRADE BY MAJOR SUGAR
PRODUCING COUNTRIES IN 1968, IN HETRIC TONS RAW VALUE

country,!.! Production Imports Exports Consumption

Europe: 2/
E.E.C.
Po1.md
U.S.S.R.
Others (24)

25,717,491
7,313,386
1,852,000
9,783,000
6,769,105

6,055,061
338,888

21,109
1,755,396
3,939,668

4,257,785
977 ,285
702,936

1,460,623
1,116,941

29,304,842
7,210,044
1,347,619

11,200,000
9,547,179

North America:
Canada
U.S.A.

States
Territories

Central America:
Cub.:t
t-1cxiclJ
Others (18)

South America:
Bra~i.1

Others (12)

5,807.464
117,749

~;689,715
(5,104,234)
( 585,481)

10,029,392
5,315,197
2,336,203
2,377,992

§,015,872
4,381,944
3,633,928

5,517,439
867,902

4,654,537
(4,654,537)
( 0)

21,405
o
o

21,405

'248,947
o

248,9(~7

24,906
23,700
1,205

( 1,206)
( 0)

7,073,932
4,612,923

676,321
1,784,688

2,385,707
1,078,714
1,307,003

11,185,476
967,544

10,217,932
(10,102,813)
( 115,119)

3,183,249
: 68l., 613

1,767,390
734,246

6,335,498
3,546,891
2,788,607

Asin:
China (r·lain1and)
India
Philippines
OthCl'S (5)

2.Jl2 3 .22.9
2,500,000
2,375,339
1,650,000
3,298,651

5,084,810
(.31,760

o
o

(~,653,050

bl&.hZ64
233,436
104,663

1,020,102
805,563

17..,991,623
3,800,000
2,399,590

645,000
7,147,033

Occ;",i a:----
A"strali"
Othen: (5)

~i?.C!l
2,800,305

381,297

149,%1
o

149,961

~~i52,159
2,184,952

367,207

869,399
688,924
180,1,75

~ 171,69£
97.6,0/,9

1,245,649

.L 495 ,2:!5

°1,495,325

l" 364 , 3:~6
1,787,867
2,576/,59

3,557,06.Q
812,463

2, 7(,l" 597

/&, ~;4 u. (i7---11;'-')-7-7-,-,8-4-8~-=--=--=-~2~O~,~6~2~9:,~9~5~1-=--=--=---.::()Z,/~ L7 , 11. 7Hor] d 'jo-,t.:.;':l..::.1__

Afri cn:
So~-;th 1\ [rica
Otht,rs (50)

SOU1'ce: Cc;,'puLcd [n':n TntcrnaLiowl1 SUI'.ar Orgaaization, Statisth'a1
~U~ XX]}:, !-larch 1970, 1'1', 6-9.

1./ O;!ly COlliltries I!i t1l production in excess of 1 nd11ion Hetric Tons \,'crc
Ii sf'cd sCi'3rat"ly. C1J3nges in stocks arc. not shO\~n.

'5:/ EnHljJean Economic Cor-c"tlt.:in" composed of six European countries.
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8.5 percent, and Cuba with 7.9 percent. Cuba is by far the largest

single exporter and the U.S. is the largest importer of sugar in the

world.

In a span of 16 years, world sugar consumption almost doubled from

35.2 million metric tons (raw) in 1953 to 67.4 million metric tons in

1968. 12 This amounted to an increase of about 5.7 percent annually. If

this trend persists over the next decade, world sugar consumption by

1980 would be about 113.5 million metric tons (raw). Table I shows that

the two major sugar consuming nations are the U.S.S.R. and the United

States, with 11.2 and 10.2 million metric tons, respectively. This is

followed by the combined consumption of countries in the European

Economic Community (E.E.C.).

Throughout its commercial history, sugar has been an important item

in international trade and, hence, greatly under the influence of the

trade policies of powerful nations. 13 Being an essential food, most of

the principal countries implemented various government programs designed

to assure their respective constituencies with sufficient supplies of

this commodity. The sugar quota and tariff system of the United States

does not only assure her of a steady supply, but also protects domestic

producers and insures some thirty-nine friendly sugar producing countries

a ready market for their sugar at premium prices. Approximately ninety

percent of the world's sugar production has an assured outlet because of

trade agreements. The remaining ten percent finds its way into the

12
Lamborn Sugar Market Report (Weedkly), New York, August 22, 1967.

l3Noel Deerr, The History of Sugar, Chapman and Hall, Ltd., London,
1949.
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so-called "world market" or "free market" where it meets keen,

unrelenting competition.

The sugar industry has also been identified with international

mobility of labor. The problem of providing an adequate supply of field

labor to the industry has led to the migration of East Indians to

British Guiana and the British West Indies; of Chinese, Japanese, and

Filipino workers to Hawaii; and of transient laborers from British West

Indies to the Florida cane fields. 14 Similarly, migrant workers from

the Republic of the Philippines and from Mexico have played an important

role in the beet sugar industry of the United States.

THE PROBLEM

The United States is one of the three major sugar producing

countries and one of the two largest consuming countries in the world.

nisto~ically however, this country has not produced sufficient volume to

meet even three-fourths of its domestic sugar requirements. As a

consequence, the U.S. has remained the world's largest importer of sugar.

Imports recently amounted to over 4.6 million tons (raw) annually.

The sugar policy of this country is embodied in the Sugar Act of

1948 as further amended in later years. This legislation as well as its

predecessors was aimed at regulating the domestic commerce of sugar, the

protection of domestic producers, and the promotion of U.S. foreign trade

and relations. The quota system under the Act has for many years been a

major instrument of this country's foreign policy. It has been designed

l4Vladimir P. Timoshenko and Boris C. Swerling, The World's Sugar,
Stanford University Press, California, 1957, p. 33.
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to allocate between 51 to 65 percent of the estimated annual U.S. sugar

market among domestic producers, and to apportion the remaining 49 to 35

percent among a priviledged group of friendly foreign suppliers.

Whether the allocation pattern between and among sugar sources promotes

social welfare, enhances political status, or encumbers economic

efficiency, has yet to be proven empirically.

Until 1960 Cuba and the Republic of the Philippines supplied ninety

five percent of the total U.S. foreign sugar imports. In years just

prior to 1960, importation from Cuba alone amounted to over 3 million

short tons (raw) annually, representing about two-third of total imports

then. However, the takeover of communism in Cuba led to the cessation

of U.S. sugar imports from that country, resulting in the abrupt cut-off

of about one-third of the total U.S. sugar supply at that time. The

former Cuban quota was later reallocated to a much larger number of

friendlier countries.

The aftermath of the Cuban experience was an atmosphere of growing

concern among U.S. policy makers regarding the future availability of a

reliable sugar supply to satisfy domestic requirements. The present

Sugar Act, as last extended in 1971, is due to expire by the end of 1974.

Whether it will be extended again in its present form, modified, or

terminated, is a matter of general concern. No matter what the outcome,

it is bound to affect not only the socio-economic and political structure

of this nation, but also that of numerous other sugar producing nations

as well.

Thus, adequate and reliable information is of prime necessity in

evaluating the alternative policies, and consequently in arriving at a
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rational decision. Some of the policy questions that are likely to be

considered are: Is the present production and trade pattern efficient

enough to warrant its continuance? What are the possible alternative

policies? How much of the annual domestic requirement should be produced

domestically? Can the domestic productive capacity cope with the

expanding demand? How could domestic production be efficiently allocated

among the different producing areas? How should the sugar policy be

designed so as to promote the welfare of less developed friendly

countries?

To answer these policy questions, sufficient background information

is urgently needed on the demand for sugar ~~rl the nature of that demand,

on the nature and potentials of domestic and foreign supply, on the

source of supply to be encouraged from the socio-economic and diplomatic

point of view, and information on the impact of alternative domestic

production and marketing patterns. The absence or lack of this and

other similarly vital information would leave policy makers with no

other alternative course but to decide on the basis of intuition and

tradition.

Government intervention in the United States sugar industry over

the years has resulted in an artificially restricted rather than a free

play of economic forces. As a consequence, a virtual knowledge vaccum

currently exists regarding sugar supply response and demand functions,

international and interregional trade patterns, interregional market

structure, and price determination under a freely competitive market

situation. It is toward the develop~~nt of this and other relevant

information that the Western Regional project, "Economic Factors Affecting
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Sugar Marketing, WM-51" was established. The WM-51 project was

partitioned into four separate but correlated objectives. It was so

designed that the results of research conducted under the first three

objectives would constitute the basic data for the analyses of the

fourth. The stated objectives of the WM-51 sugar project are:

I. Projection of future domestic and world demand for sugar.

II. Assessment of the capacity of the sugar industries (foreign
and domestic) to respond to changes in demand.

III. Analyses of the structural and performance characteristics
of the sugar industries.

IV. Appraisal of the implications of demand, supply, and
structural relationships.

To achieve these objectives, each of the WM-51 participants assumed

responsibility for studies leading to the attainment of one or more of

the objectives. This dissertation represents the University of Hawaii's

contribution leading to accomplishment of Objective IV. Specifically,

the problem of Hawaii's research was to design interregional analytical

frameworks that are applicable to the United States sugar situation, and

to employ the same in the interregional analyses of U.S. sugar production,

consumption, and trade patterns under alternative government policies.

Hence, this study is both methodologically and subject matter

oriented. Methodologically, the problem is to explore alternative

analytical procedures that could tackle the analysis of a situation

whereby government control on domestic sugar production varies in

magnitude. Although many theories and studies in interregional analysis

have emerged during the past decade, none has ever used the combined

analytical approach employed in this dissertation, particularly in the

analysis of the intricate sugar industry of the United States.
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THE OBJECTIVE

This research project arose from the need for vital information on

the United States sugar industry, upon which to base economic decisions,

projections, and policy considerations, particularly in ascertaining the

optimal interregional sugar trade pattern. A corollary objective is to

explore alternative analytical methods that could cope with changing

non-economic institutional factors such as government policy.

The study undertakes a historical and analytical review of the

sugar industry, and contains sufficient data to serve as a general

reference source. The general objective of this dissertation is to

investigate the location aspect of the U.S. sugar industry. The specific

objectives are:

1. To summarize relevant sugar data and analyze the factors which

bear on U.S. sugar production, consumption, pricing, and trade

in recent years; and to review the sugar policies implemented

in the country.

2. To explore framework for interregional analyses where:

a. Both supply and demand quantities are predetermined.

b. Supply, demand and price are not predetermined but

established by the interaction between the linear demand

and supply functions of each region; and

c. Where linear programming techniques are used.

3. To determine the linear supply and demand functions for sugar

in each region.

4. To estimate the per unit cost of transporting sugar between

regions, and to calculate the total transportation cost of
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U.S. sugar trade in 1967 and 1980.

5. To present alternative interregional production and/or trade

patterns in 1967 and 1980, and to ascertain the optimal pattern

for these years.

6. To predict U.S. sugar production, consumption, and trade flow

patterns in 1980, under alternative sugar policies.

7. To demonstrate the application and usefulness of the spatial

equilibrium analysis to agricultural problems.



CHAPTER II

METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK

The methods and procedures pursued in the conduct of this

dissertation were either adapted from previous works, synthesized, or

developed for this particular problem, in conformity with the

characteristics of the various components of the United States sugar

industry.

SCOPE AND GENERAL PROCEDURES

This study utilized both the qualitative and quantitative methods

of analyses. The dual approach was adopted in order to achieve a more

comprehensive analysis of the United States sugar industry, particularly

in appraising the influence of non-economic institutional forces such as

government policies. The quantitative analysis is composed primarily of

the derivations of regional supply and demand functions and interregional

analyses. The interregional analyses were aimed at determining the

optimal location of domestic sugar production and the most efficient flow

of sugar trade in the United States.

Two types of spatial equilibrium models were used in the

interregional analyses - the transportation and the spatial price

equilibrium models. The transportation model was adopted to analyze the

positive or actual economic situation, while the spatial price

equilibrium model was designed to unveil the normative situation. These

two general models are compleUlentary and necessary in arriving at more

realistic sugar policy conclusions. Inasmuch as normative conclusions

are based on predictions of future economic conditions, they must
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necessarily begin with a thorough background knowledge of the actual

economic circumstances as a prerequisite to more authentic predictions

of future trends. The normative solutions are useful in diagnosing

changes in the U.S. sugar industry, the major causes of which are the

institutional factors associated with the government.

The transportation model was employed to identify the most efficient

domestic sugar trade routes in 1967 and 1980, given existing government

policy, wherein the supply and demand quantities in each region are more

or less predetermined. The spatial price equilibrium model was used to

predict for each region the equilibrium sugar prices, production,

consumption, and trade flows in 1980, on the assumption that acreage

allotment under the present Sugar Act will have terminated by then. The

results of the analyses are expected to provide a norm to compare

inefficiencies within the framework of the present politically oriented

pattern.

In the analysis, each state was designated as a separate region

except for Alaska and Washington which were combined as one region

(Table II). Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands were also combined to

form the 50th region. The degree of disaggregation was subject to the

availability of reliable data and computational considerations. Thus

the choice of the regional demarcation was a compromise between

descriptive accuracy and computational manageability. An appropriately

located city was chosen from each region to represent the market center

of that region in the model and form the basis from which to compute

the transportation costs (Figure 2).



TABLE II. THE UNITED STATES SUGAR REGIONS AND THEIR REPRESENTATIVE CENTRAL CITIES

Number Region Name Central City Number Region Name

1 Alabama 1 Birmingham 26 Montana
2 Alaska-Wash. Seattle 27 Nebraska
3 Arizona Phoenix 28 Nevada
4 Arkansas Little Rock 29 New Hampshire
5 California San Francisco 30 New Jersey
6 Colorado Denver 31 New Mexico
7 Connecticut Hartford 32 New York
8 Delaware Dover 33 North Carolina
9 Florida Miami 34 North Dakota

10 Georgia Savannah 35 Ohio
11 Hawaii Honolulu 36 Oklahoma
12 Idaho Boise 37 Oregon
13 Illinois Chicago 38 Pennsylvania
14 Indiana Indianapolis 39 Rhode Island
15 Iowa Des Moines 40 South Carolina
16 Kansas Winchita 41 South Dakota
17 Kentucky Louisville 42 Tennessee
18 Louisiana New Orleans 43 Texas
19 Maine 1 Portland 44 Utah
20 Maryland Baltimore 45 Vermont
21 Massachusetl:s Boston 46 Virginia
22 Michigan Detroit 47 West Virginia
23 Minnesota Minneapolis 48 Wisconsin
24 Mississippi Jackson 49 Wyoming

125 Missouri St. Louis 50 Puerto Rico

Central City

Billings
Omaha
Reno
Manchester
Newark
Albuquerque
New York
Raleigh
Fargo
Columbus
Oklahoma City
Portland
Philade1T1hia
Providence
Columbia
Pierre
Nashville
Houston
Salt Lake City
Montpelier
Richmond
Charleston
Milwaukee
Cheyenne
San Juan

1A1aska-Wash. region represents the combined states of Alaska and Washington; Maryland region includes
the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico region includes the Virgin Islands.

t-'
V1
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The basic data requirements of the spatial equilibrium analyses are:

a) The actual domestic production, consumption, and foreign ilnports

of sugar in each region.

b) The matrix of interregional transportation cost per unit ($/cwt)

of sugar.

c) The net delivered wholesale sugar price ($/cwt) in each of the

central market cities in 1967.

d) The linear supply and demand functions for sugar in each region.

e) The computational algorithms.

Data on production, consumption, and import quantities needed in

the transportation analysis of the 1967 trade pattern were derived from

various issues of the USDA, ASCS, Sugar Reports. The published regional

data were modified in order to conform with the theoretical national

sugar "balance sheet" where: domestic production + foreign imports

( + decrease in stock) = consumption + foreign export ( + increase in

stock) • The data for the transportation analysis of the 1980 trade

pattern were projected using time series data from the same sources.

The linear supply and demand functions for the spatial price

equilibrium analysis of the 1980 sugar industry were developed using

both time series and cross-sectional data. The interregional

transportation cost matrix and the net wholesale sugar prices were

estimated with the aid of information obtained from mail questionnaire

surveys conducted for the purpose of this research. These are explained

in detail elsewhere in the text.

In the solution of the interregional analyses, the MATHEMATICAL

PROGRAMMING SYSTEM/360 (MPS/360) linear programming procedure was adopted
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for the transportation models, and a FORTRAN IV program was employed for

the spatial price equilibrium model.
1

Most of the basic data for this study were estimated or derived from

fragmentary secondary sources, the reliability of which largely influences

the validity of the research results. The year 1967 was chosen as the

base year because it had the most complete data for supply, demand, and

interregional analyses. Due to the limitation of information on sugar

processing capacities and costs, processing facilities were assumed to

be non-restricting in the analyses. This was the same assumption adopted

in an earlier study conducted by a special study group on sugar. 2

Unless otherwise specified, all sugar quantities in this treatise

are in terms of hundredweight (cwt) refined equivalents. Refined beet

and cane sugar were treated as a single non-differentiated product.

In the analysis, the volume of foreign sugar imports was assumed

to be predetermined by existing government policy. Net imports (imports

minus exports) were added to the supply of each region at the port of

entry, and the relevant transportation costs considered were only those

incurred in moving the sugar between regions on the U.S. mainland. In

the case of surplus sugar from domestic offshore sources, both the

shipping cost to the mainland port of entry and the transportation cost

lArnold B. Larson, The Computer Program for The Gradient Method
(FORTRAN IV for the IBM 360/Model 65), Unpublished program, University of
Hawaii, 1968.

2USDA , Special Study ~ Sugar, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington D.C., 1961, p. 3.
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of moving the commodity between mainland regions were included in the

computation. 3

THE THEORETI CAL FRAMEWORK

The development of a general theory of location and space economy

has long been of special interest among economists. The emergence of

location of economic activity as a special field of inquiry can be

traced back to J. H. Von Thunen, when he wrote in 1826 on the location

of agricultural activities around a population center. 4 This field,

however, received relatively little attention until the 1930's and

1940's, with the productive efforts of such men as Hoover (1937),

Hitchcock (1941), Loch (1944), and Koopmans (1949); and it was not

until the 1950's that spatial economics became a major area for

economic research.

In 1951, Stephen Enke presented the general problem of equilibrium

among spatially separated markets in one of its simplest forms, and

suggested how a solution to such a problem might be obtained by electric

analogue. 5 His model was concerned with the determination of net

regional prices, regional trade volumes, the identification of exporting

and importing regions, ~he aggregate volume of trade, and the trade

pattern among regions trading a homogenous product. This point-trading

3The domestic Offshore sugar sources of the United States are Hawaii,
Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands.

4Cavan Macroen, Regional Policy in Britain, 1969.

5Stephen Enke, "Equilibrium Among Spatially Separated Markets:
Solution by Electric Analogue," Econometrica (Jan. 1951), pp. 40-47.
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single product model assumes a fixed number of discrete market centers,

and that the supply and demand as well as the cost of transporting the

product between regions are known.

The advent of linear programming technique coupled with the

availability of computers has made possible the formulation and

application of numerous spatial equilibrium models involving large

quantities of data. The theoretical foundations were laid by Samuelson,

Baumol, Beckman, Dantzig, Lefeber, and other spatial theorists.

Paul Samuelson (1952) demonstrated how Enke's purely descriptive

model can be cast mathematically into a maximum problem related to a

standard linear programming problem of the so-called Koopmans - Hitchcock

minimum transport cost problem. 6 He then suggested that the problem

could be solved by trial and error or by systematically varying the

shipments in the direction of maximizing social pay-off. 7 William J.

Baumol (1952) presented a solution similar to that of Samuelson,8 and M.

Beckman (1955) extended the formulation to a case of continuous

geographical intensity distributions of production where every area in

the economy both produces and consumes the given commodity.9 In 1958,

6paul A. Samuelson, "Spatial Price Equilibrium and Linear
Progranuning," American Economic Review, (June, 1952), pp. 283-303.

7Takayama, T. and G. G. Judge, "Equilibrium Among Spatially
Separated Markets; A Reformulation," Econometrica, (October, 1964),
pp. 510-511.

8William J. Baumol, "Spatial Equilibrium With Supply Points
Separated From Harkets with Suppliers Predetermined," Ditto Report,
Bureau of Agricultural Economics, USDA, Washington D.C., 1952.

9Martin Beckmann, "A Continuous Model of Transportation,1I
Econometrica, (October, 1952), pp. 643-660.
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Louis Lefeber incorporated transportation demand and supply functions

into the neoclassical production analysis, and thus suggested a general

10equilibrium approach for treating spatial problems.

To date there are a number of spatial equilibrium models formulated,

ranging from the single product transportation model to the more recent

11quadratic programming model formulated by Takayama and Judge. Numerous

empirical applications of these models can be found in the analyses of

the livestock and poultry industries as exemplified by the works of Fox

and Taeuber, Judge and Wallace, King and Schrader, Yeh, Sohn, Snodgrass

and French, Bawden, Carter and Dean, and many others. 12 The spatial

model was also employed in the analysis of crop production and marketing

by Dennis and Sammet, Farris and King, Heady and Egbert, and other

authors. 13

So far, only two spatial equilibrium studies are known to have been

conducted in connection with the sugar industry. In 1966, T. H. Bates

studied the world sugar economy in relation to the sugar policy of the

United States. 14 Three years latter Bates and Schmitz reformulated the

10LouiS Lefeber, Allocation in Space: Production, Transport and
Industrial Location, North-Holland Publishing Co., (Amsterdam, 1958).

11T. Takayama
Separated Markets:
pp. 510-524.

l2 See Bibliography for complete listing.

13Ibid .

l4Thomas H. Bates, The World Sugar Economy and the United States
Sugar Policy, Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, University of California,
(Berkeley, 1966).
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study, and tried to ascertain the optimal world trade patterns in 1959

and 1963 with and without the U.S. embargo on Cuban sugar. 15

This research is the first known attempt to employ the spatial

equilibrium models in the analysis of the domestic sugar industry of the

United States. It seeks to demonstrate the applicability and usefulness

of two types of spatial models in analyzing a politically dominated

industry with a varying magnitude of government control.

THE TRANSPORTATION MODEL

The spatial transportation model is a very useful analytical tool

to employ in determining the least-cost distribution pattern between

regions when the regional production and consumption requirements are

predetermined. The volumes of supply and demand for the product in each

region are determined in advance and are not dependent on price.

Given the regional sugar demand requirements and available supplies

at the market center of each region, as determined under the provisions

of the existing Sugar Act, the problem is to ascertain the optimal trade

pattern which minDnizes total interregional transportation cost and

satisfies all known regional surpluses and deficits. The theoretical

relative regional prices consistent with the optimal trade pattern can

also be simultaneously estDnated.

This problem can be cast mathematically into a linear programming

problem with more restrictive assumptions than the general class of

1ST• H. Bates and A. Schmitz, llA Spatial Equilibrium Analysis of the
World Sugar Economy," Giannini Foundation Monograph No. 23, University of
California, Berkeley, May, 1969.
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problems suitable to solution by the simplex method. 16 The basic

assumptions of the linear programming transportation model of the u.s.

sugar industry are:

1. The commodity, which in refined sugar is cwt refined units,

is a homogeneous product in all the regions regardless of the

source.

2. The sugar supplies available at the various origins, and the

demands at the various destinations are known, and total

demand is equal to total supply.

3. Spatially separated markets are represented by a consuming

and/or producing center in each region.

4. The per unit (cwt) cost of interregional transfer is known

and is independent of the volume of sugar flows between regions.

5. The objective is to minimize the cost of transporting sugar

between the deficit and surplus regions.

6. The transportation from origin (surplus region) to destination

(deficit region) can be carried on only at a non-negative level.

Th 1 b . fl' f h b ., f 11 17e a ge ra~c ormu at10n 0 tea ove assumpt~ons ~s as 0 ows:

Minimize TC
n

I:
i=l

m

2:
j=l

Qij • Cij , •......••........ (1)

Subject to: t
j=l

Q Q (i 1, n) ••••.••.• (2)

l6E• O. Heady and W. Candler, Linear Programming Methods, The Iowa
State University Press, Am~s, 1963, pp. 332-377.

l7The theoretical presentation was adopted from the study of G. G.
Judge and T. D. Wallace, £E. cit., pp. 804-811.
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n

2:
i=l

m
Qi = ~

j=l
Qj , (4)

and

where:

Qij '2:. 0 (5)

TC = total interregional sugar transportation cost (dollars),

Qij = amount of sugar transported from ith region to jth region,

C.. = transportation cost per cwt refined sugar unit from
~J

ith region to jth region,

Qi available sugar surplus in ith region,

Qj = volume of sugar deficit in jth region.

Equations (1) through (4) can easily be interpreted in economic

terms. Equation (5) simply implies that there should be no movement of

product from deficit region to surplus region.

There are many possible solutions to (2) and (3) subject to (4)

and (5) give feasible solution of n + m - 1 shipments. The

iterative procedure known as the simplex method provides a means of

converging to the optimum program that satisfied equation (1).18 The

primal linear programming solution ascertains the optimal sugar trade

pattern which minimizes the total interregional sugar transportation

cost in the United States, while the dual solution estimates the

l8George B. Dantzig, "Application of the Simplex Methods to a
Transportation Problem," Cowles COIImlission Monograph No. 13, John Wiley
and Sons, Inc. (New York, 1951), pp. 359-373.
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relative regional price differences consistent with the optimal trade

pattern.

If the regional price differentials at the optimum trade pattern

are known with certainty, then the relative regional prices and product

flows are easily determined. However, these data are virtually unknown

beforehand. At most, regional price differences may be approximated for

a set of surplus and deficit regions by simple logical economic

deductions. If a surplus region ships to a deficit region, the prices

must differ by the known unit transportation cost; and if two surplus

regions ship to the same deficit region, the difference in prices between

the surplus regions should be equal to the difference between their unit

transportation cost to the deficit region. By selecting the ith region

as the base, the approximate regional price differentials may then be

employed to estimate the equilibrium regional prices. It is evident

that the estimational complexities are magnified as more regions are

involved.

The dual solution of the linear programming transportation analyses

provides a unique set of theoretical price differentials consistent with

the least-cost distribution pattern. To construct the dual problem from

the primal formulation (1) --- (5), let Ui and Vj be dummy variables with

Vj associated with the deficit regions and Ui associated with the surplus

regions or origins. Then the dual formulation is:

Maximize
n
~ Qi' Ui , ...•.••..• (6)ifi

Subject to: Vj - Ui'Cij , •.•.••.•••.•••••..•••••..•.. (7)
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Ui ~ 0 , and Vj 2: 0 •••••.••.••••.••.•.•... (8)

Equation (7) may be rewritten as

Vj~ Vi + Cij (9)

In economic parlance, the above maximization problem is designed

to find the values of Ui and Vj that will maximize the total gain in

value of the amount shipped, subject to non-positive profit on each

shipment. Thus Ui could represent the theoretical value of sugar at

origin i and Vj could represent the value of sugar delivered at

destination j.

Equation (9) stipulates that the theoretical differences in prices

between any two regions can differ at most by the unit cost of

transportation. At the optimal trade pattern, for the regions where

flow takes place, the destination value of sugar equals origin point

value plus unit transportation cost. For the regions where no flow takes

place, destination value is equal to or less than the origin point value

plus unit transp~,tation ~ost. Hence, for every known origin-destination

pair, equation (9) can be written as

Vj - Ui = Cij , ...•....................... (10)

This defines a set of linear equations with n + m unknown values

of Ui and Vj' However, since there are only n+m-l observed unit

transportation costs in a basic solution, a unique solution to the set

of equations requires assigning an arbitrary value to either one Ui or
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Vj • Thus by equating the value of some ith origin equal to zero, a set

of price differentials (di) is generated subject to the chosen base. 19

THE SPATIAL PRICE EQUILIBRIUM MODEL

The spatial price equilibrium model differs from the previous model

in that the regional production and demand are endogenous to the analysis.

Thus the rather restrictive assumption of predetermined regional surplus

or deficit in the transportation model is replaced by supply and demand

functions in each of the designated regions. The set of regional prices

derived in the final solution are consistent not only with the optimum

distribution pattern but with the optimum production pattern as well.

These prices are continuous functions of the quantities exported or

imported, plus the quantities produced and retained locally.

In the analysis of the U.S. sugar industry, this model was employed

to ascertain the optimum production and trade pattern in 1980 in the

absence of the current Sugar Act; on the basis of the derived linear

normative regional sugar supply and demand functions, the interegional

transportation cost matrix, and simulated government policies. The

basic assumptions are similar to those of the previous model except for

the modifications indicated above.

The problem solution can be divided into the following three parts:

1) the determination of regional equilibrium sugar price,

consumption, supply, and surplus or deficit,

2) estimation of optimum regional price differentials, and

19R. Dorfmann, P. A. Samuelson, and R. M. Solow, Linear Programming
and Economic Analysis, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1958, pp. 122-127.
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3) the derivation of optimum flow of sugar between surplus and

deficit regions.

The determination of all unknowns is, of course, a mutually

dependent process.

For illustration, consider the simple case involving a single

product and two =egions as shown by the back-to-back diagram in Figure 3.

In the absence of trade, the intersection of demand curve D2 and

supply curve S2 of Region 2 determines the equilibrium price P2 = P2' 0',

while the intersection of supply (Sl) and demand (Dl ) curves of Region 1

results in a lower equilibrium price PI = PlIO. The regional prices, as

well as the concomitant volume of production and consumption, represent

the equilibrium condition in the absence of commercial contact between

the two regions.

Suppose it is institutionally feasible to establish trade relations

between the two regions, and shipment of the product could be carried on

at a per unit transportation cost C = 00', then producers in Region 1

will find it economically profitable to export to Region 2 as long as

P2 = PI + C. The intersection at point A of the excess supply curves of

Region 1 (ESl ) and Region 2 (ESZ) determines a joint equilibrium point at

P , with price PO for Region 1 and PO + C or PO' for Region Z. The

horizontal distance PA represents the volume traded at the optimal

solution of the spatial price equilibrium model, and is equal to the

volume of surplus in Region 1 (ES12) and the volume of deficit in Region

Z ( - EZl). Trade will continue until Pz - PI = C.

It is evident that trade expands production in the area where supply

conditions are more favorable, and contracts production where it is less
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favorable. Also, as a portion of the available supply in Region 1 is

exported to Region 2, price P2 declines thereby making possible the

expansion of consumption in Region 2; while PI rises, resulting in the

contraction of domestic consumption in Region 1. Thus, the end result

30

is that producers in Region 1 receive higher prices, hence more profit,

ceteris paribus; while consumers in Region 2 benefit from lower prices,

thus having greater satisfaction.

Extending to three or more regions; for simplicity, assume that

Region 1 exports to Regions 2 and 3, and

Let El = volume of surplus in Region 1,

112 = volume of shipment from Region 1 to Region 2,

113 volume of shipment from Region 1 to Region 3.

Then at the optimal solution,

E1 = 112 + 113 ' (11)

n
and I'

i=l

m

2:
j=l

I j , (13)

p. - p. = C··J 1. 1.J if trade occurs, •••••••••••.•.••• (14)

Where i = 1 , ••• n, and J = 1 , ••• , m.

Hence, given the supply and demand functions of any number of

regions and the interregional transportation costs, the spatial price

equilibrium model makes it possible to determine simultaneously the

regional production and consumption before and after trade, the joint

equilibrium prices, the regional surplus or deficit, and the amount as
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well as pattern of product distribution that would satisfy the optimum

equilibrium conditions.

The algebraic analogue of the above geometric model in the analysis

of the U.S. sugar industry is presented as follows:

Given the normative regional sugar supply function in the form of

P = ai + b i Q (i = 1, .•. n) , ....•...............•..... (15)

and the regional sugar demand function expressed as

(i = 1, ... n) , .""""""""""""""""""""""""" (16)

in

Where: P = wholesale sugar price in dollar per cwt refined unit,

Q volume of sugar supplied and demanded in million

cwt unit,

ai intercept of supply curve in ith region,

b. = slope of supply curve in ith region,
~

A. = intercept of demand curve in ith region, and
~

B· slope of the demand curve in the ith region.
~

Then, the simultaneous solution of equations (15) and (16) results

and

p

Q =

Ai bi + ai Bi
Bi + b i

" " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " "" (17)

(18)

by letting P = Pi and Q Qi

then Qi = volume of sugar at equilibrium before trade in ith region, and

Pi equilibrium price of sugar before trade in ith region.

The spatial price equilibrium solution in this treatise employed

the gradient method developed by A. B. Larson at the University of
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Hawaii. 20 The analogy of this method is as follows:

••••• Trade is the analogue of heat transfer, price is the
analogue of temperature, and demand and supply, or perhaps more
accurately, consumption and production, are the analogues of
cooling and heating, respectively. Transportation cost is the
analogue of the combined effects of the constant of thermal
conductivity, the cross-sectional area, and the length of the
conducting material. Trade occurs across a price gradient in
much the same way as heat transfer occurs across a temperature

d · t 21gra 1en .••••

Hence, the formula in terms of price and transportation cost is

Gradient: P j - p.
G (i j) = 1 (p. ~ p.) (19),

C· .
, J - 1 ............

1J

Where Pj equilibrium sugar price in j th region before trade,

p. = equilibrium sugar price in ith region before trade, and1

Cij transportation cost per unit between ith region and jth

region. (i = 1, ••• , n, and j = 1, .•• , n)

Trade from ith surplus region to jth deficit region will occur

as long as Pj Pi + Cij. At the optimum solution, the gradient (G)

in equation (19) is equal to 1 for each set of trading partners. This

means that the producers in the ith region no longer find it profitable

to export to the jth region because Pj - Pi = Cij, or that the regional

price difference is just equal to the intervening transportation cost.

Thus, either region would be indifferent to shipping a unit of the

product.

Once the relative regional sugar prices before trade are determined

and the regional surpluses or deficits at the joint equilibrium price

20Arnold B. Larson, £E. cit.

21Arnold B. Larson, ~ Gradient Method of Determining Competitive
Equilibrium Patterns of Interregional Trade and Price, (Ditto report,
University of Hawaii, 1968).
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estimated, the determination of the optimum distribution pattern could

be treated as a linear programming problem similar to the spatial

transportation model discussed earlier. The linear programming

formulation of this model is the same as that presented in equations (1)

to (10), as well as the solutions and discussions appertaining to these

equations. In like manner, the simplex method facilitates the

convergence to the final optimum trade pattern. At the final solution,

the difference in prices between any two regions can differ at most by

the unit transportation cost. The value of Vj and Ui in (9) are

respectively analogous to Pj and Pi in (19).

INTERREGIONAL TRANSPORTATION COST

Interregional transportation cost data is an integral part of

spatial equilibrium analysis. This cost is usually incurred in such

marketing activities as assembly from small producing sites, loading

and other terminal activities, transportation to major market centers,

and distribution to wholesalers, retailers, and final consumers. In

this treatise, transportation data refers to the cost of moving a

hundredweight of sugar from the central market city of one region to

the central market city o£ another.

Inasmuch as the complete interregional sugar transportation costs

are not available, they were estimated by regression analysis. The data

for estimation was obtained from several sources through a mail survey

conducted for the purpose of this research. 22 The inadequacy of gathered

22survey questionnaires were mailed to all the sugar processing and
refining companies in the United States, and to other agencies connected
with the sugar industry in this country and Puerto Rico.
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information on barge and truck freight rates left no choice but to rely

on rail rates in the analysis. Trains still carry the great bulk of the

entire sugar volume marketed in the country.

Several alternative forms of regression analysis were explored and

the most appropriate in terms of statistical significance is a

logarithmic function in the form of

Log Cij = - 1.63984 + 0.51448 log Dij •••••....•...•.. (20)

Where Cij = transportation cost of sugar from Region i to

Region j ($/cwt)

Dij = rail mile distance between Region i and Region j

F Value = 525.64 df 1/70

t Value 22.92

Due to the absence of complete information on interregional rail

distances these data were measured from individual state maps, then

substituted into the derived cost equation (20). The transportation

cost figures from Hawaii and Puerto Rico were determined by adding the

ocean shipping cost to the nearest logical mainland port of entry

(San Francisco and New Orleans, respectively) and the rail rate from

the port of entry to the final destination. On the average, the

transportation cost from Honolulu to San Francisco in 1967 ,~as about

$0.653/cwt, while the transportation cost from Puerto Rico to New Orleans

23was about $0.3l0/cwt. The final estimated interregional transportation

cost matrix, in dollar per cwt, is shown in Table A-I of the Appendix.

230btained through the mail questionnaire survey.
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Although it may be argued that the most logical function would

be Cij = f (Dij , Vij)' where Vij = volume of shipment from Regions

i to j, this function was not adopted because it runs contrary to the

basic assumption of the spatial model as discussed earlier. Again,

although the transportation cost for a given product is seldom the

same in both directions, it was also assumed here that Cij = Cji; and

that railroads are the main transport carrier. These and other

assumptions were adopted in order to simplify the analysis and permit

emphasis on the more crucial aspects of the interregional model.

To summarize, the rationale for using the regression estimated

transportation cost in this study is as follows:

1. Data on sugar transportation cost is not available for every

route; hence an estimation of it is the only recourse.

2. The actual data, if ever made available, will have to be

obtained from various sources; hence lack of uniformity

will pose a problem.

3. Even on the same routes the rates may vary by season, type of

carrier, size of lot, and shipper; thereby further complicating

the analysis.

4. Even though, for institutional reasons, certain routes now

appear to have different per mile costs than others, the

expected trend over time is for greater efficiency and

uniformity in rates per mile (assumption of perfect competition

in the transportation industry).



CHAPTER III

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF THE UNITED STATES SUGAR INDUSTRY

The United States is one of the three major sugar producers, one

of the largest consumers, and the single largest importer of sugar

in the world. Domestic sugar consumption in recent years has amounted

to an average of about 10.6 million short tons (raw) annually, of which

about forty-two percent is imported from a number of friendly countries. 1

The annual domestic production of raw sugar includes about 3.2 million

tons of beet sugar, nearly 2.4 million tons of cane sugar, and close to

0.5 million tons of cane sugar from Puerto Rico. 2 At the 1969

wholesale price of $155/ton of raw sugar, the value of domestic

production amounts to about one billion dollars annually, while the total

value of domestic sugar consumption is approximately 1.65 billion dollars.

As of 1968, there were 28,660 domestic sugar beet and cane farms,

cultivating about 2.5 million acres of land. During this year, the

industry employed some 222,700 persons and paid wages and salaries in

excess of 477 million dollars. Investment in the industry amounts to

over two billion dollars, of which about a billion is in farm investments

and the remainder is in factories and refineries.

NATIONAL SWEETENER CONSUMPTION

The per capita consumption of sugar in the United States has

remained quite stable at an average of about 0.98 cwt refined per annum

lEstimated from USDA, Sugar Reports, 220 (September, 1970),9-38.

2Estimated from USDA, Sugar Statistics and Related Data, l
(December, 1969), 11.
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during the past two decades. Total consumption, however, has been

increasing along with population growth. Within a span of eighteen

years, the total sugar consumption has increased by 31 percent,

accompanying an increase of about 29 percent in population (Table III).

The slight difference in relative growth rate could be accounted for by

the slight variations in annual per capita consumption. If the above

trend prevails within the next decade, total sugar requirements of this

country would be roughly thirteen million tons raw value by 1980.

Sweetener Competition

Since 1952, sugar has lost some of its share of the expanding

sweetener market to its closest competitors, particularly as a raw

material of such products as beverages, canned fruits, and ice cream. 3

However, in spite of the growing importance of other types of sweeteners,

sugar still predominates in the United States, accounting for about 85

percent of the total caloric sweetener market in 1969.

The next most important sweeteners in the United States are the

caloric corn sweeteners composed of corn syrup (glucose) and dextrose. 4

These are primarily used in commercial food processing and only a small

fraction of the total supply is used by housewives in food preparation.

Table III indicates that within a period of fifteen years, corn sweeteners

have captured about 4.6 percent of the market, with corn syrup gaining

the most. It also shows that the market share of dextrose has declined

3See USDA, Sugar Reports, 210 (November, 1969), 21.

40ther minor sweeteners used are honey, maple syrup, sorghum and
other edible molasses.
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TABLE III. POPULATION. TOTAL AND PER CAPITA SUGAR CONSUNPTION, AND
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF SWEETENERS USED IN THE UNITED

STATES, SELECTED YEARS, 1952-6911

Sugar Consumption Sweetener Distribution

Year populatiorJ./ Total1/ Per
Sugar Icorn Syrup /DextroseCapital/

(million) (1,000 tons raw) (cwt ref) -- Percent --
1952 157.6 8,140 0.965 -- -- --
1955 165.9 8,441 0.950 89.3 7.3 3.4
1956 168.9 8,946 0.990 89.1 7.5 3.4
1957 172.0 8,774 0.954 88.9 7.7 3.4
1958 174.9 9,069 0.970 88.3 8.0 3.7
1959 177.8 9,221 0.968 87.9 8.2 3.9
1960 180.7 9,305 0.961 87.9 8.4 3.7
1961 183.8 9,654 0.981 87.5 8.7 3.8
1962 186.7 9,796 0.980 86.6 9.5 3.9
1963 189.'. 10,030 0.98Q 85.8 9.8 4.4
1964 192.1 9,713 0.944 84.9 10.8 4.3
1965 194.6 10,06!. 0.966 8r~. 9 10.8 4.3
1966 197.0 10,342 0.981 85.1 10.9 4.0
1967 J99.2 10,292 0.965 85.0 11.0 4.0
1968 201. 2 10,966 1. 019 85.0 l5.0Y
19G9 203.3 10,690 0.984 84.7 15. 3~.I

I
Total
Percent
Cll:tngc

31. 30% -4.6 -+4.6

+0.3-0.31. 73/.,Annual 1.6J%
AVl'r;j!l~ _

1..1 1950-51 fi,',urcf, wen, not included b"cause 1950 had unusually large
reported deliv~rjps on account of the outbreak of hostility in Korea;
and large unreported quantities were carried over to 1951.

'l:,/ Includes IIm:a ii and Alaska.

1/ Because \)f diff,'n'nces in l'pj'orting, the repol-tcd quantities in refined
basi:; di flcl: s1 if',htly fr0\1l the converted refined value of the reported
c.1 i~ tr i bu Lion j n ra\l tonlla~.(·..

'!!.! IncludL's all cprn SI-lcetcncn, roiuce no d£:tailed data i.s llvailablc.

SourcL'''; 1J:;1''\, :::'t~:·,'lr l:q~()rts, 220 (Scl'tcHlbcr, 1970), 9.
USDA,~'!;.2J.:-r~.''Ports, 213 (Fchru:lry, 1970), 15.
usn,"., .:!~1..!:.Ji.jt'!.atioll, (:l~rc}l, 19(2).
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since 1963, while that of corn syrup has continually increased. This

implies the probable replacement of dextrose by the more economically

priced corn syrup, which since then has become available in a higher

dextrose equivalent and more versatile form.

Another type of sweetener which has gained ground since the 1950's

is the non-caloric or synthetic sweeteners. The most popular of this

type are saccharin, cyclamate, and mixtures of these. Saccharin is about

300 times sweeter than sugar while cyclamate is about 35 times as sweet.

The limited information available indicates that consumption of these

sweeteners has increased considerably during the two decades, particularly

in beverages and non-food products. 5 However, the rate of growth in its

uses started to slacken in 1965, and as of this date the total quantity

used is still small compared to the other types of sweeteners.

Earlier studies conducted by W. Garot, Greig, Hayenga, Ballinger,

and Larkins have discussed the growth, merits, and potentials of the

most important types of sweeteners. 6 Some of the factors which likely

determine the degree to which sugar is substituted by other types of

sweetener in the U.S. market are: relative cost, availability,

convenience, and the quality of the final product.

Relative price differences appear to be a plausible explanation

for the trend in sweetener utilization. Corn syrup, which underwent a

declining price trend during the last two decades, had the largest

5Roy A. Ballinger, "Non-Caloric Sweetener: Their positions in the
Sweetener Market" Agricultural Economic Report, 113 (1967), ERS, USDA.

6See Bibliopgraphy for complete listing.
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increase in the share of the total U.S. sweetener market. 7 Dextrose,

with a slightly rising price trend, had a slight gain; and sugar, which

had the greatest increase in price, exhibited a marked loss in its share

of the sweetener market. In the case of synthetic sweeteners, the most

commonly used formulation of this type, which is 90 percent cyclamate

and 10 percent saccharin, has a sweetness of about 57 times more than

that of sugar and costs only about one-eight of the prevailing sugar

price per cwt. 8 Thus a shift in price differentials among sweeteners,

due either to changes in government policies or to consumer preferences,

could well alter the current pattern of sweetener utilization in this

country.

The growing availability of pre-mixed blends of liquid sugar and

corn syrup, and the convenience of liquid bulk handling has also

contributed towards the popularity of corn sweeteners among food

processors. Furthermore, the development of new higher quality and

wider varieties of corn syrup has made this type of sweetener more

attractive to industrial users. Dextrose is also reputed to impart

preferred qualities on the final product when combined with other types

of sweeteners. It is known to give baked products desirable colors,

and has proven useful in controlling the texture of confectionaries.

On the other hand, non-caloric sweeteners are primarily used for

dietetic and economic reasons.

7see Table A-2 of the Appendix.

8W• Smith Greig, "Consumer Image of Sugar and Synthetic Sweeteners,"
Research Bulletin, 18 (1968), Michigan State University, pp. 4-5.
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It must be borne in mind that the increasing production of sweetener

containing commercial products, which is the outlet of over 95 percent

of synthetic and corn sweeteners, has greatly fostered the growth of

these types of sweeteners. 9 In contrast to household uses, the factory

scale operation magnifies the benefits that could be realized by

substituting other lower priced sweeteners for sugar. However, apart

from the economic and feasibility considerations, the maintenance of

quality and consumer acceptance of the final product largely dictates how

much of the other types of sweeten~rs should be substituted for sugar in

the formulation of a variety of products.

The ultimate impact of the increasing magnitude of competition in

the sweetener market has yet to be determined. At present we have

inadequate information to do so. Each of the principal types of

sweeteners possesses attributes both unique and common to all. The

divergence makes each suitable to a particular use while the similarities

enhance substitutability. In the final analyses, the extent to which

other sweeteners can replace sugar in the future is a question not only

of economic feasibility, health, consumer preference, and convenience

but also legal and substitutional factors. The Federal Food and Drug

Administration as well as State and local regulations set a limit on

the proportion of other sweeteners that can be combined with sugar in a

number of food processing industries.

However, it would not be presumptuous to forecast that in spite of

competition the overall sugar consumption of this country will continue

9The combined average production index of sweetener containing
products increased from 96.8 in 1957 to 159.0 in 1969 (1957-59 = 100).
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to increase at least in line with population growth in the foreseeable

future. Such basic conclusion is apparent in Table III. Although the

share of sugar consumption in the total sweetener market has constantly

declined over the years indicated, total absolute sugar consumption has

increased, while per capita consumption remained relatively constant.

This implies that both the per capita and total consumption of sweeteners

in the United States have been increasing, most of which was absorbed by

the other types of sweeteners, particularly corn syrup.

Hence, while the gain in total sugar consumption is largely due to

population increase, the mounting utilization of the other types of

sweeteners springs mainly from new and increased uses of these

commodities on a per capita basis. Thus, in this respect, we could

rationalize that sugar is not being replaced but rather supplemented by

the other types of sweeteners. At most, the effect of the increasing

availability of good substitutes could be an increase in the elasticity

of demand for sugar in the United States.

Types of Users

Another significant development in the sugar utilization pattern

of this country is the growing importance of industrial users at the

expense of household and non-industrial buyers. An increasing large

proportion of sugar, and a much larger percentage of the other types

of sweeteners consumed, are embodied in commercially prepared food and

other products where they lose their identity.

Table IV shows that direct deliveries of sugar by primary

distributors to industrial type users increased from 42.3 percent of the

total deliveries in 1950 to 65.1 percent in 1969. Hence the proportion
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of the total deliveries received by non-industrial users declined by 22.8

percent during that period. Furthermore, a portion of the reported

deliveries to wholesalers subsequently ends up as raw material in the

food processing industries.

Over the indicated twenty year period, all the industrial type users

absorbed an increasing share of the annual sugar supply of this country

with a remarkable gain displayed by the beverage industry. On the other

hand, except for hotel and other institutions, all the non-industrial

buyers relinquished part of their share of the market, with the greatest

loss suffered by wholesalers. The gain in sugar usage by the beverage

industry was due to the tremendous increase in beverage consumption,

outstripping population growth.

Part of the reduction in the market share of wholesalers can be

attributed to the shift in the supply source of some industrial users

from wholesalers to direct deliveries by primary distributors. These

primary distributors consist of beet and sugar cane processors, refiners,

and importers of foreign sugar for direct consumption. Compiled data

revealed that, along with the increasing proportion of sugar absorption

by the industrial users, the deliveries of industrial-sized packages

(100 lb. bags) declined.
lO

On the other hand the deliveries of bulk

granulated and liquid sugar, which only industrial buyers are equipped

to handle, increased substantially over the recent years.

The above trend signifies the relative convenience and economies

of handling in bulk. This, along with the elimination of wholesalers as

10USDA, Sugar Reports, 191 (April, 1968), 5-14.
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middleman, the shift from smaller household outlets to bulk industrial

buyers, and the concomitant reduction in the amount of sugar lost due to

waste results in a certain gain in efficiency in sugar marketing.

The increasing propensity to consume convenience foods in highly

industrialized countries has catalyzed the marked decline of sugar

purchases for home use by American housewives, in contrast to the

increased proportion being utilized by industrial users. Growing

urbanization, higher incomes, desire for more leisure, and the saturation

of advertisement and sales promotions have played significant roles

toward this end.

Relatively less home canning and baking is done by urban families

compared to rural families. In addition, much of the sugar formerly

used by housewives in home food preparations has been replaced by

"ready-mixed," "pre-cooked," and "ready-to-eat" types of commodities.

As a consequence household consumption of sugar, as reflected by deliv

eries to wholesalers, retail grocers, and the proportion of consumer-size

packages sold, has continued to decline during the last two decades.

The probable impact of the latter development in sugar utilization

is a decrease in the elasticity of demand for sugar in the United States

and other industrialized countries. In most final products, sugar

constitutes only a fraction of the total cost incurred by the processors,

and hence its price is concealed in the price of the final product. Thus

the demand for sugar becomes a derived demand, and is more a function of

the price of the final product than of its own price. Furthermore,

because of the fixed plant capacities and predetermined product formula

mix, the volume of sugar purchases of each processor is more or less
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constant in the short run. As a consequence, the short run change in

sugar price has only a slight effect on the quantity purchased.

The aggregate demand for sugar in the United States has been

11 . d 1 t' 1 . 1 . 11genera y recogn1ze as re a 1ve y 1ne ast1C.

the demand of households and institutions is more inelastic than the

demand of industrial users. While sugar is a very important ingredient

in home cooking, it constitutes only a minor item in the household

budget. Furthermore, there is very little competition bebween sugar and

other types of sweeteners in home use.

On the other hand, industrial users of sugar are more in a position

to use sugar substitutes in processing. Large scale operation magnifies

the total cost of sugar purchases by individual firms, thereby making

it more profitable to use lower priced sweetener substitutes. Again

this argument could be countered by the fact that fixed plant capacities,

predetermined product ~ormula, government regulations, and relatively

small contribution of sugar to the total cost of the final product, as

cited earlier, also tend to depress the elasticity of sugar demand by

industrial buyers. A survey revealed that food processors are more

concerned with the price each firm pays relative to their competitors

than with changes in the general level of sweetener prices. 12

REGIONAL SUGAR UTILIZATION

There are bwo points of view that may be considered in the

llUSDA, Marketing Research Reports, 294 (December, 1958), 8.

l2Roy A. Ballinger and L. C. Larkins, "Sweeteners Used by Food
Processing Industries," Agricultural Economic Report, 48 (January, 1964),
20.
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estimation of the regional sugar consumption figures. One view contends

that consumption occurs whenever sugar is actually consumed or used is

such a way as to lose its identity. Hence each regional demand estimate

is the summation of household and other non-industrial users' demands,

as well as the demand of industrial users who utilize over 65 percent of

the total annual sugar disappearance in this country. The crucial

interregional problem then is to determine where and how to produce

economically, as well as where and how much to market in order to meet

the combined industrial and non-industrial sugar requirements efficiently,

given the existing industrial setup.

Another point of view advocates the layman's logic that consumption

occurs only when sugar itself or the products containing sugar are

ultimately consumed by the final consumer. Therefore, each regional

consumption estimate is the sum total of all sugar equivalents consumed

from all sources, including food and non-food products, by the

constituency of each region.

In order to meaningfully incorporate the latter point of view

within the framework of the interregional models presented earlier, it

must be assumed that 1) in the long run, industrial users of sugar will

relocate their plants near the center of final consumption, and

2) they will establish individual factories in each region in order to

supply that region's demand for the final product. This further depends

on the inference that the final regional sugar consumption estimate is

proportionate to the regional demand for all sugar containing products,

that each type of product is homogenous in all regions, and that the

proportion of each sugar containing product consumed relative to each
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other is the same for all regions.

For practical and logical reasons, the former view was pursued in

this study. The mere existence of enormous estimated consumption of

sugar equivalents in a given region does not justify the shipment of

that amount to that region unless the industrial facilities are there to

convert the sweetener into the final products desired by the consumers.

Furthermore, it is more probable that the processors would locate their

factories near the cheap source of the bulk of their raw material, and

would tend to consolidate plant operations in their effort to take

advantage of the economies of large scale production.

The official estimate of regional sugar consumption as published

in various issues of the Sugar Reports was adapted in this research.

These data based on reported initial direct deliveries by primary

distributors to all types of buyers in each region. Thus, in-so-far as

this treatise is concerned, the terms; deliveries, utilization,

disappearance, demand, and consumption are analogous terminologies.

Although there may be interregional shipment after the initial

deliveries, there are no known data to account for then, and hence, for

simplicity, they were assumed to be non-existent.

Geographical Area Distribution Of Consumption

Table V shoes that nearly one-third of the annual sugar

disappearance in this country is utilized in the North Central area,

which also has the largest reported area average per capita consumption.

The Southern area, which has the largest concentration of population,

used only 27.4 percent of the total sugar consumed. Illinois is the

single largest consuming region, followed closely by California, although
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D<!liverie9 /

Hundredweioht refined

Region Total I
Per

Cspita

Percentspe Distribution

Deliveries I iOPu
- I ~~~~

stion ceasing!/

-- Percent --

North Ea9t:
Connecticut
Maine
Ma9aachusetts
New Hampsh i re
New Jersey
New York
Pennsylvanis
Rhode Island
Vermont

North Centrs1:
Illinois
Indisna
Iowa
Kansas
Michigan
Mime sota
Missouri
Nebraska
North Dakota
Ohio
South Dakota
Wisconsin

South:
~bAma

Arkansas
Delaware
Florida
Geor[;ia
Kentucky
Louisiana
Haryland
Nis9is.ippi
No rth Ca fa lina
Ok1aho",a
South Carolina
Tennessee
Texas
Virginia
West Virr.inis

We.t:
-Ala.ka-Waoh,

Arizona
Cali fornin
Colorado
Hawaii
Idaho
HontallA
Nevada

OrcBon
Utah
Wyo",inl;

Total U. S.

47,895,009
1,347,010

575,896
5,122,544

372 ,868
9,819,512

16,714,644
13,263,173

454,860
224,502

63,461,768
22,750,813

5,520,791
2,442,189

'1,524,660
7,016,168
2,736,969
4,989,796
1,632,030

337.729
10,036,205

398,247
1,,076,171

53,691,059
2,705,731,
1,257,210
1,878,006
4,365,095
6,129,874
2,352,388
3,974,657
4,958,560
1,522,708
4,126,928
1,635,935
1,692,548
3,869,239
9,288,516
3,068,841

864,820

31,054,839
2,811,152

736,214
20,986,033

l,469,99B
883,757
378,725
355,298
128,845
253,785

2,202,069
776,971

81,992

196,102,675

.994
~

.592

.945

.544
1,1,02

.912
1.141

.505

.538

1.150
2.089
1.104

.887

.670

.817

.764
1.084
1.137

.529

.960

.591

.973

.874

.764

.639
3.591

.728
1. 359

.738
I. 085
1.104

.61,9

.821

.656

.651

.994

.855

.677

.481

.920
~

.41,4
1.096

.74!,
1.196

.542

.507

.290

.~53

1.102
.759
.260

0.98

24.420
---:687

.294
2.613

.190
5.008
8.524
6.764
. ;232
.:114

32.360
11.603

2.816
1.245

.777
3.578
1.396
2.545

.832

.172
5.118

.203
2.079

27.380
I. 380

.641

.958
2.226
3.126
1.200
2.027
2.529

.777
2.105

.834

.863
1. 973
4.737
I. 565

.441

15.840
1.434
.370

10.703
.749
.451
.193
.181
.065
.129

1. 123
.396
.042

100.00

24.40
1.48

.49
2.74

.35
3.54
9.27
5.87

.45

.21

27.88
5:Sf

2.53
1.41
1.15
4.34
1.81
2.33

.73

.32
5.29

.34
2.12

31. 02
1:79

.99

.26
3.03
2.27
1.61
1. 85
2.27
1. 19
2.54
1. 26
1. 31
1. 96
5.49
2.29

.91

16.70
1':70

.83
9.68
1.00

.37

.35

.35

.22

.51
1. 01

.52

.16

100.00.

21.60
~

.52
2.23

.15
4.31
7.29
5.84

.32

.13

35.20
9.48
2.83
3.02
1.15
2.98
2.70
2.77
1.61

.16
4.70

.37
3.43

24.95
---:95

.95

.98
2.43
2.23
2.07
1. 54
2.20

.79
1. 52

.66

.41,
1:74
4.73
1.44

.28

18.25
1. 64

.33
11. 83
1.23

.75

.55

.21

.06

.17
1. 03

.38

.07

100.00

}./ Esti'lk1led from lISDA, SUI,nr Heport, (Februn,'y, 1968 and 1969 issues). The
published data was adjust"d ill ordcr to balance the reported cfOllleltic
product i on and forei r,n imp.:.t"ts wi th thp. Tt"ported foreign ~xp~rt. 1ncrea8t'
in inv(:ntory and theoretical consumption.

3:.,/ Estim.11£'d from Bureau of Census, AllT]\Irt1 Survey of Hanufac~~ 1966 and
1967 issues. 11,e fi gure rt'presents reg ional distribution of "value added"
by food manufacturing,
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the latter region has almost twice as much population as the former.

The six major sugar consuming regions alone, which represent about forty

percent of the population, absorb over half of the total sugar consumed

in this country annually. This is a clear indication that the

distribution of sugar for consumption in the United States is not

uniformly spread geographically.

The fact that the relative distribution of consumption does not

closely correspond to population is largely due to differences in the

concentration of sugar utilizing industries, and to some extent due to

differences in consuming habits and prices. In 1967, of the total sugar

delivered to industrial users, 33.9 percent went to the North Central

area, 26.7 percent to the North East, 23.2 percent went to the South,

and the residual was absorbed in the West. 13

In contrast to the other areas, the percentage of industrial

deliveries to the South was smaller than the percentage of the total

deliveries received by this area. That is, while the Southern area

consumed 27.4 percent of the total sugar supply, it only absorbed 23.2

of the national sugar deliveries to industrial users. This means that

relatively less of the sugar delivered to the south was used in process

ing and more was actually or directly consumed by the household and other

non-industrial users in that area. Also, since the proportion of the

total industrial deliveries was much smaller than its share of the total

population, it is highly probable that all of the sugar containing

commodities produced in the South were also consumed within this

13
USDA, Sugar Reports, 192 (May, 1968), 9-15.
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geographic area. Thus the Southern area had the lowest reported per

capita consumption figure.

On the other hand, the data imply that a great portion of the sugar

delivered to the North East, and much more of that to the North Central

area, was utilized as raw material in the manufacture of commercial

products. Furthermore, since the proportion of industrial sugar

deliveries to these areas was much larger than their respective share of

the total population, it is very likely that some of the commercially

processed sugar-containing products were eventually shipped out for

final consumption in the South, West, and Offshore areas. Therefore,

although the reported average per capita consumptions in the Northern

areas were higher than that in the South, it does not necessarily mean

that Southerners eat less sugar than Northerners even through the

differences in climatic conditions would tend to justify such variation.

Although national per capita sugar consumption in this country has

remained relatively stable over the past twenty years or so, regional

per capita utilization differs appreciably from region to region. The

per capita figures vary from a low of 0.253 cwt in New Mexico to a high

of 3.591 cwt in Delaware (Table V). This variation is more a function of

the varying magnitude of food processing activities relative to the size

of the population than of regional differences in actual consumption,

preference, and price.

The unusually high per capita figure for Delaware was brought about

by the establishment of a new plant by a large industrial user of sugar

in that State. 14 The consequently large volume of deliveries, coupled

l4Ibid •
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with the small population of the State, resulted in the high estimate.

Again much of the sugar is exported to other regions in the form of

final products.

The only available indication of the relative degree of sugar

utilization by industrial users in each region is the data on "value

added by food manufacturing" as reported by the Bureau of the Census.

However, these data account for all food processing activities including

those which do not use sugar as raw material. Crude as it is, still it

conveys the relevant implications.

In general, holding population constant, the greater the degree

of food processing activities in a region, the higher is the total

delivery and per capita consumption figure. All the regions which had

food processing figures of over one percent in 1967 had per capita

consumption of no less than 0.67 cwt. The ratio of column 6 to column 5

in Table V depicts a clearer picture of this relationship. That is,

the larger the ratio, the higher the per capita figure. Any deviation

could be attributed to regional differences in consumption habits,

prices, and other factors affecting demand, as well as to probable

errors in the accounting procedure.

SOURCES OF SUGAR SUPPLY

The relative importance of the various sources of the United States

sugar supply has been changing over the years. This is largely due to

government initiatives; indirectly through the tariff system prior

to 1934, and directly under the quota system since then. The quota

system was suspended during World War II but was reinstated with some
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modifications in 1948 and in the amendments of the Sugar Act

thereafter. 15

Under the quota system, the United States government allocates

the estimated annual U.S. sugar market among the various domestic sugar

producing areas and foreign suppliers in accordance with stipulations

enacted by Congress. The domestic producing regions are grouped into

three major classifications, namely: 1) Domestic Offshore, which is

composed of Hawaii, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands; 2) Mainland Cane,

which includes the states of Louisiana and Florida, and 3) Domestic Beet,

which includes all the sugar beet producing states within the continental

U.S.A.

Source Changes and Implications

Changes in proportionate shares of the various supplying areas

between 1934 and 1959 were moderate except in the case of the Philippines

whose market share dropped during and immediately after the war but

almost recovered by 1959 (Table VI). Spectacular shifts, however,

occurred since mid-1960 when the Cuban quota was suspended and

apportioned to a larger number of friendly countries and to the domestic

areas.

The shift from Cuba to other countries did not encounter much of a

problem because of an abundant sugar supply in the world market. However,

while Cuban sugar could be delivered to the U.S. at short notice, most of

the new foreign sources are more distantly located and delivery dates are

15This is discussed further in Chapter IV.
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United States.

This therefore necessitates larger inventories in the

There are also some variations in the quality of sugar
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from various sources as compared to the more uniform Cuban sugar, hence

requiring more careful blending and adjustments in the refining process.

Since the severance of the Cuban quota, the sugar policy of this

country has turned towards greater dependence on domestic sources as

indicated by the increasing domestic share of the basic quota. However,

the intention of the government was hampered by the incapacity of some

of the domestic areas to respond favorably toward that end, as reflected

by the disparity between the basic and adjusted quota figures in Table

VI.

Difficulties due to crop failure, lower sucrose content, and labor

and machinery problems have caused the downward trend in the sugar

production of Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. 17 Since 1957, Puerto

Rico has not been able to fill her full basic quota, while the Virgin

Islands has not produced for the mainland U.S. market since 1967.

Hence, although the basic quotas of these areas still hold as established

in 1962, it is likely that their full quota will be reduced in accordance

with their capacity in future sugar legislation.

Although Hawaii has managed to fill her quota until recently, the

prospect for further expansion in this area is not bright due to acreage

limitation. On the other hand, the mainland cane and beet areas have

l6USDA , Recent Developments in the U.S. Sugar Industry, (}my, 1962),
28.

l7parimal Choudhury, An Econometric Appraisal of the Aggregate Sugar
Supply Response of Selected ~jor Producing Countries, Unpublished Ph.D.
Dissertation, University of Hawaii, September 1967, pp. 123-244.
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displayed remarkable potentials for future expansion. These two areas

have been able to keep up with their expanding quota, which almost

doubled during the last decade.

The shifts in the relative importance of the various sources of

U.S. sugar supply have been accompanied by noticeable changes in the

structure and performance of the domestic sugar producing areas. The

increasing pressure to expand due to an increasing domestic quota,

coupled with the rising labor cost in this country, has favored rapid

mechanization in sugar farm operations, particularly in Hawaii.

On the other hand, mechanization often leads to consolidation into

larger farms in order to insure the efficient utilization of the capital

investment. Thus the expanding domestic production has been generally

accompanied by decreasing numbers of farms and larger acreage per farm

unit. IS The trend toward larger scale operations along with the

technological and biological developments is the mainspring of the

increasing sugar yield per acre among the domestic farms, and of the

greater physical efficiency in terms of diminishing field labor require

ments per ton of sugar produced.

The expansion in the volume of sugar production has also been

accompanied by a reduction in the total cane and beet factories operating

domestically. Technological developments in both processing and

transportation of cane and beet have resulted in the construction of

larger plants or increased the capacity of existing ones. Furthermore,

the concomitant competition from these more efficient plants forced the

IS See Appendix, Table A-3.
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older and smaller ones out of operation. The number of beet processing

plants in the U.S. decreased from 71 in 1948 to 59 in 1968, while the

cane processing plants in the Mainland Cane and Domestic Offshore regions

declined from 129 to 102 during the same period.

The Domestic Producing Regions

There are thirty-four known domestic sugar producing regions in the

United States, of which four produce cane sugar and the rest produce

beets (Table VII). Sugarcane is produced in the States of Louisiana,

Florida, and Hawaii, in the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and in the

Virgin Islands. Currently, there are speculations that cane sugar will

also be produced in Texas in the near future. On the other hand, the

beet regions are concentrated in the Central and Western sectors of the

continental United States. The most important States in terms of volume

of beets produced are: California, Idaho, Colorado, Minnesota, Michigan,

and Washington, the combined production of which constitutes over fifty

percent of the total sugar beets grown in the United States between

1966 and 1968.

Hawaii is by far the largest single domestic sugar producer,

accounting for about one-fifth of the total domestic production. The

five leading producing regions, composed of Hawaii, Louisiana, Puerto

Rico, Florida, and California, produced 63 percent of the total domestic

output in 1966-68, while the twelve largest producing regions accounted

far nearly 86 percent of the total domestic production. This implies

that the individual output of most of the remaining 22 regions is almost

negligible. Table VII also shows that the major sugar producing regions

are scattered throughout the continental United States and territories.



TABLE VTI. IOMlSTIC SlXiAR HlDDUCU:U Rl;xiIOIS OF TlIE UliITW srATES

1966 - 68 Annual Aver,,!;e Figure Production

Region Yield Harvested Growth
rer Acre

Acre
Sugar ProJ~ction 1959-68

(cwt. Refined) (JOOO Acres) CWlt. r~" fi n<-<! Percent (Percent)

~ Area: 45.2 1,246.3'. 56,140,38'. !<..!:U§.Q.!. 1.3~

Far We~t;: (51. 8) (487.67) (25,299.913) (21. 91.39) (52.28)
Arizona 46.4 16.03 7~O,OOO 0.6505 1>1
C" Ii fornia 52.6 250.30 13,224,165 11.4700 34:-66
Id"ho 47.3 11.9.57 7,01.9.165 6.1141 71•• 34
I:evada.!' 31•• 8 0.30 750 0.0007 -100.00
Oregon 59.6 19.73 1.178,333 1. 0220 3.97
Hashington 59.7 51.73 3,097,500 2.6866 81.13

Celltral: (41.2) (.§..31..,-lD (26,035,301) (ll-,-?!!.!l) (56.69)
~"nsas.Y -- -- -- -- --

Colorado 1.3. 1• 145.40 6.298,000 5.4626 7.14
Iowa 33.9 1. 30 41,093 0.0356 11: 76'
Kansas 44.4 27.70 1,214,040 1.0>30 32L13
Hinnesota 33.3 137.03 4,603,31.5 3.9927 11.7.39
Hissouri 1.1 -- -- -- -- --
~:ontD.na 45.0 62.50 2.721,093 2.3601 21•• 88
Nebraska 43.8 66.80 2,931,025 2.5422 10.48
Nelo1 HeY-ico 56.2 3.47 195,640 0.1697 975.00
1:0. Dakota 32.3 77.40 2,>00,440 2.1688 164.00
So. Dakotll 1.1 -- -- -- -- -100.00
Texas 57.0 31.97 1,857,7.'.0 1. 6109 2,741.38
Utah 48.0 27.63 1,323,025 1.1475 -13.46
Wyoming 44.0 53.57 2,350,360 2.0386 62.83

Ea. tern: (38.9) (125.90) ~2..~.!z.q) (;'.251.5) (~). 27)
-minois 43.4 0.27 11,800 0.0102 -85.36

IndiaM 1 1 -- -- -- -- -100.00
Matnu 15.6 11.17 160,000 0.1388 41
l11.ehll1an 40.7 79.40 3,253,652 2,8221 31-:49
New Jersey?) -- -- -- -- --
New York 32.6 4.33 132.946 0.1153 41
Ohio 1,3.7 30.73 1.346,772 1.1681 93:-22
Pennsylvania1.1 -- -- -- -- --
Wiscon. in 11 -- -- -- -- -100.00

~~: 71. 7 872.199 ..s~1l 51.2192- 12.07

Mainland Cane: (50.4) (502.366 (21•• 153,333) (20.9494) (96.69)

Florid" 62.9 193.533 ll,860,COO 10.2868 211.04
LouisiAna 42.5 308.833 12.293,333 10.662& 51. 31.

Offshore: (l00.8) (369.833) (34,900, 000 (30.2705) (-11•. 01)

lfawal1 202.2 112.100 22.780,000 19.7582 26.35

Puerto Rico 56.7 257.733 12,120,000 10.5123 -52.63
Virgin Island ~/ -- -- -- -- --

TOTAl. U. S. -- 2,188.539 115.293,;17 100.0000 --

!' No production aince 1967.

1/ Acreage allotment for these arc"" started only in 1970.

11 These areas had no r~ported production since 1966 or earlier dste.

~I Production started after 1960.

Sources, computed from:
USDA, SUI'ar ~tati"tics and Related Data, II (Februsry. 1969).
USDA, Sus"r I'~p(>rts, 212-215 (January to April, 1970).
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Production growth has been more rapid in the Mainland Cane and

Domestic Beet regions relative to the Domestic Offshore sources. During

the ten year period ending in 1968, Mainland Cane production increased

by 96.7 percent, domestic beet by 53.2 percent, and Hawaii cane by 26.4

percent. On the other hand, the sugar output of Puerto Rico declined by

52.6 percent during the period. Thus, excluding the Virgin Islands which

has no recorded production since 1967, the total Domestic offshore

production declined by 14.0 percent during that period.

Among the Mainland cane regions, Florida displayed a tremendous

production growth of 211.0 percent during the 1959-68 period. This

unusual growth was mainly due to acreage expansion rather than to

increase in yield per acre. During this period, Louisiana's production

also climbed by 51.4 percent. Louisiana's growth was due both to acreage

expansion and increasing land use efficiency.

There is a noticeable westward movement of sugar beet production

in the United States. This is reflected by the growth of about fifty-two

percent in the production of the Far Western area, in addition to the

increased output in Colorado, Montana, and other Western regions that

are conveniently classified under the "Central" category in Table VII.

Although all of the sugar beet producing areas showed similar growth

rates, the Far Western and Mid-Western areas had the largest increment

in total beet sugar production between 1959 and 1968. Most of the

regions that went out of beet production during this period were located

in the North East and North Central areas.



Since then until 1934, the tariff system was the

CHAPTER IV

THE SUGAR POLICY OF THE UNITED STATES

The sugar industry of the United States typifies a closely regulated

sector of this nation's economy. The current sugar legislation determines

not only the volume of sugar that can be produced and imported annually

in this country, but also influences the spatial location of domestic

production and the foreign sources of the commodity as well. Therefore,

any treatise on the sugar industry of this country is far from being

complete if it does not include a discussion of the role that the

government plays in the maintenance and development of the industry. A

knowledge of these sugar policies is a prerequisite toward understanding

the intricate workings of the United States sugar industry.

EARLY POLICIES

Ever since the inception of this nation, the government has

manipulated the sugar situation under multifaceted motives ranging from

economic revenue and protectionism, social welfare, and international

magnanimity, to political bargaining in the smoldering cold war.

Pre-World War I Period

The history of government meddling with the affairs of the domestic

sugar industry can be traced back to July 4, 1789, when a sugar tariff

f · . d 1was 1rst 1IDpose •

chief policy instrument with varying emphasis on the objectives of

1Lamborn & Co., Inc., The Marketing of Sugar In The United States,
New York, 1950, p. 9.
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raising revenue and supporting the domestic industry. In 1934 the

precursor of the current quota system replaced the tariff system.

Between 1789 and 1890 the main objective of the tariff system was

2to raise revenue for the Federal treasury. However the system also

provided incidental protection to U.S. Mainland producers and Hawaii,

who received protection under the Reciprocal Treaty of 1876. While the

early policy was effective in so far as creating revenue was concerned,

it did not provide for the welfare of the consumer inasmuch as the burden

of the duty was passed on by the refiners to the buyers in the form of

higher prices.

In 1890, with an overflowing Federal Treasury, the tariff was

withdrawn and a bounty of two cents per pound of domestically produced

sugar was paid to the producer. 3 Hence the industry which previously

was primarily regarded as a "milking cow" became a "fattening calf" as a

recipient of direct subsidy. Consequently, the policy stimulated the

expansion of the domestic industry, relieved the consumers burden, and

also benefited the low cost Cuban sugar industry.

The policy change of 1890, however, suddenly left Hawaii in an

unprotected position which resulted in a sharp decline of the Hawaiian

sugar industry and eventually lead to the overthrow of the monarchy.

Furthermore, such policy also cost the government a substantial amount of

money in terms of subsidy payments and forfeited revenue from the tariff.

2Jack T. Turner, ~larketing of Sugar, Richard D. Irwin, Inc.,
Illinois, 1955, p. 63.

3John E. Dalton, Sugar - ~ Case Study of Government Control, The
Macmillan Co., New York, 1937, pp. 22-23.
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The bounty system was replaced in 1894 by an ad valorem duty of

40 percent on all imported sugar. This ushered the use of tariff as a

means of protection.

From the late 1890's to 1914, the domestic sugar industry was

characterized by relative stability of prices and duty rates, and hence

of the income received by farmers. 4 During this period, however, tariff

concessions were extended to a wider area due to colonialization and

changing foreign policy. Free trade to Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and the

Philippines, as well as a tariff preferential for Cuba, resulted from

this new political maneuver. This apparently stimulated production in

these areas along with the development of the domestic beet industry,

which was greatly fostered by the tariff protection.

In 1914, Congress reduced the sugar duty rate with plans to

implement free trade after a two year transition period. However,

another change in policy retained the duty rate in 1916 until the

government took virtual control of the industry during the First World

War.

World War I and Its Aftermath

Government control of the industry during the war managed to

maintain reasonable prices to consumers, generated the needed supply,

provided adequate return to producers, and limited domestic consumption.

These were accomplished through patriotic appeals, price fixing,

voluntary contracts, and rationing. It is very likely that the relative

4Turner, £E. cit., p. 6-7.
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success of government policy during this short period had a significant

influence on the formulation of later sugar policies.

After World War I, the sugar industry of the world was beset by

wide variations in price, production, and income due to severe

speculations. Immediately after the lifting of government control, the

unleashed sugar demand that was suppressed during the rationing period

catapulted sugar price to an all time high average of 11.29 cents per

pound raw in 1920 (Table VIII). Obviously, this greatly stimulated the

tremendous expansion of sugar production allover the world, apparently

far outstripping future normal requirements. Thus, when the post-war

boom collapsed, sugar prices plummeted to less than 3 cents per pound in

1922. This world development affected the U.S. industry in like manner.

Theoretically, under condition of perfect competition and free

trade, the economic forces should rebalance the world sugar supply and

demand to an efficient equilibrium. This could have meant the dormancy

of the relatively high cost beet sugar industries of Europe and the

United States in favor of lower cost sugar elsewhere. However, politics

and not economics dominates the sugar issue. Thus, in the intricate

universally controlled industry, the theoretical adjustment could not

take place.

As a consequence, world sugar prices continued to fluctuate downward

until the depression when the price fell to the lowest record of about

$0.78 per pound (Table VIII). Each time the world price fell, sugar

producers in the United States clamored for more protection, which

reduced higher duty rates. The resulting escalating tariff doubled the
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TABLE VIII. }I0VEMENT OF SUGAR PRICES, SUGAR PRODUCTION
AND CONSUMPTION, SELECTED YEARS. 1914-39

Sugar Prices Sugar Production

Year

I
y Total U.S.

U.S. Retai1l Duty Paid \.,ror1d Total U.S. an2/ I
(Refined) New York (Raw) (Raw) Insular Areas- Cuba Consumption

- cents per pound - - in million short tons, raw value -

1910 6.0 4.20 2.39 -- -- 4.02
1915 6.6 4.60 3.04 -- -- 4.56
1920 19.4 12.36 11.29 2.43 4.24 4.90
1921 8.0 [•• 72 3.05 2.98 4.47 4.92
1922 7.3 4.65 2.82 2.99 [•• 58 6.10
1923 9.9 7.04 5.11 2.44 4.14 5.73
1921j 9,0 5.94 4.06 2.81 4.67 6.07
1925 7.0 4.33 2.44 3.49 5.89 6.55
1926 6.8 [•• 33 2.1.6 3.15 5.60 6.84
1927 7.2 4.71 2.78 3.25 5.12 6.59
1928 6.9 [1.20 2.36 3.74 [•• 59 6.66
1929 6.4 3.76 1.77 3.72 5.86 6.84
1930 6.1 3.36 1.27 4.10 5.31 6.85
1931 5.6 3.33 1.13 4.27 3.55 6.70
1932 5.0 2.93 .78 4.65 2.96 6.44
1933 5.3 3.22 .86 4.96 2.27 6.39
19% 5.5 3.02 .91 5,87 2.58 6.33
1935 5.7 3.23 .88 4.04 2.88 6.63
1936 5. () 3.59 .88 4.66 2.91 6.71
1937 5. () 3.44 1.13 4.97 3.38 6.67
1938 5.3 2.9!1 1.00 4.97 3.38 6.64
1939 5.4 2.99 1.43 5.37 3.10 6.87

lJ ,;C'f.orl' 19!() W:lS hased Oll \!or Id London pricc; 1920-21 \-I:lS estimated.
?:../ Includes continem!:al pc<,dllCl'r~;, Ilal-l<lii, Puerto Rico, vtrr,Jn Islands and the Philippines.

SOllL"Ces: l;SIJ,\, SlJl~.1t: St:ILi;;tics and R,,jatL'd J).lLa, I (O(>cl'mher 1969), 138.
t'lI"h,r;:,-c"u-.-;-iht. IG:~l·.l'lil2.E-uf ·s:.~l."t: 'i~l-tlll' lJlljtl~d_St<lt:L',::, l,r\~ YUL"k, 1951.
A!.;~()('i.<1tioll of ~;ul;}dr P['oduct't"r, or L'Ul'rto ltieo, l,~ntl..2.l. of SUi::1r ~\tatisti.cs,

\';a"hi J1gtol1 , D. c., 1965, p. 16,
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5
duty on Cuban sugar between 1921 and 1932. On the other hand, each

time the world price increased, the resulting much higher duty-paid

domestic price compelled the consumers to protest.

In spite of the recommendation of the Tariff Commission in 1924 to

reduce the excessive duty on Cuban sugar, the President of the United

States maintained the high rate "in the interest of self-sufficiency

and equitable benefits to the American farmers." Evidently, this

manifestation of agrarian nationalism further fueled the expansion of

the domestic and insular (Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and Philippines)

production, possibly even utilizing marginal farms.

Factors Leading to the Current Policy

The rapid advance of world deflation in the price of sugar after

1929 further stimulated persistent pressures for more protection of the

domestic industry. However, Table VIII shows that the increases in

tariff failed to buffer the eroding domestic price, inasmuch as the

world price was sinking faster than the tariff could be raised.

Apparently due to enormous surpluses, the foreign producers absorbed

the duty and did not pass it on to the American consumers.

Paradoxically, the generally declining price stimulated rather

than deterred domestic and insular production while it contracted

consumption. 6 This could be attributed to the fact that although the

beet sugar price was at its lowest then, yet compared to the alternative

5
See Appendix, Table A-4.

6The decline in consumption was partly due to the reduction in
purchasing power during the depression, coupled with the relatively
higher domestic sugar price, protected by high duty.
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crops whose prices were also declining, the relatively higher beet price

due to high tariff was the more attractive venture. 7 The expansion in

insular production can be explained by the technological progress in

cane production, and the desire of the producers to increase output in

order to offset the financial loses concomitant with the lower price.

These developments pushed Cuban sugar out of the U.S. market and

jeopardized the Cuban sugar industry, thereby violating the U.S.

commitments to that country.

The failure of the United States tariff system to mitigate the

catastropic consequences of changing socio-economic and political

conditions of the era cast doubt on its validity as an effective tool

of the national sugar policy. It is evident that while the system was

effective in barring the entry of "unfavored" sugar into the country,

it was undoubtedly powerless in preventing the cutthroat competition

among the protected areas during periods of excess production. The

insular areas enjoyed a disproportionate share of the benefits of the

tariff system relative to the Continental U.S. producers, while Cuban

producers were adversely discriminated against. 8

In 1932 the price of sugar before duty was the lowest ever, the

duty was highest since 1890, and the duty-paid price in New York was

the lowest on record (Table VIII). This was the final blow to the

faltering sugar tariff system of this country.

7Da1ton, £E. cit., p. 65.

8Lamborn, £Eo cit., p. 13.
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Thus in April 1933, recognizing the shortcomings of the tariff

system, the Tariff Commission proposed means to remedy the chronic

situation and to raise the dwindling sugar prices. 9 Among the

recommendations was the implementation of a quota system to limit

foreign imports and to control domestic as well as insular production.

This was adopted in the Jones-Costigan Act of 1934, and later in the

Sugar Acts of 1937 and 1948. This ushered in the era of renewed direct

government control over the production and marketing of sugar in the

United States.

THE CURRENT SUGAR POLICY

The current sugar policy of this nation is embodied in the Sugar

Act of 1948 as amended. This Act contains the basic precepts of the

Jones-Costigan Act of 1934 and the Sugar Act 1937, and became effective

on January 1, 1948. As last extended in 1971, the current Sugar Act is

due to expire on December 31, 1974. The stated purposes of the Act

are: lO

"To regulate connnerce among the several States, with the
Territories and possessions of the United States, and with
foreign countries; to protect the welfare of consumers of
sugar and of those engaged in the domestic sugar-producing
industry; to promote the export trade of the United States;
and for other purposes."

Under the provisions of the Act, the Secretary of Agriculture is

empowered to ascertain the year to year sugar consumption requirement

of the United States, which in turn serves as the basis for establishing

9Turner, £E. cit., p. 72.

10The Sugar Act of 1948, 80 cong., 1 sess., no. 388, (H.R. 4075)
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the quota of sugar that may be marketed in the country during a specific

year. However, the law only provides the Secretary with general guidance

in performing such a function. According to the Act:

"Determination shall be made so as to protect the welfare
of consumers and those engaged in the domestic sugar
industry by providing such supply of sugar as will be
consumed at prices which will not be excessive to consumers
and which will fairly and equitably maintain and protect
the welfare of the domestic industry."

Thus, in estimating the annual sugar requirement, the Secretary

must consider 1) the volume of sugar distributed during the previous

year with allowances for surplus and deficits, 2) changes in

consumption due to changes in population and demand conditions, and

3) the relationship between the price of sugar, parity index, and the

general cost of living in the United States.

The Quota Sys tern

Once the overall sugar requirement of the United States for a given

year is ascertained, the Secretary of Agriculture assigns a marketing

quota to each domestic producer and to favored foreign suppliers

according to the shares provided by the Act. The relative shares have

been changing, since the first Sugar Act was implemented, due to the

changing need of the Administration.

In the Sugar Act of 1937, about 55.59 percent of the estimated U.S.

sugar requirement (but no less than 3,715,000 short tons, raw) was

prorated among the domestic producers as shown in Table IX. Of the

residual, 64.41 percent was allocated to Cuba, 34.70 percent to the

Philippines, and 0.89 percent to other countries. In the Sugar Act

of 1948, the domestic producing areas and the Philippines were granted



TABLE :X. QUJTA PROVISIONS UNDER THE SUGAR ACT, U. S., 1937-65

Sugar Act Sugar Act of 1948
Area I of 19371/ Original ActlJ I 1951 I 1962 I 1965

Amendment1! Arnendment!:! Amendment:1!
percent short tons, raw value

Domestic Beet 41. 72 1,800,000 1,800,000 2,650,000 3,025,000
Hainland Cane 11.31 500,000 500,000 895,000 1,100,000
Ha"aii 25.25 1,052,000 1,052,000 1,110,000 1,110,000
Puerto Rico 21.48 910,000 1,080,000 1,140,000 1,140,000
Virgin Island 0.24 6,000 12,000 15,000 15,000

Total Domestic (55.59) 4,268,000 4,444,000 5,810,000 6,390,000

Philippines 34.70 974,000 974,000 1,050,000 1,050,000
Cuba 64.41 (98.64/.) (96. 001.) 1,635,000 (50%)
Other Countries 0.89 ( 1. 36%) ( 4. 00%) 1,200,000 1,200,000

Total Foreign (44.41) I 2,732,000 2,956,000 3,890,000 4,390,000

Total U.S. Rcnuirements (l00.00) LJ'OO,OOQ Z,4QO,QOQ 9,700,000 JQ,400,OOO

1! About 55.59 percent of the total U.S. require~ent was supplied by domestic area and 44.41 percent by
foreign suppliers. The Philippine quota should not be less than 952,000 tons commercial sugar.

2/ All U.S. Sugar requirements over and above the fixed domestic and Philippine quota were prorated 98.64% to
- Cuba and 1.36% to other countries. Any domestic deficit was proportionately shared by Cuba and other

domestic areas, ,,·hile Philippine deficits were shared 95% by Cuba and 5';; by other countries. Cuban quota
should be no less than in 1937, and if total U.S.requirement is less than 7 million tons, all domestic
deficit should go to Cuba.

1./ The balance of sugar requirement over domestic and Philippine quota was prorated 96/. to Cuba and 4% to
other countries.

!:./ Hainland producers got 65% of consumption growth over 9.7 million tons, and 35% went to foreign countries
except Philippines. Cuban quota of 1,635,000 tons became a "global" quota to be filled by other foreign
countries on first come first serve basis. About 1.2 million tons were also allocated to about 26 countries.
D0mestic and foreign deficits were alloted to the Philippines and other countries.

5/ As in 1962, ~ainland quota increases if requirement exceeds 10.4 .nillion and decrease if less than 9.7
- million tons. Puerto Rico and Hawaii quota is increased when their production increases but not greater

than their quota prior to 1962. In addition to the quota, the Philippines receives 10.86% of the first
700,000 tons over the 9.7 tons estimated U.S. requirement. The balance of growth goes to other countries.
All deficits also go to other countries. Cuba is alloted 50% of the market over domestic, Philippines,
Ireland und Bahar.1a quota, currently given to other countries until Cuba returns to Free World.

Source: HSl'A, Sugar Manual, Honolulu, Ha"'aii, (Junt.!, 1968), pp. 34-44.

0
\0
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a fixed tonnage quota while Cuba and other countries were allocated

fixed percentages of U.S. consumption requirements over and above the

domestic and Philippine quota. In both acts, Cuba was granted the

lien's share of the import quota.

In the first amendment of the 1948 Sugar Act in 1951, the fixed

tonnage quota for Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands was increased along

with the fixed percentage quota for foreign countries other than Cuba

and the Philippines. However, Cuba was assured a minimum quota of no

less than 28.6 percent of the U.S. requirement if this figure is 7.4

million tons or less, and 2.116 million tons if the U.S. requirement

exceeds the 7.4 million mark. In the amendment of 1956, the domestic

producing areas were granted the right to participate in the growth of

the U.S. market. That is, fifty-five percent of the U.S. requirement

over the base figure of 8.350 million tons was allocated to the domestic

areas, and the remaining 45 percent to Cuba and other full-duty countries.

A major revision in the sugar policy of this country was initiated

in the amendment of 1960. When Cuba turned communist, the President was

authorized to alter the Cuban quota as he saw fit in the national

interest. The first 28,000 tons reduction from the Cuban share was to

be purchased from countries having a quota of 3,000 to 10,000 tons to

provide each a participation of 10,000 tons in the market. Fifteen

percent of the balance would be purchased from the Philippines and the

remainder from other friendly countries. Cuba's former share of the

domestic area deficit was then to be filled by other domestic areas.

This marked the end of Cuba's quasi-dominion of the U.S. sugar market.

The role of sugar as a bargaining tool of the U.S. foreign policy
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was further entrenched by the amendment in 1961, which authorized the

President to deny a quota to any country not friendly toward the U.S.

This amendment also gave special preference to the countries of the

Western Hemisphire and those countries purchasing agricultural products

from the United States, in purchasing non-quota sugar.

The Sugar Act of 1948 was again amended in 1962 and 1965, each

time further increasing the reliance on domestic sources of supply, and

spreading the remaining import quota to a wider base of countries. ll

In both amendments, however, a certain quota was set aside to "bribe"

Cuba to return to the "free-world." In 1965, fifty percent of the part

of the U.S. market not assigned to domestic areas, the Philippines,

Ireland, and the Bahama Islands were reserved for Cuba, but this is

currently filled by other friendly countries until such time when Cuba

again maintains diplomatic relations with the United States.

Other Provisions of the Sugar Act

In 1962, an import fee was instituted, adjustable to the amount by

which the domestic price exceeds the market price of raw sugar (adjusted

to freight and tariff) of foreign suppliers. Raw sugar imports out of

the "global system" were charged full import fee while those from other

quota countries except the Philippines were charged ten percent of the

import fee in 1962, twenty percent in 1963, and thirty percent in 1964.

The import fee, however, was deleted in the amendment of 1965.

In addition to the import and domestic area marketing quotas, the

Sugar Act also provides for the establishment of domestic marketing

11
See Appendix, Table A-5.
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"allotments" when the expected area supply seems to exceed the assigned

quota. This allotment places an upper limit on the volume of sugar which

a particular producer can sell in a given year. The Secretary of

Agriculture can also allot quotas to persons importing and marketing

sugar to promote orderly marketing and insure adequate supplies.

The Secretary is also authorized to allot shares of the domestic

area marketing quota to each producing farm by means of acreage

allotment. This farm allotment, which is known as "proportionate share,"

sets a ceiling on individual farm production. Whenever acreage allotment

is not imposed, each processor decides how much sugar each sugar farmer

could produce as stipulated in their contractual agreement.

The Sugar Act also provides for the making of conditional payments

to domestic sugar growers, funded by a tax of 0.53 cents per pound

levied on all sugar processed or imported for direct consumption. l2

Such payment was established as an incenti~e for growers to abide with

the provisions of the Act, and to assure an equitable return to sugar

cane and sugar beet producers. To qualify for government payments,

growers must stay within their proportionate share, pay fair and

reasonable wages to field workers, and must not employ child labor in

their cane and beet fields. Growers who are also processors must pay a

fair price for cane and beets purchased from other growers. As

implemented, the amount of payments varies with the volume of farm

output. It ranges from 80 cents per hundredweight raw volume for small

12payments are also authorized with respect to bona fide abandonment
of planted acreage and crop deficiencies of harvested acreage resulting
from drought, flood, storm, freeze, disease or insects.
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farms to 30 cents per hundredweight raw value for output over 30,000

tons on large farms.

Thus, under the current policy, the government plays an energetic

role in the production as well as marketing activities of the sugar

industry. However, as indicated in previous discussions, government

actions are motivated not only by economics but also by social and

political objectives as well. Hence a comprenhensive appraisal of the

efficiency and significance of the intricate policies is incomprehensible

within the realm of economic rationalizations alone.

Suffice it to mention for the moment that government intervention

has fostered the growth of the domestic sugar industry, buffered the

domestic sugar price from the fluctuations of world prices, and provided

adequate supply to fill annual national requirements. 13 Furthermore,

the quota system has also been successful in curbing the unhealthy

competition among the favored producing areas which was prevalent during

the terminal years of the tariff system.

SUGAR PRICES

Spot Price

In the management of the United States sugar supply, in order to

assure reasonable prices to both the domestic producers and consumers,

the Secretary of Agriculture considers the "spot price" for the duty

paid raw sugar as the main price bench mark. The "spot price" is the

price for bulk raw cane sugar of 96 0 polarization, on hand or to arrive

within forty-five calendar days, delivered alongside a refinery berth

l3This is discussed further in Chapter V of the dissertation.
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at a port north of Hatteras, duty paid. 14 The current full duty is 62.5

cents per hundred, except for sugar from the Republic of the Philippines

which enjoys a preferential rate until 1975. 15

The spot price is not the outcome of the actual interplay of sugar

supply and demand in this country. Rather, it is arbitrarily established

by a committee of five members from the New York Coffee and Sugar

Exchange in accordance with their judgment of the "value" of domestic

raw sugar under market conditions at 2 P.M. of the current day. Hence,

the price thereby determined is a nominal rather than a real one. The

specific considerations applied by the committee are not made known to

the public.

The spot price is used by the Exchange for settlement in cases of

default, and in making or taking deliveries under future contracts. 16

It is also employed in the pricing of raw sugar sold on an "average

price" basis. Sugar refineries usually buy part of their sugar at a

negotiated "fixed price" and part on the basis of the average spot price

for ten successive days. These domestic refiners usually operate on the

basis of "margin," which is the difference between the spot price of raw

sugar delivered at the refinery and the mill-net prices received from

the sale of refined sugar at wholesale.

The Secretary of Agriculture has no specific power to regulate the

refiner's or processor's margin; hence these entities are free to set

l4vernon A. Mund, Sugar Production and ~mrketing with ~ Special
Reference to the Hawaiian Cane and Western Beet Industry, Economic
Research Center, Honolulu, Hawaii, (March, 1966), p. 13.

l5 See Table A-3 of the Appendix.

l6Mund , £E. cit., p. 15.
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their asking price, subject of course to competitive pressures. However,

the Secretary can indirectly manipulate the margin by altering the

marketing and import quotas, hence the supply and price of raw sugar.

Over the years, the refined prices tended to move along with the raw

prices, thus resulting in a fairly stable margin. 17

Quota Price

The so called "quota price" of the United States is the "spot price"

minus duty, freight, insurance, unloading charges, and applicable import

fees. In short, it is the net or rolled-back price received by foreign

sugar suppliers to this country.

Except for occasional freak years, the sugar prices received by

foreign suppliers to the U.S. market have been consistently above the

equivalent level (adjusted for transportation cost and tariff) of prices

in the ''world market.,,18 The premium, which amounts to several hundred

million dollars annually, has been the subject of domestic controversy,

and has caused considerable debate in congress. This led to the

implementation of the import fee on sugar in 1962.

In 1965, the import fee was repealed for the magnanimous reason

that the premium should serve as a development subsidy or foreign aid

to the developing recipient countries. However there are no tangible

indications that this stated foreign objective is being met in the

recipient countries. Furthermore, both the developing and developed

foreign suppliers enjoy the same subsidy.

17See Appendix, Table A-2.

18See Appendix, Table A-2.
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Farm Price

The spot price is employed by the Department of Agriculture in

setting the "fair price" which domestic sugar farmers should receive for

their sugar or beet crops in a given year.

Sugar cane farmers in the U.S. are paid by sugar mills on the basis

of the sucrose content of the cane delivered and the price of raw sugar

over the pricing period. 19 On the other hand, the price received by

beet growers is based on the returns from the sale of refined sugar by

the beet factory. The beet farmers share in the IIne t return" to the

factory on the basis of the sucrose content of the crop delivered. The

total growers' return per ton of sugar cane or sugar beet produced is

determined after the raw cane sugar or refined beet sugar had been sold,

and after the appropriate Sugar Act payment has been set.

The Basing Point System

The domestic wholesale prices of refined sugar are quoted on the

basing point system; the base points being the seaboard cane refining

cities of Baltimore, Boston, New York, Philadelphia, New Orleans,

Savannah, San Francisco, and Sugar Land or Houston. In Hawaii, the

California and Hawaiian Sugar Refining Corporation operates a refinery

at Aiea; thus the wholesale refined sugar price in Honolulu is supposed

to be the same as the refinery price at Crockett, California.

The quota base (or basis) price, which is in dollars per

hundredweight refined, is the wholesale price available to wholesalers

19U5DA , IITrend in the United States Sugar Industry," Marketing
Research Report, 294 (December, 1968), p. 11.
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and industrial users at the refinery. The delivered price at any point

other than the base points includes the basis and "prepay."

Theoretically, the "prepay" is equal to the rail cost of shipping the

sugar from the seaboard cane sugar refinery nearest to the point of

delivery regardless of the actual point of shipment origin. Thus, the

"prepay" could be less, equal, or greater than the actual moving expenses

or freight billing charge, and hence the sellers' net return could be

less, equal, or greater, respectively, than the quoted base price. 20

Competitive factors including varying freight cost from points of

production have resulted in differing basis prices in various parts of

the country.21 There are three generally recognized beet sugar pricing

territories and five cane sugar territories existing in the United States.

The beet territories are known as Eastern, Chicago-West, and Pacific

Coast; while the cane sugar pricing territories are Northeast, Southeast,

Gulf, Chicago-West, and Pacific Coast. However, the boundaries of these

territories at times vary, depending upon pressures of supplies. For

example, as of November 1970, the Pacific Coast was subdivided into Inter

Mountain Northwest and Lower Pacific pricing territories, while a

Southwest territory emerged from the area generally regarded as Chicago

West territory (Figure 4).

In practice, competitive conditions compel some groups of sellers

to offer various concessions and allowances to get rid of their supply.

As a case in point, in the Western United States where production far

20USDA, Sugar Reports, 230 (July, 1971), p. 6-23.

21uSDA, Sugar Reports, 55 (November, 1965), p. 5.
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exceeds consumption requirements, a Western producer may find it more

profitable to intensify his local sales effort by making local

concessions rather than absorb the cost of shipping to distant markets

in the East. The exact magnitude of these allowances, however, are

never known. In general, the wholesale delivered price of refined sugar

is equal to the "basis price," minus "allowances," plus "prepay," minus

the customary two percent discount for payment made within ten days after

receipt of the sugar by the buyer.

There are no known published data on delivered wholesale prices of

refined sugar in major U.S. cities. The difficulty of consolidating an

enormous amount of data, coupled with the reluctance of the sugar mer-

chants to divulge the relevant information, makes the job of estimating

the delivered regional prices a formidable task. However, an attempt was

made in this treatise to make such an estimation for each of the

designated central cities of the fifty U.S. sugar regions (Table X).

In the computation, the basis price for refined cane and beet

sugar in each of the pricing territories was obtained from the Sugar

Reports. The "prepay" values were estimated with the aid of a number

of prepay data obtained through a mail questionnaire survey conducted

for this research, the interregional rail transportation cost estimated

earlier, and additional information from a previous survey.22 Inasmuch

as no data on "allowances" was obtained, it was assumed that the

allowances are the same for all regions. Then the weighted average

22Mr • Bruce Walter gathered "prepay" information in 1965 in
connection with his Ph.D. Dissertation.
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TJJlLf: X. O"RlVATrON OF TH<: nmr01:.\L ll:::T D!:I.I'm:ED \o'OOL!:iALE mICE OF REFIh'ED seGAll, IN IXlUARS pm lllmREDlEICIIT, Fat
TilE FIFl'! O:::>IClIATi>D 5UGJ.'l RmIO:~ L'I THE lJ1UTED SUT£'>, 1961

Prlc./ev.!'
21

Not Dellv.r.d.!1 Sug.rY IIdghtcd~/
STATE-REGION

!'oll.e Point Pr.p3Y-
Sugar Prices/eve O.:Uverles-cwt Avcrag('

Cnnl' Beet Values Sugar
Point Pr 1cc Point Price S/cwt Cane Beet Can. Beet Pc-lee

1. AlabaMOJ G 10.24 E 9.70 0.43274 10.45 9.93 2568092 0 10.46

2. Uuka-....h. PC 10.11 PC 10.11 0.78300 10.68 10.68 791180 1980866 10.68

3. Arizona PC 10.11 PC 10.11 0.99125 10.88 10.88 359866 357372 10.68

4. ArkmH~85 G 10.24 E 9.70 0.52600 10.55 10.02 1153129 86168 10.51

5. C.s 11 Cornia PC 10.11 PC 10.11 0.21600 10.12 10.12 8926125 11773576 10.12

6. colontdo C\I 9.62 Co 9.70 0.87600 10.48 10.36 177076 1272686 10.38

7. Connf."c:llcut ~E 10.62 E 9.70 0.28790 10.69 9.79 1328290 200 10.69

8. ~le....arc NE 10.62 E 9.70 0.27773 10.68 9.78 18525S7 0 10.68

9. Florid., Sf. 10.32 E 9.70 0.58800 10.69 10.08 4306170 0 10.69

10. C('oq~ta SE 10.32 E 9.70 0.15349 10.25 9.66 6045908 0 10.26

11. ».1\0,'.11 PC 10.11 PC 10.11 0.21600 10.12 10.12 883757 0 10.12

12. Idaho PC 10.1/ PC 10.11 1.07149 10.96 10.96 50107 322860 10.96
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32. t:cv York ~:t 10. (;~ E 9.70 0.21601 10.62 9.72 16032765 45)!.07 10.59
33. !'Zo. (:':ll"oUnn S~: 10. J2 E 9.70 0.459B3 10.56 9.96 4070121 970 10.5(;
34. p..;et. I1.th.l,' c; 9.82 (:1,' 9.70 0.90'077 10.51 10.39 2167 331218 10.3·J
35. OhIo ~E 10.6? r. 9.70 0.52444 10.92 10.02 6013(1)4 18e7l82 10.75
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42. 11'TUH"SS('(' C 10.74 E 9.70 0.56600 10.61 10.08 38164&0 0 10.61
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wholesale price per hundredweight of refined sugar was computed. These

estimated prices were later used in the analysis of regional sugar

demand.



CHAPTER V

POLICY APPRAISAL AND ALTERNATIVE APPROACH

A thorough appraisal of the United States sugar policies in terms

of their socio-economic and political merits is beyond the scope of

this treatise. It is not the function of economists to ascertain which

policy goals are desirable. The choice of such goals as well as the

implements to effect them is the responsibility of the policy makers.

However, the economist can help define the alternative goals in terms

of their economic implications, explore the alternative means, and

appraise the efficacy of each means in attaining the desired objectives,

toward which ends this chapter is intended.

The declared broad objectives of the current national sugar policy

are to protect the welfare of domestic consumers and producers of sugar,

to promote the export trade of the United States, and other purposes.

The formidable task of attaining these objectives is obvious. Whether

the objectives could be realized without government interference is an

academic issue. The fact is that the government has been an integral

part of the domestic sugar industry and will likely stay that way in

the foreseeable future.

The current relationship between the government and the sugar

industry is the culmination of long years of experience, molded into

policy actions. Apparently the experience in sugar indicates that once

Federal assistance of any kind is extended to an industry, such

assistance is difficult to withdraw not only because of the political

pressure groups that evolve, but also because the continued aid makes
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the industry so dependent on it that sudden withdrawal would spell

catastrophe.

It appears that the domestic sugar industry has intrinsic attributes

which lends itself vulnerable to government intervention. First, due to

higher wage rates in the United States, it costs relatively more to

produce sugar here then in most producing countries. Therefore, under

free trade, the inroads of low priced foreign sugar would likely shrivel

the domestic industry; the immediate consequences of which are regarded

by many legislators as inimical to the national interest.

Secondly, sugar production is a highly specialized industry,

particularly in processing and refining, and entails considerable fixed

capital investment. Thus, sugar mill and refinery equipment cannot be

diverted to alternative uses in case of failure. Third, being a

relatively cheap commodity per unit, the price of sugar can be

manipulated by the government to a certain degree without arousing

consumer objections. Furthermore, the channels of production and

distribution of refined sugar are relatively few and hence easy to

control.

Last but not least, sugar is a commodity of too great economic,

military, and political importance to be left alone. Evidently, sugar

in this country is important not only in terms of the enormous volume

being produced and consumed domestically, but also in terms of its

crucial role in the intricate structure of U.S. foreign policy. The

latter is due to this country's substantial sugar imports, the magnitude

of which wields a significant leverage in bargaining for reciprocal

trade preferences.
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POLICY APPRAISAL

In general, the national sugar policies of this country' through

tariff, bounty, war control, and the quota system have succeeded in

nurturing the development of the domestic sugar industry, thereby

reducing this country's dependence on foreign sources. It is doubtful

whether the domestic industry could have survived foreign competition

during its infancy without government protection.

The sugar policy since 1934 has also been successful in maintaining

an adequate flow of supplies to meet the annual domestic requirements,

has arrested the unhealthy competition among favored producing areas

during the terminal years of the tariff system, and has sustained a

stable sugar price in the domestic market. In terms of international

gains, the current sugar policy implementation might have brought new

allies and kept old ones through the system of "punishment and reward"

under the quota system.

In addition, it could be argued that the predetermined quota

affords both domestic and friendly foreign sugar suppliers a sound

basis for planning and implementation. Apparently, these beneficial

consequences have contributed toward a climate of socio-economic and

political stability, no matter how superficial that may be.

However, while the quota system has fairly well managed to buffer

domestic prices against the wide fluctuations in world prices, it has

done so at the expense of relatively higher consumer prices than might

have otherwise been attained under free trade. It is also likely that

the relatively inflexible quota has prescribed the development of new

and perhaps lower cost supply sources, inasmuch as the domestic quotas
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tend to be appropriated on the basis of historical production data rather

than on projected potentials and relative area efficiency. There are no

tangible indications that the sugar policy implemention has stimulated

the export industry of this country.

Cuba and the U.S. Sugar Policy

The current sugar policy instrument of the United States failed to

keep Cuba within the sphere of the free world. The Cuban dilemma, which

abruptly cut-off the source of about thirty-six percent of the total

U.S. sugar supply in the early 1960's, led to a policy of agrarian

nationalism in sugar. The immediate legislation emphasized greater

reliance on domestic sources of supply and a consequential curtailment

in the U.S. dependence in foreign sources in general and on any single

new foreign supplier in particular.

The Congressional urge toward relative self-sufficiency, however,

was not altogether successful. For one thing, not all the domestic

producing areas were able to respond favorably to the government impetus.

Increased domestic sugar production occurred primarily in the Western

sector of the continental United States although the great demand for

the commodity lies in the North. Thus, while Cuban sugar was shipped

directly to the North at Cuban expense, the newly created Western supply

has to be transported a considerable distance eastward at the expense of

domestic producers.

As Western beet production increases, producers have two marketing

alternatives: a) to ship the sugar eastward, which means an increasing

amount of freight absorption by the Western beet factories, or b) to

intensify sales efforts in the Western area through concessions and
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larger allowances, thereby aggravating the competition among the Western

beet producers and between Western beet and Hawaiian cane sugar

producers. In either case it would mean reduced mill-net returns, lower

western prices for both cane and beet sugar, and decreased returns to

sugar growers in the West and in Hawaii.

Should the above trends persist and legislation in the immediate

future further increase the domestic producers' share of the expanding

U.S. market, a vicious cycle of over-protectionism may evolve. That is,

increased protection would encourage the already high cost domestic

producing areas to expand into marginal areas, hence further magnifying

domestic production costs relative to foreign sugar. This in turn would

evoke pressure for more protection.

With the severance of imports from Cuba, the United States lost her

nearest and cheapest source of foreign sugar. A quantitative analysis

revealed that, under the current Sugar Act, the embargo on Cuban sugar

increased the U.S. transportation costs by about ten percent above that

which could have been obtained had trade with Cuba been restored in

1970. 1 Furthermore, the reallocation of the former Cuban share to

several friendly countries was also accompanied by problems mentioned

earlier, which necessitated some refining modifications and a larger

buffer stock. Therefore, while the U.S. embargo on Cuban sugar may have

political and military merits, the concomitant economic repercussions

appear to be detrimental. This shows that economic efficiency is not

the prime objective of United States sugar policy.

lBates and Schmitz, £E. cit., p. 32.
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To summarize, in the light of recent legislation, the broad

objectives of the national sugar policy could be more specifically

interpreted to mean: a) to produce, in the interest of national security,

a substantial part of the national sugar requirements within the United

States and to do so without a highly protective tariff, b) to guarantee

the domestic sugar producers an equitable income through Sugar Act

payments and stable sugar prices pegged higher than the World price,

c) to provide assurance to domestic consumers of a plentiful and

consistent supply of sugar at stable prices, and d) to allow friendly

countries to participate equitably in supplying sugar to the United

States for the purpose of expanding international trade, assuring an

adequate and stable supply of sugar to the domestic market, and of

promoting the international political and trade leverage of the United

States of America. 2

ALTERNATIVE POLICIES

There are alternative avenues or policy measures open to the United

States in attaining the broad objectives of the national sugar policy;

each with varying degrees of government dominion and impact on the

spatial location of domestic production and foreign sources of supply.

However, there is no single policy implement that can foster all the

multifaceted objectives and benefit all concerned on an equal basis. A

given measure may enhance some of the objectives and favor certain groups

at the expense of others o

2U• S• House of Representative, History and Operation of the United
States Sugar Program, 87 cong., 2nd Sess., 1962.
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In addition to the quota system, other policy alternatives which

deserve mentioning are free trade, tariff systems, and direct payments.

Free Trade

Free trade is a popular choice especially among theoretical

economists. The argument for this alternative is that it promotes

specialization according to the principle of comparative advantage,

facilitates international division of labor, fosters efficient

utilization of resources, and brings about higher standards of living

allover the world. This, of course, rests on the presumption that all

the other nations would eradicate all existing barriers.

Given the existing trade barriers elsewhere, the United States

still stands to gain from free sugar trade in terms of cheaper supply

sources, and hence lower prices to domestic consumers. A study by Bates

and Schmitz showed that the total cost of the United States sugar supply

in 1970 under the Sugar Act could have been reduced by about 25 to 31

percent had foreign trade restrictions been abo1ished. 3

Free sugar trade would eliminate the problem of administering the

Sugar Act, and prevent disputes among pressure groups for larger quotas.

It would also enhance efficient utilization of domestic agricultural

resources by culling the marginal farms out of production and compelling

the remaining producers to intensify production in the more profitable

low cost producing areas.

Under this alternative, all foreign producers would be given an

3T• H. Bates and A. Schmitz, "A Spatial Equilibrium Analysis of the
World Sugar Economy," Giannini Foundation Monograph No. 23, University
of California, Berkeley, May, 1969.
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equal opportunity to participate in the United States market, thereby

increasing the chance of this country to expand her export of other

commodities.

However, assuming that the free trade scheme would be politically

feasible, the above beneficial consequences would also be accompanied

by some unpleasant repercussions. First of all, the domestic sugar

industry could be reduced considerably, leaving only the most efficient

producers. This means that some of the resources now employed in sugar

production would either become idle or be diverted to other uses if such

alternatives are open.

The current relatively stable domestic price under the quota system

would also be subjected to wide fluctuations in the world market condi

tion under free trade. The price could rocket up high in times of world

crises or plumet down during periods of over-production. Also, the

highly volatile prices would not afford the domestic sugar producer a

reliable basis for efficient planning and implementation.

Under this scheme, the flow of sugar into this country could become

more irregular than under the quota system. This would mean storing

larger contingency sugar stocks in the United States, expansion of

storage facilities, and hence additional capital and operating expenses.

Also, the current leverage of the quota system in bargaining for political

alliance would be forfeited.

In the light of the apparent economic advantages of the free trade

approach, one should concede the fact that economic welfare is not the

sole goal of every society, particularly that of the United States.

Political considerations and international prestige are regarded as
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equally crucial. Thus, it could also be justified to strive toward self

sufficiency in some important commodities like sugar by imposing trade

barriers at great economic sacrifice, in the interest of national

security. On the other hand, proponents of free trade can rationalize

that mutually profitable international trade that is devoid of political

intervention could enhance international understanding and concord, and

avert the frictions that often lead to war.

Tariff System

The tariff approach was pursued by the United States for decades,

until 1934. The American experience suggests that when properly

implemented, this system could be an effective policy measure in raising

revenue for the Federal Treasury and in protecting the domestic sugar

industry from the inroads of low cost foreign sugar. The tariff system

would also be relatively easier to administer than either the quota or

direct payment approaches, and would minimize direct government

intervention in the workings of a free enterprise economy.

Under this system, a nondiscriminating tariff could be levied on

all sugar imports from friendly countries except perhaps on those

countries which are currently enjoying tariff preference under previous

treatise. Inasmuch as there would be no restrictions on where the

domestic sugar will be produced or where the foreign supply will

originate, some sort of "restrained" economic efficiency could occur;

although such efficiency will be less than under free trade but greater

than under the quota system.

Foreign suppliers would be able to compete freely among themselves

while domestic producers would compete freely with each other. Thus
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efficient resource allocation would likely evolve within each of these

two sectors. Economic efficiency could be enhanced further by setting

the tariff rate low enough to discourage the existence of inefficient

domestic producers, yet sufficiently high to keep efficient farms in

business.

With a reasonably low tariff, the price of sugar to domestic

consumers could be much lower than under the quota system, although

higher than under the direct payment or free trade system. With some

modifications, the United States could still offer assistance to some

of the sugar producing countries by granting preferential tariff rates,

although this move would further discredit the efforts of this country

to promote liberal nondiscriminatory trade.

Pitted against these apparent benefits of the tariff system are

the issues of efficiency under free trade, relative stability under the

quota system, and consumer welfare under the free trade and direct

payment approaches. In contrast to free trade, both the tariff and

quota systems divert resource utilization from the line of comparative

advantage to economically less efficient uses. These two approaches

protect the relatively inefficient domestic producers, curtail the

entry of cheaper sugar, and hence increase the price to domestic

consumers. However, economists generally regard tariff as a lesser evil

than the quota system. While a nonprohibitive tariff could at least

help the Federal Treasury, the quota system would only benefit the few

powerful interests who are in position to secure the franchise.

As in the case of free trade, the tariff system the United States

sugar market would have to bear the consequences of irregular supply
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flows and a wide fluctuations in sugar prices. The U.S. experience also

revealed that while tariff was an effective policy implement during

normal years, it was absolutely important during periods of world crisis

and chronic overproduction.

It is, however, possible to administer the tariff system in various

ways in order to promote alternative sugar policy objectives. For

example, a high tariff rate could raise revenue and at the same time

stimulate the expansion of the domestic sugar industry. However, while

these consequences meet national security and domestic producer welfare

objectives of the sugar policy, high tariff rates are also in utter

disregard of the objectives to promote consumer welfare and foreign

trade.

A prohibitive tariff rate would subsidize gross inefficiencies

among domestic producers, curtail the inflow of low cost foreign sugar

and thus magnify the price to domestic consumers. A high sugar tariff

could also invite foreign retaliation which could be detrimental to the

export trade of the United States.

On the other hand, a low tariff rate would bring about opposite

consequences. It would promote consumer welfare, foreign trade, and

economic efficiency at the expense of domestic sugar producers and

national security objectives.

A compromise would be a modified flexible tariff system which would

try to balance the emphasis on the various stated goals of the national

sugar policy. As under the current system, the sugar requirements,

potential domestic production, and import requirements would have to be

determined annually. Then the tariff will be adjusted to allow the
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entry of only the desired volume of imports that would fill the deficit

and establish a domestic price that would be considered reasonable to

consumers and fair to average domestic producers. This modified tariff

scheme would again be vulnerable to administrative fallacies, as is the

current system. 4

Direct Payment

Under this system, there would be no restrictions on domestic

production, marketing, and imports, and the domestic sugar price would

be allowed to seek its own equilibrium market price as in free trade.

Hence the domestic sugar price would likely move in line with the wor1d-

free-market-price. However, domestic producers would receive additional

direct payments from the government to bring their income to a desired

level.

The merits of this approach in terms of meeting the policy

objectives are obviou~. First, the resulting lower equilibrium sugar

price and stable domestic supply, coupled with direct payments would

satisfy the policy objectives of promoting the welfare of domestic

consumers and producers. Second, since domestic producers would likely

receive the same income as under the quota system, there would be no

reason for domestic production to decline and hence it would meet the

national security objective. TIlird, since all foreign suppliers would

be treated equally and be free to enter the domestic market, it could pro-

mote the export industry of the U.S. through reci?roce1 trade preferences.

~or fallacies of current system see also V. P. Timoshenko and B. C.
Swer1ing, The World' Sugar, Progress and Policy, Stanford University
Press, California, 1957, pp. 187-196.
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However, this approach would cost the Federal Treasury more than

any of the other alternatives, and could be more difficult to administer

than either the free trade or tariff system. The direct payment program

could be funded partly by an excise tax on all refined sugar the same as

now, and perhaps partly by increasing the general income tax. Thus, in

contrast to the tariff system where the taxpayers gain through the

tariff revenue but pay a higher price for the commodity, under the

direct payment plan the consumers benefit from the low price for the

commodity but pay a higher tax.

Perhaps a logical procedure would be for the government to set up a

guaranteed price level or price support per unit of sugar produced by

domestic producers regardless of volume. The support price could be

based on the lowest marginal cost figure of the average efficient sugar

farm, or on the parity price, depending upon the prime objective chosen.

However, this guaranteed price should be flexible and should reflect the

most recent as well as prospective developments in technology, demand,

and other relevant factors. Whenever the average market price falls

below the support price, the government would pay the difference. Thus,

the government would underwrite the producer-consumer price differential.

This system has a great degree of flexibility in terms of meeting

the various objectives of the national sugar policy. If the objective

is merely to aid the poor farmers and reduce the disparity of farm

income without regard to economic efficiency, then perhaps an upper

limit on the size of government payment to any single farm could be

imposed. A sliding or graduated support price, which increases inversely

with the volume of farm output, could also be implemented in place of
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the fixed across the board support price. These measures, however, would

discriminate against larger and more efficient farms and subsidize the

smaller and inefficient sugar producers. Furthermore, it would just cure

the "symptoms" of low farm income, leaving untouched the real disease

which is the economic inefficiency of some producers.

A high fixed price support could expand domestic production, drive

the market price lower, and magnify government expenditures on direct

payments. It would also foster gross inefficiency in domestic production,

discourage foreign suppliers, and could invite foreign retaliations on

commodities normally exported by the United States. On the other hand,

a low fixed price support level could shrink the domestic sugar industry

considerably, promote production efficiency domestically, raise the

domestic market price but perhaps not higher than the world price, and

reduce the amount of direct payments. This would also offer the foreign

supplier a larger share of the domestic market, which could be

reciprocated in terms of promoting the export trade and foreign relations

of the United States.

The direct payment plan could also be implemented in combination

with the tariff system in various ways to attain the desired objectives.

For example, by imposing a tariff rate equal to the difference between

the prevailing world price and domestic support price, the domestic

market price would be buffered from being pulled down by the inflow of

cheap foreign sugar. Hence, it would reduce government payments and

hence reduce the tax burden on the American taxpayer.

The various alternative policy implements could be combined in

numerous permutations to achieve a wide range of policy goals. Under
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the current Sugar Act for example, the quota system is also augmented

by tariff, excise tax, and direct payments.

The Sugar Policy in Perspective

The sugar issue will be taken up again in Congress by 1974.

Whatever policy course the legislators will take will have considerable

impact not only on the socio-economic and political structure of this

nation, but also on that of other sugar producing nations as well.

There is a definite consensus among the pressure groups in favor of

protection, although there seems to be no general concord as to the type

of protection, the extent of the protection and how the benefits of

protection should be apportioned among the various groups.

No matter how attractive the other alternatives may be, it appears

that the current system will still predominate in the sugar scene, at

least during the next decade or so. For one thing, the current system

has been in effect for about half a century and unless it proves itself

almost impotent as the tariff system did in the early 1930's it would be

a formidable task to repeal it. During its long years of existence, it

has fabricated socio-economic and political interrelationships which

have evolved into the status of an institution. Thus, any attempt to

abrogate the system would necessitate a series of tedious evaluations

of alternative, as well as parrying the thrusts of various politically

powerful pressure groups.

Furthermore, there is no clamor for change from the domestic sugar

producers and consumers. The most urgent demand is for the expansion of

domestic production under the current quota system and a reduction in the
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percentage of the U.S. market reserved by law for foreign suppliers.
5

LastlYt the world as well as domestic political significance of the

current system is too great to merely relinquish it. For these reasons t

the quantitative analyses in this treatise were conducted within the

general framework of the existing system t but with speculated

modifications here and there.

Modified Quota System

Potentially beneficial modifications within the general framework

of the current quota system could be instigated to check the ascending

domestic subsidization t establish the United States sugar supply

operations on a more economic basis t and share the benefit of economic

efficiency with domestic consumers.

For instance t the United States could adopt a quasi-free

competitive scheme within the existing quota system. That iS t as is

currently done t each year the Secretary of Agriculture would estimate the

potential domestic production and consumption requirement for the follow

ing year t then set the desired volume of imports. However t the current

restrictions on domestic regional production would be lifted. Domestic

producers would be free to produce any amount they deem profitable t and

receive the domestic market price as established by the equilibrium of

domestic demand t domestic production t and foreign imports. Hence t

domestic producers would be exposed to an adequate degree of competitive

pressure to impel them toward efficient operations.

5The Honolulu Advertiser t March 5 t 1971

USDA t Sugar Reports t 228 (May, 1971), p. 6-12.
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The long run beneficial consequences of this scheme are quite

apparent to economists. First, it would lead to greater economic

efficiency in the domestic sugar industry, cull out inefficient

producers, move domestic production in the direction of low cost and

strategic areas, and provide equitable returns to the remaining efficient

producers. Second, it would eliminate the administrative headaches of

allocating and supervising regional quotas and alleviate pressures from

regional political groups.

The third benefit would be that this scheme would nullify the need

for the existing Sugar Act payments, as well as of the excise tax which

was primarily implemented to finance such payments. Fourth, the

resulting lower equilibrium domestic price would promote the welfare of

American consumers.

Since most of the domestic producing areas barely fulfill their

current quotas, chronic overproduction under the modified quota system

would not likely occur. However, in anticipation of initial dislocations

in production and income, the Sugar Act payment plan could perhaps be

extended for the first five years of the program to allow ample time for

domestic producers to readjust. The payment plan could perhaps adapt the

direct payment should be gradually reduced annually, along with the

excise tax, until it will no longer be needed.

Under this modified quota system, the determination of the size of

import quota and its proration among foreign suppliers is a matter of

foreign policy, international commitments, as well as of economics. The

import quota could either be filled on a first-come first-served basis

or on the basis of a predetermined system of proration among friendly
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foreign suppliers, whichever would promote the desired objectives. In

any case, the import quota should be flexible so as to cover any undue

deficits in the domestic supply.

With this scheme, the national level of domestic sugar prices could

still be manipulated and stabilized by the government by adjusting the

annual volume of imports on the basis of estimated consumption

requirements and potential domestic production each year. This would be

easy to implement since in most areas sugar is an annual crop, and hence

the domestic sugar production for the following year can be estimated

with a high degree of certainty from the existing crop. In addition,

inasmuch as the national per capita sugar consumption is more or less

stable, the total national sugar consumption requirement could easily

be approximated from projected population data. Furthermore, there is

often a ready sugar supply in the World market.

In view of domestic production possibilities and past government

actions, it is likely that the resulting domestic equilibrium price

after import, although lower than now, would still be higher than the

world price on the average. Again the United States mayor may not

impose an import tax to regain the price premium. However, from the

point of view of international amelioration and amicable foreign

relations, it would perhaps be a sound move to adopt the proposal made

earlier in this treatise regarding this matter, that is, to channel the

revenue from price premiums to the development programs of the recipient

countries.

This modified quota system would, hence, offer the domestic sugar

producers a greater degree of freedom than has prevailed for about a
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half-century. The answers to the questions on how much to produce,

where and who will produce, as well as the questions of where and how

much each producer should market would be ascertained by the economic

forces of quasi-free competition. This modified quota scheme was adopted

for the spatial price equilibrium analyses of the United States sugar

industry in 1980. Because of existing international commitments, it was

assumed that the current system of determining the volume of the foreign

quota, as well as the prorating procedures among the friendly countries,

would still prevail in the year 1980.



CHAPTER VI

TRANSPORTATION ANALYSIS OF THE CURRENT SUGAR TRADE
PATTERNS IN THE UNITED STATES: MODEL I

The transportation of sugar for consumption within the United

States is one of the most important aspects of the domestic industry,

because of the enormous volume being moved over great distances and the

high transport costs involved in relation to the value of the commodity.

A previous estimate of this cost runs to a hundred million dollars,

constituting over seven percent of the domestic wholesale sugar price. 1

Evidently such importance deserves the effort of seeking means to

achieve efficiency in its operation, considering the annually increasing

sugar requirement of this nation.

Through the current Sugar Act, the government determines where to

produce sugar and how much to produce domestically, as well as where

and how much to import annually. This procedure facilitates the

accounting of the sources and magnitude of the domestic sugar supply

available for distribution each year. In addition, relatively reliable

information is available to estimate the volume of annual regional sugar

requirements. Thus, for any given year, the quantity of regional sugar

surplus or deficit can be approximated with some degree of accuracy.

However, while it naturally follows that the surplus regions will export

to the deficit regions, the current sugar legislation does not stipulate

which region will ship to which and how much, in the interest of an

orderly and efficient sugar distribution pattern.

1USDA , Sugar Reports, 64 (August, 1957), p. 8.
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Domestic producers, distributors, buyers, and ultimately,

American consumers are bound to reap the benefits of a comprehensive and

formalized marketing plan based on an efficient nationwide transportation

model that could minimize the total cost of moving sugar from the

surplus to the various deficit regions in the United States. Hence, the

pressing problem is to ascertain the optimal pattern of sugar

distribution which will satisfy all the regional consumption requirements

from the given regional productions and foreign imports at the lowest

possible total transportation cost, using existing per unit cost of

transporting sugar between regions.

The spatial transportation model discussed earlier in the text was

employed in this chapter to resolve the crucial sugar trade problem.

The basic data component of the model includes the available regional

supply figures, regional consumption requirements, and the structure of

transportation costs among regions.

The year 1967 was chosen to represent the current system because

it had the most complete data for the analysis. The regional production,

consumption, and foreign import data for each of the fifty regions

enumerated earlier in Table II were derived from various issues of

Sugar Reports. On the other hand, the matrix of interregional

transportation cost per hundredweight of sugar was developed with the

aid of data obtained through mail survey as discussed in Chapter II.

The Linear Programming IBM-MPS/360 computer routine was used in the

final computation.

REGIONAL SURPLUSES AND DEFICITS

The pattern and magnitude of regional sugar supply, demand, foreign
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imports, as well as surpluses and deficits in 1967 are presented in

Table XI. This table augments earlier discussions on the geographical

distribution of domestic producing and consuming areas, and shows the

spatial location of surplus and deficit regions in the United States.

The twenty-five sugar producing regions in 1967 were widely

distributed over the country, with greater concentration in the West

and North Central sector of the continental United States. In terms of

volume, however, the major sugar producing areas were the Offshore, West,

and South. On the other hand, the largest consuming areas were the

North Central, South, and North East, where the consumption requirements

far exceeded their respective area production. However, the concentra

tion of foreign sugar inflow to the North East and Southern ports of

entries outstrip the deficits in these areas, thereby enabling them to

enjoy surpluses along with the self-sufficient Offshore and Western

segments of the country.

Thus, after taking into account the flow of the foreign sugar

quotas, the only remaining deficit geographical area is the North Central,

the deficit of which in 1967 was about 77.5 percent of its total area

requirement, and represented 24.8 percent of the total U.s. sugar

requirement for that year. Inasmuch as only the West and Offshore areas

have substantial surpluses, it is a likely possibility that only these

two sectors compete considerably for the North Central market. This

implies expensive long distance shipments from the surplus to the

deficit areas.

One can also speculate that in the absence of an orderly marketing

pattern, unrelenting competition exists between the Western beet and
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Hawaiian cane sugar producers for the Western and Southern market; and

between the Offshore, Western, and Southern sugar producers for the

Southern market, in their attempt to evade the expensive long distance

haul to the Northern markets. Unfortunately, there is no available

data to measure the degree of this competition.

In terms of individual regional status, there are more deficit

regions even after foreign imports than there are self-sufficient regions,

most of which are located in the South and North Central areas. The five

largest deficit regions are Illinois, New Jersey, California, Ohio, and

Texas. The volume of deficit in Illinois alone accounted for 20.2 per

cent of the aggregate regional deficits, while the combined deficits of

the aforementioned five regions absorbed 50.3 percent of the total

available regional surpluses in 1967.

It is interesting to note that although California ranks fifth

among the largest domestic producers, the consumption requirement of

this region far exceeds production, thereby making it the fourth largest

deficit region. This situation tends to enhance the competitive position

of Hawaiian sugar, since California alone could absorb 39.6 percent of

Hawaii's surplus, barring competition from the other surplus Western

regions.

Disregarding foreign sugar inflow, Hawaii is the largest single

surplus region, contributing about 20.8 percent of the total annual

regional surpluses. However, with the inclusion of foreign sugar,

Louisiana, which received about one-fourth of the total foreign imports

in 1967, emerges as the largest surplus region making Hawaii a close

second. The next three largest surplus regions are Puerto Rico, Florida,
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and Idaho. The combined surpluses of these five major regions accounted

for 69.3 percent of the total interregional sugar transfers in 1967.

It appears that marketing and distribution efficiencies are not

the prime criteria in the apportionment of acreage allotments among the

geographic areas. Although most of the regions in the North Central

area are currently allowed to participate in domestic production, their

combined share of the domestic marketing quota is so trivial that they

supply less than one fifth of the North Central area requirement. Also,

the sugar output of the two producing regions in the North East are

insignificant with respect to their own regional needs. Thus, although

it could be argued that the usual large foreign sugar inflow to the

North East justifies the small domestic production allotment for that

area, such justification does not hold true for the North Central area.

It could be intuitively deduced that, given the pattern of regional

sugar requirements and inflow of foreign sugar and assuming comparable

production costs, some benefits could evolve from the reallocation of

some of the acreage allotments from the West to the North Central. The

ostensible economic gains are the potential reduction in the cost of

transporting the surplus sugar from the West to the various deficit

regions in the North Central; and the alleviation of the competitive

pressures between the Western beet producers, as well as between the

Western beet and Hawaiian cane sugar in the Western and Southern markets.

EX POST TRANSPORTATION ANALYSIS

The optimal solution of the spatial transportation analysis using

the data in Table XI is presented in Table XII while the flow pattern is

depicted in Figure 5. A total of 123 iterations was made through the
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computer program before arriving at the final solution, and the estimated

minimum total transportation cost of moving all the surpluses from the

different surplus regions to the various deficit regions in 1967 was

$88,653,126.43.

The underlined figures in Table XII are the volume of sugar

shipments from the surplus to the deficit regions corresponding to the

optimal trade pattern as ascertained by the primal solution of the

transportation model. The figures specified by the importing (column)

and exporting (row) regions and which are not underlined are the

"alternative costs," representing the rate of increase in the total

transportation cost per unit of sugar shipment from the surplus to

deficit region converging at each cell, for trade routes not actually

in the optimum pattern. The Ui and Vj represent the regional price

differentials between Louisiana (the base region) and all the other

regions. These figures were obtained by employing the linear programming

dual solution as presented and discussed earlier, (6) to (10).

Optimum Trade Pattern

The optimum trade pattern of sugar in 1967 suggests a convergence

of sugar to the North Central market from allover the country, with

heavy traffic coming from Offshore, West, and South. Except for Florida,

whose surplus is all absorbed in the South, each of the other four major

surplus regions ships to at least one deficit region in the North Central

area.

Had the optimum trade flow been pursued, Hawaii would have been the

single largest exporter to the North Central area, followed by Louisiana

and Puerto Rico. Also, Hawaii would have been the predominant supplier
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to the deficit regions in the West, accounting for over 10.3 million cwt

refined sugar or nearly 42 percent of Hawaii's total production in 1967.

In all, 49.0 percent of Hawaii's surplus would have gone to the North

Central regions of Illinois and Michigan, 44.0 to the Western market,

and the residual to the Southern region of Oklahoma. Hawaii's shipments

to California and Illinois alone would have represented 39.6 and 37.3

percent, respectively, of Hawaii's total exports; and 44.0 and 38.2

percent, respectively, of the total sugar requirements in these deficit

regions.

In the presence of an orderly marketing pattern, practically all

the sugar exported from the surplus Western regions should go directly

to the North Central market, bypassing the Western and Southern markets,

and mostly settling in Illinois. Thus, in the efficient trade pattern,

the probable costly competition among Western beet producers and between

the Western beet and Hawaiian cane sugar in the Western and Southern

markets would be eliminated.

All the surplus in New York, amounting to over 6.5 million cwt,

would go to the adjoining region of New Jersey, representing the shortest

distance haul between regions. Therefore, inasmuch as the total surplus

of New York would be insufficient to fill all the requirements of New

Jersey, large savings could have been realized had some of the foreign

sugar inflow been diverted from Massachusetts and Pennsylvania to the

New York port of entry.

Illinois, with its center in Chicago, is the most important regional

market in terms of total sugar requirements, imports, and number of

supply sources. Sugar traffic to Illinois alone accounts for over twenty
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percent of the total interregional sugar movements and absorbs about

forty-three percent of the total sugar deliveries to the deficit regions

in the North Central area. It appears then that Chicago is the national

meeting ground for sugar or rather, "the Great Sugar Battle Ground" of

the country.2 In season of slack demand, when refiners cannot sell all

their output within their own territories, it is but logical to expect

that pressures for market outlets would be focused on this center of

the largest deficit area.

Table XIII shows that the Offshore shipment of about twenty million

cwt to the deficit North Central regions absorbed over fifty percent of

the total Offshore production. The above shipment satisfied 38.9 percent

of the total deficit in the North Central regions and represented over

eighteen percent of the aggregate interregional sugar traffic in 1967.

This implies that a considerable volume of sugar is still being moved

over a very long distance, the total cost of which perhaps offsets

whatever lower production cost advantages the Offshore regions might

enjoy.

On the average, given the optimum trade pattern, about 65.9 percent

of aggregate supplies remain within their respective geographical areas

of origin. However, due to the disproportionately large production in

the Offshore regions relative to their own requirements, only 39.8

percent of the aggregate regional surpluses remains within their

respective areas of origin. Hence, any modification in the quota

system which would increase these figures, by minimizing long distant

2USDA , Sugar Reports, 64 (August, 1957), p. 9.
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TARLI'; rm. DISTRIDtTrION OF SllGAR SUPPLY, RSlur.lrntSTS, AND StR?LtG Oil Dmcn BY CECIlAFIIIC ARE:!. III TIlE l7l/lTED SUTi'S IN 1967

Aru of Origin

A. SUllply and Rl'qu1r~mcnt.!1
tiorth r...llt
t;orth Crntral
South
\J('lt
Offshore

..........T£ta_~~l:..fr('mt'nt~

a. Surplus and Dcflc1t.~1
North tast
North C~ntr.l

South
","cod

Ofhhort'
=i~t.~Tr~~~(I~J t -Tl·~ Cft.c

Dest lnllt Ion Aru I TotA 1 Supply
l-iorth East ~orth Central South I tlut I Off.hore I or Surplus

I I I I hundred "dghltsthouund
47,895.009--- 1,219.600 2.754.795 0 0 51.869.404

0 14,306.640 0 0 0 14,306.640
0 10,100.926 45,42S.233 0 0 55.526.159
0 17,073.576 44.051 19,856.451 0 36,974.078
0 20,761.0n 5 466.980 10 JI4.6J1 J IS7.177 )~699.8t4

it 7.....l.A'1:i.OO'l f> 1 41-,1.71:18 5) btJ t. O~9_ JO,_w.~~1 I'iB )7£-.095
-~,~~

thous nd hundred weights
12.610.0-98--- 1,219.600 2,754.795 0 0 16.584.493

o 4,182.822 0 0 0 4.187.812
o 10,100.916 27,886.627 0 0 JJ.987.SSJ
o 17,073.576 44.051 S7.405 0 17.175.032
o __lc0_~~ ~G..6'~~HE..l.;:14;-:.~6~J71-j1-_-i0~__-j1-.,-f-3~.542~

11 !Jlll_.~'?~ s=-=~}~}J7.'150 )f)..... l~2.l.S) 11) 112.030 =O'= I=""I",I~~].!5\1

11 UI:tdLlItf(lI1 of ('.Iell ar~~d torld supply llL111Ilf, all [hi' A[{'lU, and lourCl'lI of IUr.•H' to ... tlsfy ~ .. C'h 4[('"'' tot.1 IiUC8["

rl'ql\fl'"('rn~'nt~ (ll\(lu~alld (\oil.).
1./ r'l"t.lJn'ltlOIl" of ".1(11 .u",] ((,.'r:ll,lI.Jl ::ourplu!>l"5, ,1lHJ souref'S of 'Uf,,'r to toatlsfy rOJch arctl totlll r('~lon.. l deficits,

which I" {'(}u.lI (ll llll" (u(.,1 1Iltt::rrcf':lon.,t 1'I1I,;,lr :'lO~'Cl!ll'nt." (1,000 ClJt.).
}/ }'('llIOUJi:" dllltrll>ullC1tl of lilt' !>uur,,',; (If ~:.:tc.r of ('i'lch 01(1'.' to " .. tlsC)' th,,'lr tot,,1 <lrea [C"qulrr:t:lcnta (s'crCtnt).
~/ 1'~·rl'(·lIt.J~:I· dllOlrH}utlnll elf tltt' flo .... or" cAch a[l'" t'er,lon'll totnl 8Ur..,lJC't> to the various d('lJc1t r .. r,lone tn all tlte

tl'('l'.lal'ld(" U.S. OIr{'.l~ (rn"Cl'lIt)4

)J l',·r,,'rn(.lf." dJ.!Itd"utlClll cd t:ll' flOlJ of l','ch nrc,] rq~lollllJ suq.. Jusrl to the ....arious t:~f1clt cq~lon!'l in .!ll the
t(I'r.I'"A;JhJc U.S. arr:,]~, (p.:.rc~llt).

Source: llcrlvcd by [11(" 4wtlio[ 1)'0. T.bl. Xll.
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cross-area sugar shipments, would contribute toward a more efficient

sugar distribution pattern.

Table XIII also indicates that although the Western regions shipped

46.2 percent of their aggregate supply to the North Central market and

0.1 percent to the South, the 53.7 percent which remained in the West

supplied only 65.8 percent of the total Western requirement, with Hawaii

filling the rest. This further augments the deduction made earlier,

that greater savings in marketing expenditures could be attained by

reallocating some of the acreage allotments from the West to the North

Central areas.

One could visualize that if the quota system could be administered

in such a way that Hawaii's surplus need not go further than the

Western area and Puerto Rico's exports would remain within the Southern

boundaries after adjusting foreign inflow, then marketing efficiency

could be enhanced. This would mean, however, that all the foreign sugar

inflow to the Western ports, and part of the foreign sugar inflow to the

Southern ports would be shifted to the North Eastern ports of entry

where they would be nearer to the deficit regions in the North Central

areas.

Alternative Cost Figure

The alternative cost figure can be viewed as the difference between

the direct cost and indirect cost of transporting a hundredweight of

sugar from the surplus tu the deficit regions converging at each cell

in Table XII. The indirect cost is the cost of not including that

particular activity or shipment in the optimal trade pattern, or

alternatively, the consequence of including it in the flow pattern.
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According to the general theory of the simplex solution, an optimum is

attained when all the direct minus indirect costs are positive or zero. 3

Hence, an alteration of the activity in the final solution would

result in equal or added transportation cost. 4

Thus the alternative cost figures in Table XII imply that for

every shipment of a hundredweight of Hawaiian sugar to Alabama the

total transportation cost would increase by 0.326 dollars or that such

shipment would occur at a loss of $0.326/cwt. Hence it can be inferred

that the transportation cost between these two regions would have to

decrease by at least $0.326/cwt before any commercial contact could be

profitably established.

In like manner, it can be deduced that should it be impossible for

the Pennsylvania port to handle sufficient volume of foreign sugar

inflow, then the next best alternative sugar source for Delaware would

be Maryland. The Southern regions of North Carolina and West Virginia

could turn to Puerto Rico, while New Jersey could obtain additional

sugar from New York, if these supplying regions have excess to spare.

Price Differentials

The values of the Vi measure the comparative locational advantages

3Judge, G. G. and T. D. Wallace, "Estimation of Spatial price
Equilibrium Models," Journal of Farm Economics, (November, 1958), p. 816.

4The presence in the optimal solution of non-basis variables with
zero alternative cost means that an alternate optimum exists. For
details of the program, see IBM Corporation, Mathematical Programming
System/360 (360A-CO-14XO Linear and Separable Programming-User's Manual,
IBM Technical Publication Department, New York.
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of the exporting regions relative to the base region. 5 That is, as

shown in Table XII, sugar in Hawaii is worth $1.154/cwt less than the

sugar in Louisiana because of its distance from the major consuming

regions in the North. On the other hand, sugar in New York is worth

$O.407/cwt more than in Louisiana, hence is $1.56l/cwt more than in

Hawaii, because of New York's proximity to the major consuming areas.

It is also apparent that the resulting prices of sugar in the

Offshore and Western producing regions are relatively lower than those

in the sugar supplying regions in the North. It could then be inferred

that, not considering production cost, it would be more worthwhile to

increase production in the Northern producing regions than elsewhere

in the United States. Again this supports the earlier deduction

regarding the reallocation of acreage allotments Northward; and to some

extent also justifies the earlier inference regarding the shift in

foreign sugar inflow in the same general direction.

The values of the Vj give the delivered price differentials

relative to the base region that correspond to the most economical trade

flow from the point of view of minimum aggregate transportation cost.

The Vj values in Table XII indicate that, except for California which

is in the midst of bountiful regions, the sugar prices in all the other

deficit regions are higher than in Louisiana. It is seen that the

North Central region of Michigan has the highest sugar price, which

is $O.792/cwt higher than Louisiana, and hence is $1.946 higher than

the price in Hawaii.

5Dorfman, R., P. A. Samuelson and R. M. Solow, Linear Programming
and Economic Analysis (McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, 1958),
pp. 124-127.
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Thus, the spatial transportation model provides an objective

estimate of regional price differentials, which can serve as a basis

for rational decision making by the entities dealing with sugar. A

necessary requirement for equilibrium is that no individual can make

a profit by shipping from one region to another. Given the optimal

trade pattern, the price differentials between trading partners is

equal to the intervening transportation cost, and less than their

common transfer if no commercial contact takes place. Should two

surplus regions ship to the same deficit region, the difference between

equilibrium prices in the surplus regions is equal to the difference

between their freight rates to the deficit region. Hence the final

solution involves a precise structure of regional prices bound together

by specific rates.

The price differentials shown in Table XII are the competitive

price differentials that would result from the seventeen exporting

regions trying to sell their surpluses to the 33 deficit regions at

the maximum possible return. The optimum values (prices) and directions

of flow are simultaneously and interdependently determined.

However, the absolute level of these relative arc~ ~rices are

indeterminate in the model. On the other hand, the dual prices could

be adjusted proportionately so that their average would be comparable

to a known or preconceived average. The resulting prices are similar

to the basing-point price in that the prices at each supply point are

influenced by the transportation cost pertaining to the other supply
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points. 6 Thus, the sugar prices at the supplying regions in the

Offshore and Western areas are lower than the prices at the supplying

regions in the Northern and Southern territories because of their

locational disadvantages, and these regions could not otherwise dispose

of their supplies without incurring losses.

EFFICIENCY INDICATOR

The most significant function of the ex post transportation

analyses is to measure the efficiency of the existing shipping pattern

by comparing it with the programmed minimum cost pattern. Unfortunately,

there is no completely reliable information regarding the actual

interregional trade pattern in the country, and hence such direct

comparison is not feasible.

Total Transportation Cost

It could be inferred that had the shipping pattern shown in

Table XII been followed in 1967, it could have resulted in a great

savings in the aggregate interregional transportation cost. It was

mentioned earlier that an approximation of this actual cost in 1957

amounted to close to a hundred million dollars. 7 Certainly, this

amount must have risen over the ten year period ending in 1967, due to the

increased volume transported and increases in freight rates.

For the purpose of rough comparison, let it be assumed that the

conservative estimate of $100 million was the actual interregional

6See ibid., p. 126.

7USDA , Sugar Reports, 64 (August, 1957), p. 8.
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transportation cost in 1967. Thus, as compared to the $88,653,126.43

programmed minimum cost, it could have meant a saving of over eleven

million dollars had the trade pattern in Table XII been pursued in 1967.

This means that the optimum sugar trade pattern ascertained through the

ex post transportation model is at least twelve percent more efficient

than the existing uncoordinated shipping pattern.

The only recorded pattern of sugar flow in 1967 was the shipment

from the Offshore area to the various ports of entry in the mainland.

Table XIV indicates that of the total Offshore sugar exports, 48.6

percent went to the Western port of California, 40.0 percent to the

various Southern ports of entry, and the remainder travelled to as far

as the Eastern ports of New York and Pennsylvania.

To measure the efficiency of this known limited pattern, a separate

transportation analysis was conducted with the sugar from the domestic

Offshore areas included in the supply of the various mainland ports of

entry as shown in Table XIV. In this second ex post sub-model,

California became a supplying region after the imports from Hawaii were

added to its supply. A total of 133 iterations were made through the

computer program before the final solution of this sub-model was

obtained. Then the costs of shipping the Offshore sugar to the various

mainland ports of entry were added to the mainland interregional

transportation costs, as estimated by the spatial analysis, in order to

arrive at the overall interregional transportation cost.

Following the above procedure, the estilnated overall interregional

transportation cost was $89,337,771.00, which was about $0.685 million

more than the cost under the optimum pattern of the first sub-model
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TABLE XIV. FLOW OF DOMESTIC OFF- SHORE SUGAR SURPLUSES
TO VARIOUS MAINLAND PORTS OF ENTRY, IN THOUSAND

HUNDREpWEIGHTS, U. S., 1967

Mainland Region
Ports of Entry

Domestic Off-Shore Sources
Hawaii Puerto Rico

Total
Domestic

Off-Shore
Imports

17,778.403California
Florida
Georgia
Louisiana
Maryland
New York
Pennsylvania
South Carolina
Texas
Virginia

Total

205.533
317.645

336.317
186.841

4,531.026

23,355.765

56.710

7,612.781
1,421.551
3,610.559

18.467
429.888

36.916

13,186.872

17,778.403
56.710

205.533
7,930.426
1,421.551
3,946.876

186.841
18.467

4,960.914
36.916

36,542.637

Derived from: USDA., Sugar Reports, 191 (April, 1968), 30.
USDA., Sugar Reports, 201 (February, 1969), 14.
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shown in Table XII. It is, therefore~ evident that the current pattern

of shipping the Offshore sugar could still be modified in order to

attain greater efficiency in terms of minimizing the overall

transportation cost. Such modification in the direction of the optimum

pattern of the first sub-model would eliminate the long distance

shipments from Hawaii and Puerto Rico to the Eastern ports, and would

save at least 0.8 percent of the current total transportation cost.

In an attempt to ascertain the least cost interregional sugar trade

pattern, a third sub-model was tried. This third sub-model had similar

features to the first except that all the surplus of Puerto Rico was

assumed to have been shipped through Miami, being the nearest mainland

port to that supplying region. A total of 121 computer iterations were

made to arrive at the final solution and the total interregional

transportation cost was $89,876,619.50, which was about 1.4 percent

higher than the total cost under the optimum pattern of the first

sub-model. This could be due to the fact that Miami is not as centrally

located, relative to the deficit regions as New Orleans. Hence it costs

more to transport the Puerto Rican sugar from Miami to the various

deficit regions on the mainland. Therefore, the interregional trade

pattern shown in Table XII appears to be the most efficient pattern,

given the data and assumptions proposed for 1967.

Actual and Shadow Prices

Further insights into the current sugar trade pattern can be gained

by comparing the actual regional prices with the shadow prices. The

derived regional prices in Table X were used to represent the actual

prices in 1967. For the shadow prices, the dual prices derived from
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Table XII were proportionately adjusted until the simple average was

equal to the simple average of the actual prices in 1967. The actual

and shadow prices are shown in Table XV.

Theoretically, an indirect index of market efficiency could be

obtained from the formula

50

L
i-l

(/PAi - PSi /)
PAi

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. (21)

Where: PAi; Actual price in ith region, and

PSi ; Shadow price in ith region

The average regional sugar price difference estimated from Table XV

using equation (21) was 3.125 percent, suggesting that the regional

prices which prevailed in 1967 differed by about three percent from the

price which would have prevailed had the most efficient trade pattern

been followed that year. The discrepancy emanates from the large

underestimation of prices in the Offshore and Western regions, and

the predominance of substantial overestimation of prices in the North

Central and Southern regions.

This means that the consumers in the surplus Western and Offshore

areas paid more than they should have had the optimum pattern been

followed. Under the current seaboard basing-point pricing system,

freight is absorbed on sales into distant areas to equalize the

delivered prices as reflected by the relative uniformity of actual



TABLE XV. COMPARISON OF ACTUAL AIm SHADOW OR ESTIMATED REGIONAL SUGAR PRICES
IN DOLLAR PER HUNDREDWEIGHT REFINED, EX POST TRANSPORTATION MODEL, U.S., 19671/

Actual I Shadow Estimation
Regions Price Price Error

(Dollars oer cwt) (Pen"e'1!l-

1. Alabama 10.46 10.69 - 2.20
2. Alaska-Wash. 10.68 10.48 1.87
3. Arizona 10.88 9.93 8.73
4. Arkansas 10.51 10.78 - 2.57
5. California 10.12 9.72 3.95
6. Colorado 10.38 10.13 2.41
7. Connecticut 10.69 10.58 1.03
8. Delaware 10.68 10.69 - 0.09
9. Florida 10.69 10.47 2.06

10. Georgia 10.26 10.81 - 5.36
11. Hawaii 10.12 9.07 10:38
12. Idaho 10.96 9.86 10.04
13. Illinois 10.29 10.94 - 6.32
14. Indiana 10.93 10.96 - 0.27
15. Iowa 10.42 10.78 - 3.45
16. Kansas 10.44 10.73 - 2.78
17. Kentucky 10.62 10.91 - 2.73
18. Louisiana 10.19 10.22 - 0.29
19. Maine 10.68 10.59 0.84
20. Maryland 10.56 10.54 0.19
21. Massachusetts 10.58 10.32 2.46
22. Michigan 10.61 11.01 - 3.77
23. Minnesota 10.41 10.46 - 0.48
24. Mississippi 10.40 10.55 - 1.44
25. Missouri 10.18 10.89 - 6.97
26. Montana 10.58 10.03 5.20
27. Nebraska 10.37 10.49 - 1.16
28. Nevada 10.50 10.34 1. 52
29. New Hampshire 10.64 10.50 1. 32
30. New Jersey 10.65 10.70 - 0.47
31. New Mexico 10.39 10.54 - 1.44
32. New York 10.59 10.63 - 0.38
33. N. Carolina 10.56 10.98 - 3.98
34. N. Dakota 10.39 10.31 0.77
35. Ohio 10.75 11.00 - 2.33
36. Oklahoma 10.36 10.81 - 4.34
37. Oregon 10.61 10.40 1. 98
38. Pennsylvania 10.67- 10.48 1.32
39. khode I s land 10.64 10.[.9 1.41
40. S. C.noHna 10.41 10.90 - 4.71
41. S. Dakota 10.40 10.73 - 3.17
[,2. Tennessee 10.61 10.81 - I. 89
43. Texas 9.89 10.70 - 8.19
44. lltah 10.96 9.95 9.22
45. Vennont 10.74 10.68 0.56
46. Virginia 10.71 10.85 - 1. 31
47. W. Virginia 10.88 10.98 - 0.92
48. Wisconsin 10.28 10.91 - 6.13
49. W)"oming 10.38 10.14 2.31
50. Puerto !(ico 10.73 9.92 7.55

.
)J Actual pric~ wan ,>"timnted usinr. the mu1tiplc basinr, system as presented

in Tnhle X. The sbadow or estimated price was compllted using the regional
price dlfferntia1 ohtained from the Ilnenr prm;rmn."in,; dual solution a.
shown in Table XII, adjusted to m:lke the simple averagl' qual to the simple
averar,e of the actual price. 11H' cstinlntion error is (~1clual minus
shadow) divided by actun1 price. National average = 10. 5276/cwt refined
sugar.

Source: Derived by the autho::.
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prices in Table XV. However, this system deprives the consumers in the

surplus regions of the benefits of lower prices. Again the question as

to whether it is justifiable for the sellers in the surplus regions to

charge lower prices to local consumers relative to distant markets or

to try to equalize consumer prices allover the country regardless of

locational advantages, involve value judgment beyond the realm of

economic logic alone.

If they so choose, the geographically scattered sugar beet

factories could quote lower prices to their local customers and to the

consumers in the adjoining regions; lower than the current seaboard

plus rail freight prices. 8 Thus, by adopting the seaboard basing-point

system, the beet sugar seller gives the Hawaiian cane producers a better

chance to compete in their most advantageous sales areas. Furthermore,

the practices of the sugar beet factories to charge phantom freight

which their competitors in the seaboard refineries do not pay imposes an

undue burden on consumers located near the beet sugar factories.

However, the beet sugar companies support the current pricing

system because they claim it to be a more profitable and expedient way

to meet competition from seaboard refiners. In addition, local support

for "home industry" still enables them to make substantial local sales

at a high mill-net return. That is, inasmuch as the demand for sugar is

highly inelastic, an increase in its price increases total revenue.

8Vernon A. Mund, Sugar Production and Marketing With Special
Reference to the Hawaiian Cane and Western Beet Production, (University
of Hawaii,~rch 1966), pp:-27-53.
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Furthermore, the current pricing system contributes to the pricing

stability of sugar in the United States.

Other reasons could be advanced to explain the discrepancies between

the "ac tual" and predicted prices. First of all, the possible error in

the derivation of the "ac tual" prices and of the interregional

transportation cost which influences the shadow prices should not be

overlooked. Also, until recently the price of cane sugar differed from

that of beet sugar in a given region, hence the regional prices of sugar

in 1967 varied with the relative volume of these two types of sugar in

each region. There is also the probable existence of forward contracts,

predetermined deliveries, and commitments done prior to the actual market

conditions in 1967. Last but not least, the differentials exist because

of inadequate knowledge and imperfect competition. That is, shippers

in the various supplying regions do not have complete information on the

prevailing wholesale prices in all other regions at all times, and

hence make inefficient shipments. Perhaps a complete explanation is a

combination of these.



CHAPTER VII

TRANSPORTATION ANALYSIS OF THE FUTURE SUGAR TRADE PATTERN
IN THE UNITED STATES UNDER THE CURRENT

SUGAR ACT: MODEL II

In the wake of the mounting annual sugar requirement of this nation

and the rising concern over the fate of the domestic industry, an

important policy problem to consider is how to strategically distribute

spatially the future domestic production and foreign imports in the

interest of economic efficiency. Apparently, the focal point to start

with is to assume that the basic precepts of the current Sugar Act will

still be implemented for some time in the future. Such premise is backed

by the popular demand of the various vested interest groups to establish

the existing Act as a permanent feature of the domestic sugar industry.l

Hence, given the presumed policy measures and relatively

predictable consumption pattern, the volume of regional sugar supply

and requirements can be ascertained for any given future year. However,

the problem as to how to efficiently market all the available supply to

satisfy all regional deficits has yet to be resolved. Again the spatial

transportation model discussed in Chapter II and employed in Chapter VI

was adapted in the analysis of the interregional aspect of this chapter.

This is a testimonial to the versatility and efficacy of this model

in handling past, present, and future situations, encompassing changes

in the location as well as in the magnitude of the economic factors

involved.

lThe Honolulu Advertiser, March 5 and 27, 1971.
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The year 1980 was chosen in order to provide ample time for the

various components of the industry to adjust in the direction of the

optimum trade pattern as suggested by the interregional analysis,

should they decide to do so. In addition, the said year coincides

with the projected sugar supply response studies conducted by some

of the WM-5l committee members. 2

The regional sugar production, foreign imports, and consumption

requirement data needed for the analysis were projected to 1980 on the

basis of the provisions under the current Sugar Act, historical data,

and information on future expectation whenever possible. For simplicity,

however, the same matrix of interregional transportation costs used in

the previous chapter was adopted here. This will not materially distort

the optimum trade pattern as long as the assumption of proportionate

changes in all the transport rates holds true. The Linear Programming

IBM-MPS/360 computer routine was again employed in the final computation.

PROJECTION OF SUGAR CONSUMPTION, PRODUCTION, AND FOREIGN IMPORTS

In somewhat the same manner as the procedure under the Sugar Act,

the first step in the series of data derivations is to ascertain the

annual national sugar requirements. For simplicity, this was done in

this treatise by multiplying the average 1966-68 regional per capita

consumption by the projected regional population as shown in Table A-7

of the Appendix. The projected 1980 national sugar requirement was

2Sugar supply response studies were conducted for the States of
Colorado, Idaho, Iowa, Minnesota, Montana, North Dakota, and Utah under
Objective II of the Western Regional WM-5l Project "Economic Factors
Affecting Sugar Marketing."
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243,593,905 cwt refined sugar, or roughly 13,032,274 tons raw sugar

value. 3 This figure is 24.34 percent higher than the adjusted sugar

consumption in 1967, which implies an annual u.s. sugar consumption

growth of about 1.8 percent.

Given the projected 1980 sugar requirement, the next step is to

set quotas for the various groups of suppliers as discussed earlier in

Chapters III and IV. Briefly, the sugar legislation of 1965 provides

that in addition to original area quotas, the mainland sugar beet and

cane growers will share sixty-five percent of the continental U.S.

market growth over 10.4 million tons (raw), at the rate of 73.33 and

26.7 percent, respectively (Table XVI). The domestic Offshore regions

do not participate in the market growth but special provision is made

for increased marketing in the event of production exceeding specified

quotas. The remainder of the market growth and all the deficits in

individual domestic or foreign quotas are allocated to the Philippines

and foreign countries in the Western Hemisphere.

The projected sugar requirement of Hawaii in Table A-7 was

subtracted from the projected total u.S. requirements and the remainder

was apportioned among the various suppliers accordingly. The Hawaiian

quota of the mainland market in 1980 was estimated by subtracting from

its projected production the estimated Hawaiian requirement. 4 Inasmuch

3This projection is about 5.19 percent higher than the
made by the USDA using lower projected population figures.
is about 0.41 percent lower than another projection using a
function with total population as the independent variable.

4production estimate was based on the Department of Planning and
Economic Development, Opportunities for Hawaiian Agriculture, (Hawaii,
1970), p. 174.



TABLE XVI. ALLOCATIO:-l OF illNTUm:TAL U. S. SUGAR REQUlREMEt-.-r IN EXCESS OF 10.4 MILLION TONS RAlol VALUE
A}:O~G DIFFERE:;r SOURCES OF SUPPLY, SELECTED YEARS, 1967-80

2/
1980 - Estimate1965

Average 1967-7~

Sources of Quota 1/ Bas ic Excess over 1965 Quota Excess over 1965
Supply Provisions- Quota Quantity Percent Quantity Percent Quantity Percent

(Tons RaI~) (Tons Raw) (Tons Raw) Distribution (Tons Raw) Distribution (Tons Raw) Distribution

Domestic:
Nainland: 4,125,000 4,417,500 292,500 65.007. 5,802.993 -- 1,677,993 65.007.

Beet 3,025,000 3,239,500 214,500 (73.33) 4,255,472 32:7"87. 1,230,472 (73.33)
car.e 1,100,000 1,178,000 78,000 (26.67) 1,547,521 11.927. 447,521 (26.67)

Off-Shore: 2,265,000 2.351,230 86,230 19.16~~ 1,959,2543/ -- -305,746 -11.847.
l'a,,'aii 1,110,000 1,196,230 86,230 -- 1,307,25~/ 10:07% 197,254 --
Puer to Rico 1,140,000 1,140,000 -- -- 650,OOC?i/ 5.00% -490,000 --
Virgin Is. 15,000 15,000 -- -- 2,OOa-;. .0270 - 13 ,000 --

Total DOr.lestic 6,390,000 6,768,730 378,730 84.16% 7,762,247 59.797. 1,372,247 53.16%
Tota 1 Fore ign 4,010,000 4,081,270 71,270 15.84% 5,219,28°5/ 40.21% 1,209,280 46.84%
Sum Tota 1 10,400,01JO 10.850,000 450,000 100.00/'. 12,981,527_ 100.007. 2,581,527 100.00%

(upper lil~it)

1/ 7hl'JSlIl quota provisions under the Sugar Act of 1948 as last amended in 1965 do not include the sugar requirements of the
domestic Offshore regions.

1/ Mainland U. S. sugar requirements exceeded 10.4 million tons (raw value) during these years.
3/ Projected production capacity, less estimated Hawaiian consumption requirements. One cwt refined sugar = 0.0535 short
- toros raw sugar value (1,358,000 - 50,746 Tons, raw value).
4/ gased on "Final Adjusted Quota",
2/ Projected total U. S. sugar requirements, less estimated Hawaiian requirements in 1980, multiplied by 0.0535.

Derived from: USDA, Sugar Statistics and Related Data, I (December, 1969), 120-130.
USDA, Suga~ Reports, 211 (December, 1969), 8.
USDA, Agricultura 1 Handbook, 361, (January, 1969), 281-311.
Department of Planning and Economic Development, Opportunities for Hawaiian Agriculture, (Hawaii, 1970),

p. 174, Table A-7 of the Ap~~ndiY..

I-'
N
(X)
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as the other domestic Offshore regions do not fully fulfill their

current market shares, the 1980 quotas for these regions were scaled

down to their current "Final Adjusted Quotas," and the difference was

reallocated among the foreign suppliers.

Hence, by following this procedure, about 32.78 percent of the

total continental U.S. sugar requirement in 1980 would be supplied by

the domestic beet producers, 11.92 percent by the mainland cane producers,

15.09 percent by the domestic Offshore regions, and the remainder by

foreign suppliers.

The next step in the Sugar Act allocation process is to allot the

total foreign quota among the various friendly countries, and the total

domestic quota among the individual growers. In this treatise, however,

the foreign suppliers were treated as a single group which eliminated the

need to disaggregate the foreign quota by countries.

Based on historical information, it was assumed that the 1980

mainland cane quota would be shared equally by Florida and Louisiana.

The spectacular growth of sugar production in Florida in recent years

h . f h" "5 0 h h h dattests to t e appropr1ateness 0 t 1S assumpt10n. n t e ot er an,

the apportionment of the domestic beet sugar among the various sugar

producing regions required more laborious estimation procedures. In

this case the most appropriate approach was to distribute the market

quota indirectly through acreage allotment.

Inasm6ch as the actual criteria in determining the annual regional

beet acreage allotments cannot be ascertained, several alternative

5USDA, Sugar Statistics and Related Data, I and II, (1969).
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estimation procedures were explored in this dissertation. One such

attempt was to project the annual regional shares as a percent of the

total domestic beet sugar production. Another approach tried was the

projection of the annual regional share as a percentage of the total

sugarbeet acreage allotments. However, the method that appeared

consistent with the available information was the projection of the

actual regional acreage allotments based on past proportionate shares. 6

For each sugarbeet producing region, a time series analysis of the

acreage allotments covering the period from 1955 to 1970, for those

years when acreage limitations were imposed, was employed in the

projection of the 1980 regional acreage allotments. Then the initially

projected regional acreages were proportionately adjusted so that the

expected concomitant aggregate beet sugar output (projected acreage

times average 1966-68 yield) would equal the 1980 domestic beet quota as

derived in Table XVI. The final results of this estimational procedure

are presented in Table A-8 of the Appendix.

The final step in the derivation of the data for the 1980 sugar

transportation analysis is to ascertain the mainland port destinations

of the foreign sugar quota. This was done by projecting the percentage

distribution of the total annual foreign sugar inflow to each mainland

port of entry as shown in Table A-9 of the Appendix. The time series

data considered in this estimation covered the period from 1961 only in

order to isolate the pre-Cuban embargo trend.

6USDA , ASCS, "Hearing Announced on 1970 Mainland Sugarbeet
Proportionate Shares," (Washington, D.C.), July 3, 1969.
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REGIONAL SURPLUSES AND DEFICITS

The synthesized regional distribution pattern of sugar supplies and

requirements in 1980 is presented in Table XVII. One can easily

visualize the many striking similarities of the content of this table

with that in Table XI.

Given the assumption that regulations similar to those contained in

the current Sugar Act will still be in effect, the predicted twenty-nine

domestic sugar producing regions in 1980 would still be scattered all

over the country, with greater concentration in the West and North

Central areas. In terms of volume, the major producing areas would be

the West, Offshore, and South, with the West capturing the lead from

the Offshore.

Sugar production in the West would increase from 31.72 percent of

the total domestic production in 1967, to 36.11 percent of the projected

total domestic output in 1980; while the production share of the Offshore

area would decline from 34.72 to 27.26 percent during the same period.

On the other hand, the proportionate production shares of the North

Central, North East, and South would also slightly increase from 12.51,

0.28, and 20.77 percent, respectively, of the total domestic production

in 1967, to 14.65, 0.47, and 21.51 percent, respectively, of the

estimated national production in 1980.

In retrospect, the expected lopsided increase in Western sugar

production, relative to the other continental U.S. areas, runs contrary

to the proposed efficient production distribution pattern discussed in

Chapter VI of this text. That is, in the interest of marketing

efficiency, beet acreage allotments (hence, sugar production) should be
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reallocated from the West to the Northern areas where they would be most

needed, not considering relative production efficiencies.

As in 1967, the largest consuming areas in 1980 would still be the

North Central, South, and North East, where the anticipated area

requirements would exceed their respective production allotments. In

addition, however, due to the projected shifts in the flow of foreign

sugar from the East to the Southern ports of entry, only the deficit in

the South would be initially exceeded by the foreign sugar inflow in

1980, leaving the North East with a large deficit, along with the

traditionally deficit North Central area.

It is seen that although the North Central area would be producing

about twenty percent more than its 1967 output, the resulting volume

would still be so small that it would satisfy only two percent of its

own sugar requirements in 1980. Furthermore, the expected foreign sugar

inflow to this area would be about seventeen percent less than that in

1967, thereby converting the North East from a surplus area in 1967 to a

deficit one in 1980.

Hence, the sugar distribution problem in 1980 could be more than

that in 1967, inasmuch as the North East is even further than the North

Central from the surplus areas. It is apparent that the predicted shift

in the foreign sugar inflow from the East to the Southern ports would

deter rather than enhance efficient interregional sugar trade in the

United States.

As projected, the north Central area would still have the largest

deficit, the volume of which would be about ten percent more than its

deficit in 1967. The deficit of the North Central area would constitute
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71.2 percent of its own requirement, while the combined deficit of the

Northern areas would be as much as 27.2 percent of the national sugar

requirement in 1980.

In terms of individual regional status, Table XVII shows that the

five largest producing regions would be Hawaii, California, Puerto Rico,

Louisiana, and Florida. California would move from fourth place in 1967

to the second largest producing region in 1980, while Hawaii would retain

the lead. The combined output of the five major producing regions would

constitute about sixty percent of the total domestic production, and

supply 36.1 percent of the total sugar needs in 1980. The aggregate

output of the leading fifteen producing regions would account for over

ninety-three percent of total dom~stic production in 1980, and fill 56.4

percent of the national requirement. This implies that the individual

output of most of the remaining fourteen sugar producing regions would

be almost negligible.

On the other hand, the leading consuming regions in 1980 would be

California, Illinois, New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Ohio, and

Texas, the combined requirements of which would absorb 52.4 percent of

the total available sugar supply in the United States during the

aforementioned year.

California would also move up from being the second largest

consuming region in 1967 to the largest consuming region in 1980, making

Illinois a close second. However, inasmuch as the total production of

California as well as the inflow of foreign sugar to this region it also

expected to increase, the resulting deficit of this region in 1980 would

be only about 89 percent of its deficit in 1967. It could then be
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inferred that part of the Hawaiian sugar that used to be absorbed by

California would have to move to a more distant market, thereby entailing

incremental shipping costs for the Hawaiian producers.

After taking into account the inflow of foreign sugar to the various

ports, the leading deficit regions in 1980 would be Illinois, New Jersey,

Ohio, California, Georgia, Indiana, and New York, the combined deficits

of which would represent 32.0 percent of the total U.S. sugar requirement

in that year. As in 1967, Illinois would still be the largest single

deficit region, the volume of which would account for about one-fifth of

the projected aggregate regional deficits in 1980.

In contrast to the 1967 pattern, New York would become a deficit

region in 1980 due to the reduction in the flow of foreign sugar to this

region. On the other hand, because of the projected fast growth in

regional production relative to consumption requirements in Kansas and

Alaska-Washington, these would become surplus regions in 1980.

Disregarding foreign sugar inflow, Hawaii would still remain the

largest surplus region in 1980, followed by Puerto Rico, Idaho,

Louisiana, Florida, and Colorado. With the inclusion of foreign sugar,

however, Louisiana, which is expected to receive over one-third of the

projected foreign imports, would again emerge as the largest surplus

region, followed by Hawaii, Puerto Rico, Idaho, Florida, Maryland, and

Colorado. The combined surpluses of the latter group of regions could

fill 81.7 percent of the aggregate regional deficits in the United States

in 1980.

Corollary to similar discussions in Chapter VI, should the projected

geographical distribution pattern of the domestic regional production
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depicted in Table XVII be actually realized in 1980, it would

emphatically substantiate the earlier assertion made in this treatise,

that national marketing and distribution efficiencies are not the prime

considerations in the apportionment of domestic quota among the various

domestic sugar producing regions.

A case in point may be considered. Although most of the North

Central regions would be allowed to participate in filling the domestic

quota in 1980, their combined output would still be so small as to

satisfy only one-third of the projected consumption needs of the North

Central area during that year; leaving a deficit in the amount of 5.39

billion pounds of refined sugar or roughly one-fourth of the total U.S.

sugar requirement in 1980. Also, the projected production allotment of

each of the four North Eastern regions, which would be allowed to produce,

would not even be enough to fill the sugar requirements of those regions.

In contrast, however, in addition to its proximity to the surplus

Offshore regio'l of Hawaii, the production allotment for the Western area

would be about twenty-eight percent or 1.17 billion pounds of refined

sugar more than its projected consumption needs.

The above situation would further be aggravated by the predicted

diversion of foreign sugar inflow from the Eastern ports, where they

would be strategically located, to the Southern and Western ports where

they would contribute to the interregional sugar distribution problem.

The preceding discussions bring into focus the lopsided geographical

distribution of the projected pattern of regional surpluses and deficits

in 1980, should the current Sugar Act be implemented as it has been. It

can again be inferred that in the absence of predetermined orderly
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marketing patterns, inefficient shipping as well as detrimental cutthroat

competition between the three surplus areas (after foreign sugar inflow)

would occur in the Western and Southern markets in their attempt to avoid

the expensive distant shipment to the Northern markets. Hence, even in

the absence of more sophisticated quantitative analyses, one can conclude

that any attempt to shift the flow of foreign sugar imports to the

Eastern ports, and/or to reallocate beet sugar acreage allotments to the

comparably efficient regions in the Northern areas, will certainly

enhance economic efficiency in the United States Sugar industry.

TRANSPORTATION ANALYSIS

Six sub-models were analyzed, each differing on the assumption

regarding the direction and magnitude of foreign sugar inflow to the

various mainland ports of entry.

The optimal solution of the spatial transportation analysis of

Model lIA, using the synthesized data in Table XVII, is presented in

Table XVIII, and the flow pattern is depicted in Figure 6. A total of

137 iterations were made through the computer before arriving at the

final solution. The resulting minimum total interregional transportation

cost was $113,992,021.01.

As in Table XII, the underlined figures in Table XVII represent the

volume of sugar shipments from the surplus to the deficit regions in

1980; while the figures which are not underlined are alternative costs,

representing the rate of increase in the total transportation cost per

unit increase in the sugar shipment from the surplus to the deficit

region converging at each cell. Again, Ui and Vj would be the price
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Source: Derived by the author.
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differentials between Louisiana and all the other regions, should the

aforementioned optimal trade pattern be realized in 1980.

Optimum Trade Pattern of Model IIA

The optimal solution again suggests a convergence of sugar shipment

to the North Central area from allover the country except from the North

East. The North East, which would be a deficit area in 1980, would

receive interarea shipments mainly from the Southern regions of Louisiana

and Maryland, and to some extent from Hawaii.

With the exception of Arizona and Alaska-Washington, all other

surplus Western regions would again export directly to the North Central

area, bypassing the Western and Southern markets. The emergence of

Alaska-Washington as an exporter to Oregon, coupled with the reduction

in the deficits of California in 1980, would instigate the migration of

that portion of Hawaiian sugar which would otherwise be absorbed by

these three Western regions to farther market outlets, some of which

would travel as far as to New York.

Hawaii would still be the predominant exporter to the deficit

Western regions, filling about twenty percent of the Western sugar

requirement in 1980. About 35.0 percent of Hawaii's surplus would be

absorbed by the Western regions (mostly by California), 60.6 percent

would go to the North Central regions of Illinois and Michigan, 3.9

percent to the Southern region of Oklahoma, and the residual would go

to New York. Hawaii's export to New York would be the farthest shipment

that would be made in 1980, and hence would be the most expensive per

unit transport cost.
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Louisiana would have the widest commercial contact among the

surplus regions, shipping to eleven deficit regions, eight of which

would be in the Southern territory. About 44.2 percent of Louisiana's

surplus would be absorbed by the eight deficit regions in the South,

38.7 percent would go to the North Central regions of Indiana and Ohio,

and 17.2 percent would move to the North Eastern regions of New Jersey

and New York.

In contrast to the 1967 optimal trade pattern, all the surplus of

Puerto Rico in 1980 would be confined to the Southern market. In

addition, due to the emergence of large deficits in the North East, all

the surpluses of Massachussetts and Pennsylvania would be entirely

assimilated by the deficit North Eastern regions.

Chicago would again be the single most important sugar market in

terms of volume and number of trading partners. Illinois would receive

shipments from seven different surplus regions, the combined volume of

which would represent about one-fifth of the total interregional sugar

movements in 1980. Sugar shipments to this region would absorb 50.1

percent of the total interarea sugar transfer to the North Central area

and account for 11.1 percent of the projected national sugar requirement

during the aforementioned year.

It is seen in Table XIX that although the Western producing regions

would be exporting about forty percent of their aggregate output to the

North Central area, representing the largest single interarea sugar

transfer in 1980, the nearly thirty-four million hundredweight of refined

sugar which would be retained in the West would only fill about eighty

percent of the Western sugar requirement, and the residual would be
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56,761.'-';5
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o

13.012.759
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S('Iurcc: DerIved by the author (COQ 1'.,bh XVII.
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covered by shipments from Hawaii. Again this supports the inference

that greater economic efficiency could result from shifting some of

the sugar acreage allotments from the West to the comparably efficient

producing regions in the North. Such modification could avoid the cost

of transporting nearly 2.3 billion pounds of refined sugar from the West

to the North Central area and the cost of shipping nearly 1.5 billion

pounds from Hawaii to the Northern markets; and also relieve the

excessive competitive pressure between cane and beet sugar in the

Western and Southern markets.

On the average, the portion of the aggregate regional sugar supplies

after foreign imports that would be retained within their respective

geographic areas of origin would decline from 65.9 percent under the

optimum trade pattern in 1967 to 63.4 percent in 1980. Similarly, the

portion of the aggregate regional surpluses that would be consumed within

their respective geographic areas of origin would decline from 39.8

percent in 1967 to 34.7 percent in 1980. These findings verify the

inference that the available sugar supplies in 1980 would be less

strategically located than in 1967 because of the anticipated lopsided

production expansion in the West and the diversion of foreign sugar

inflow from the Northern ports.

Therefore, any modification in the locational concentration of the

national sugar supply that would promote intra-area and minimize

expensive interarea sugar movements would contribute toward the

improvement of national sugar marketing efficiency. To reiterate, this

could be achieved by reallocating more of the annual national sugar

acreage allotments to the North Central producing regions and by
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concentrating the inflow of foreign sugar in the North Eastern ports of

entry.

Price Differentials

The value of the Ui and Vj in Table XVIII indicate that, in general,

sugar prices per unit would be highest in the North Eastern regions,

followed by the Southern and North Central regions; with New York, New

Jersey, Vermont, Delaware, and Virginia topping the list. Following the

optimal pattern, the price of sugar would be lowest in Hawaii, where it

would be about $2.l04/cwt lower than the New York price. On the average,

sugar prices in the North East would be about 7.3 and 12.4 percent

higher than the prices in the West and Offshore areas, respectively.

As in 1967, sugar prices in the Western and Offshore supplying

regions would be lower than those which would prevail in the Northern

and Southern regions, in 1980. Also, except for Maryland, the prices of

sugar in the Southern supplying regions would be less than those in the

North Central regions, and much lower than those which would prevail in

the North East. Hence, it can be deduced that, barring relative

production efficiencies, it would be better to increase domestic

production and/or concentrate the inflow of foreign sugar in the Northern

areas than elsewhere in the United States. Again, this is in accord with

earlier conclusions regarding the efficient reallocation of supplies in

this country. The proposed reallocation would also minimize price

disparities between regions sit~~r.ed in different geographic areas.

ALTERNATIVE MODELS

In an attempt to ascertain the most efficient interregional sugar

trade pattern within the general framework of the current sugar
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legislation, several alternative sub-models of the 1980 trade pattern

were considered, each differing on the assumptions regarding the

direction and magnitude of foreign sugar flows to the various ports of

entry. A separate transportation analysis was conducted for each of the

sub-models but only the most relevant trade patterns are presented and

discussed in this text.

To summarize, the alternative sub-models of the 1980 U.S. sugar

trade pattern which were explored in pursuit of the most efficient

shipping arrangements are as follows:

1. Model lIA: In this model, it was assumed that the United
States would be importing 97,556,635 hundredweights of
refined foreign sugar in 1980 (Table XVI), and that the
foreign sugar would be shipped to the various mainland ports
as projected from time series data (Table A-9). The optimal
solution was obtained after 137 computer iterations, and the
estimated minimum total interregional transportation cost of
sugar marketing in 1980 would be $113,992,021. The results
of this model were presented in Tables XVIII and XIX, and
discussed in the previous section.

2. Model lIB: This model is similar to Model lIA except for the
assumption that the U.S. would be served by only two major
ports. New Orleans, which would serve the Southern and part
of the North Central areas, would receive one-third of the
total foreign sugar imports; while New York, which would serve
the North East and part of the North Central areas, would
receive the rest. The optimal solution was obtained after
130 computer iterations, and the computed minimum total
interregional shipping cost in 1980 would be $112,776,690.

3. Model IIC: This model is also similar to Model lIA except
for the assumption that all foreign sugar would be concentrated
in the North Eastern port of New York. The optimal solution
was obtained after 119 iterations, and the minimum total
interregional shipping cost in 1980 would be $107,767,792.

4. Model lID: This model is sbnilar to Model IIC except for the
assumption that sugar from Puerto Rico would also be shipped
through New York. The final solution was arrived after 127
computer iterations, and the estimated total interregional
transportation cost in 1980 would be $111,657,101.
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5. Model lIE: This model is similar to Model lIA in that the
projected foreign sugar inflow was included in the supplies
of the various North Eastern ports of entry. In contrast,
however, it was assumed that the projected foreign sugar
inflow to the Western and Southern ports would be shifted
to the New York port of entry. The optimal solution was
obtained after 142 computer iterations and the minimum
total interregional transportation cost in 1980 would be
$101,024,048.

6. Model IIF: This model is very similar to sub-model lIE
except that Maryland would be receiving the same foreign
sugar inflow as in Model lIA. Inasmuch as Table XVIII
indicates that Maryland would be the most strategically
located supplying region in 1980, it was assumed that this
region would receive foreign sugar shipments as projected
from time series data (Table A-9). The optimal solution
was ascertained after 143 iterations and the total minimum
interregional transportation cost in 1980 would be
$98,198,149.

It is seen that the concentration of foreign sugar in the North

Eastern ports would bring about greater marketing efficiency in terms of

minimizing the total interregional transportation cost in 1980. This is

apparent as we move from Model lIA through Model IIC. It is also

evident that although Model lID still appears to be more efficient than

lIA, the concentration of both foreign imports and Puerto Rico's surplus

in the East would result in a less efficient distribution pattern than

that under Model IIC. This could be due to the fact that the combined

volume of these imports would far exceed the requirements of the North

Eastern and the nearby North Central regions, while leaving the Southern

area with a large deficit.

However, the movement from Model lIA through Model lID and the

consequent impact on total interregional transportation cost offers a

quantitative manifestation of earlier inferences made in this treatise.

That is, to some extent, any attempt to strategically concentrate sugar
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supplies in the Northern areas, whether it be foreign imports or domestic

production, would enhance economic efficiency in terms of minimizing the

total interregional transportation cost of marketing sugar in the United

States.

The movement from Model IIC to Model lIE, and on to Model IIF,

brings into focus another important contributing factor toward shipping

efficiency. That is, in general the larger the number of strategically

located supplying regions, the greater will be the cost savings in

moving the commodity from the various supplying points to the different

deficit destinations. It is evident that both the strategic location as

well as the number of supplying regions determine the efficiency of

interregional shipping patterns. Merely fragmenting or increasing the

number of supply points without regard to their relative locational

advantage would not bring about the most efficient trade pattern.

It appears that the most efficient trade pattern in 1980 could be

attained under Model IIF, given the data and the various assumptions

considered. In this model, New York would become the largest surplus

region, accounting for almost one-fourth of the total regional surpluses;

followed by Hawaii, Puerto Rico, Idaho, Louisiana, and Florida.

Optimum Trade Pattern of Model IIF

The optimal trade pattern of Model IIF is presented in Table XX and

depicted in Figure 7. The resulting minimum total transportation costs

of marketing sugar, in the amount of about $98,198,149.00, is the

lowest of all the alternative models explored for 1980, and is about

16.1 percent less than the least cost under Model lIA.
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Under this model, the long distant shipments from Hawaii to the

North East would be avoided. Instead, more of Hawaii's surplus would be

diverted to the nearby deficit Western and Southern regions. As a

consequence, about 47.0 percent of Hawaii's surplus would be absorbed

by the deficit Western regions, 44.9 percent would move to the North

Central area, and 8.1 percent would go to the South. On the average,

this trade pattern would entail shorter distance travel per unit of

Hawaiian sugar than under Model IIA.

The patterns of sugar shipments from the surplus Western and North

Central regions under Model lIA would remain unaltered under Model IIF.

In both cases, most of the surplus Western regions would export all

their surpluses directly to the North Central market, bypassing the

Western and Southern markets. Again this implies the existence of an

orderly interregional sugar trade pattern whereby the probable costly

competition between the Offshore, Southern and Western producers in the

Western and Southern markets would be avoided. In addition, the sugar

surplus from Puerto Rico under either model would not go farther than

the Southern area, which is in consonance with the efficient shipping

pattern recommended in Chapter VI.

An obvious difference of the optimum trade pattern of Model IIF

from that of Model IIA would be the confinement of all the Southern

regional surpluses within the Southern boundaries in 1980; hence avoiding

the costly interarea sugar movement from Louisiana to the various deficit

regions in the North (Table XXI). The surplus North Eastern regions

would completely take over the role of the South as a supplier to the
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North Central market, and also displace some of Hawaii's sugar exports

to the Northern markets.

The relatively greater efficiency of Model IIF over Model IIA is also

apparent in the smaller volume of sugar that would be transported across

territorial boundaries in 1980. On the average, the portion of the

aggregate regional supplies after foreign trade that would be consumed

within their respective geographic areas of origin would increase from

63.4 percent under Model lIA to 64.6 percent under Model IIF. In like

manner, the portion of the aggregate regional surpluses that would be

retained within their respective geographic areas of origin would

increase from 34.7 percent under Model lIA to 36.7 percent under Model

IIF. It was also found that the total volume of interregional sugar

movements under Model IIF would be about forty-two million pounds of

refined sugar less than the sugar traffic under Model lIA.

Thus, the equilibrium solution of Model IIF further substantiates

the allegation that the diversion of the projected flow of foreign sugar

to the Northern ports and/or the reallocation of more production quotas

to the comparatively efficient producing regions in the North would

enhance sugar marketing efficiency in the United States. Such

modification would promote intra-area sugar trade and reduce the volume

of expensive interarea sugar shipments, reduce the total volume of

interregional sugar movements, and consequently minimize the total

interregional transportation cost of marketing sugar in the United

States.

Price Differentials

The relative efficiencies of the optimum sugar trade patterns under
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Model IIA and IIF could be further appraised by comparing the differences

in the regional shadow prices of each case as derived through the linear

programming dual solutions. Inasmuch as the absolute level of the

relative regional prices are indeterminate in the transportation

analysis, it was assumed for purposes of comparison that the base price

in each case would be about $13.00/cwt in 1980.
7

Given this base price

level, the regional prices were estimated by adding or subtracting to and

from this base point the values of Ui and Vj for each case. The

estimated regional sugar prices in 1980 under Model lIA and IIF as

derived from Tables XVIII and XX, respectively, are shown in Table XXII.

It is seen that, on the average, the regional sugar prices which

would prevail should the optimum trade pattern under Model IIF be

realized in 1980 would be about 1.3 percent lower than those which would

prevail under Model lIA. The average prices per cwt in the North East,

North Central, South and Western areas would be reduced from $13.78,

$13.51, $13.56 and $12.84, respectively under Model lIA, to $13.12,

$13.46, $13.45 and $12.81, respectively, under Model IIF. On the other

hand, the average Offshore prices would increase from $12.26/cwt under

Model lIA to $12.27/cwt under Model IIF, although the resulting price

would still be the lowest among area averages.

The largest price reduction would occur among the North Eastern

regions amounting to an average of about $0.66/cwt. This would be

followed by price reductions in the Southern and North Central regions,

7The 1980 price was projected through a time series regression
analysis using the data for the year 1956 through 1970. The projected
sugar price in 1980 was $13.l/cwt refined sugar.
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TABLE XXII. CO~!l>,\RTSO:-< IlETh'F.E:-< OPTHll1:'1 REGIONAL SUCJlR PRICES
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averaging $0.11 and $0.05 per hundredweight, respectively. In terms of

regional price changes, the largest price reduction would occur in New

York, followed by New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Vermont.

Regional sugar price differentials under Model IIF would also be

much smaller than the regional price differentials under lIA. The price

range between the lowest and highest regional prices would decline from

$2.10/cwt under Model lIA, to $1.93/cwt under Model IIF. Therefore, in

addition to providing lower sugar prices to American consumers, regional

sugar prices would also tend to be equalized allover the country under

the optimum trade pattern of Model IIF.

In summary, therefore, the optimal trade pattern of Model IIF would

be the most efficient sugar trade pattern that could be pursued in 1980,

in terms of minimizing the total interregional transportation cost,

given the existing sugar legislation and assumptions forwarded. In

addition, the optimal solution of this model would also promote the

welfare of American consumers through lower market prices, and would

tend to equalize consumer prices of sugar throughout the country

regardless of location. These results are in consonance with the

declared and implied objectives of the national sugar policy.



CHAPTER VIII

SPATIAL PRICE EQUILIBRIUM ANALYSES OF THE UNITED S~TES

SUGAR INDUSTRY IN 1980: MODEL III

In this Chapter, it was assumed that the current U.S. sugar policy

would be modified so that existing government controls on domestic

regional sugar production would be lifted while retaining the

restrictions on foreign imports. The objective is to determine the

probable consequences, on the structure of the domestic sugar industry,

of a quasi-free competitive system as proposed in the latter part of

Chapter V; and to ascertain the optimum interregional trade pattern in

1980, should such modification be implemented then. The year 1980 was

chosen in order to facilitate the comparison between the impact of the

current policy measure, as discussed in Chapter VII, and that of the

proposed modification.

Under the proposed quasi-free competitive system, the Secretary of

Agriculture would determine how much sugar should be imported annually

from friendly foreign countries, as is currently done. In contrast to

the current system, however, domestic producers would be free to produce

any amount they deem profitable, and face the competitive market price

established by the equilibrium of domestic demand, production, and

foreign imports. This scheme would expose domestic producers to

adequate competitive pressure and thereby squeeze the less efficient

firms out of the industry.

A corollary objective of this chapter is to demonstrate the

applicability and usefulness of the spatial price equilibrium model in

ascertaining equilibrium regional production, consumption, prices, and
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the optimum interregional trade pattern of an agricultural commodity

whenever reliable estimates of regional supply and demand functions as

well as interregional transportation cost data are available.

This model differs from the spatial transportation model employed

in Chapters V and VI in that regional supply and demand are not

predetermined but rather are endogenous to the analysis. Also, the set

of regional prices derived in the final solution of this model are

consistent not only with the optimum distribution pattern but with the

optimum production pattern as well. These prices are continous functions

of the quantities imported or exported plus the quantities produced and

retained locally in each region. Hence, this model could be employed to

determine both the production and distributional efficiencies of any

commodity at any given period of time, subject to the availability of

relevant data.

The spatial equilibrium analysis was based on a computer algorithm

developed by Dr. Arnold B. Larson, while the linear regional sugar supply

and demand functions required in the analysis were estimated from various

time series and cross-sectional data. l The interregional sugar

transportation cost data used in the previous chapters were again

employed in this analysis.

The basic methodology in this chapter was the construction of linear

demand and supply functions for each of the designated sugar regions, and

the subsequent use of these functions in the spatial equilibrium analysis,

lArnold B. Larson, The Computer Program for the Gradient Method,
(FORTAN IV for the IBM 360/Model 65), Unpublished program, University of
Hawaii.
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SUPPLY AND DEMAND FUNCTIONS

As discussed earlier, government intervention over the years has

resulted in an artificially restricted rather than a free interaction of

economic forces in the United States industry. As a consequence, there

exists a virtual knowledge vacuum on sugar supply responses demand

functions, price determinations, and interregional trade patterns under

a relatively free competitive system.

Despite the intended regional cooperat4~e work, the inadequacy of

reliable relevant data was the major limitation of this research. 2 For

some reasons, the attempt to develop the relevant information through

the WM-51 sugar project was not altogether successful. So far, only

seven normative regional sugar supply response studies have been

completed, and none on the derivation of regional demand functions.

This shortcoming of the cooperative regional effort, coupled with the

reluctance of the various sugar companies to divulge their data, and the

inherent intricacy of the industry under investigation made it almost

impossible to obtain the data needed for the spatial price equilibrium

analysis.

All feasible alternatives, no matter how remote, were explored in

an attempt to derive logical as well as statistically significant

estimates of the regional sugar supply and demand functions, and the

best of these estimates were used in the spatial stet analysis.

2The first three objectives of the Western Regional WM-51 Project on
"Economic Factors Affecting Sugar Marketing" were established primarily
to develop the relevant regional sugar supply and demand functions for
an interregional analysis of the U.S. sugar industry under a free
competitive system.
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Both the BMD02R and BMD03R computer sub-routines were used in the

derivation of the various functions.

Due to the insufficiency of the available data with which to

estimate reliable sugar supply and demand functions for Puerto Rico,

the volume of sugar production and consumption of this region was

assumed to be predetermined as in the previous chapter (Table XVII).

The estimated shipments of Puerto Rico to the Mainland United States

in 1980, in the amount of about twelve million cwt refined sugar, was

incorporated in the supply function of Louisiana inasmuch as New Orleans

is the most probable port of entry for the Puerto Rican sugar.

Demand Functions

In the endeavor to derive the suitable regional sugar demand

functions for the spatial model, no less than fifty different functional

analyses were conducted for each of the regions, using both time series

and cross-sectional data. All known available explanatory variables were

taken into consideration and combined in all possible permutations. The

regions were also grouped into various logical categories in an attempt

to make each grouping homogeneous.

It was found, however, that due to the peculiar characteristics of

the domestic sugar industry as discussed in Chapters III and IV, it is

almost impossible to derive acceptable regional sugar demand functions

by means of conventional statistical methods, using currently available

data. For instance, the administration of the Sugar Act has resulted in

a stable domestic sugar price structure over the years, thereby making it

difficult to measure the true responsiveness of sugar consumption to

price changes under an unrestricted condition.
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The best of the estimated sugar functions, in which sugar price

was a plausible explanatory variable, was derived from a time series

analysis of the national per capita consumption and wholesale sugar

price. A deliberate scrutiny of available historical per capita

consumption data has revealed shifts in the trend of consumers' demand

pattern over the years. For this reason, the analysis was confined to

the latest homogeneous period for which data were available, commencing

from 1958. Statistically, the derived demand function with the time

trend incorporated in the intercept was

Y = 32.56109 - 22.67059 X, ..

Where X = per capita sugar consumption in cwt refined unit,

Y = wholesale sugar price in dollars per cwt,

F - test = 12.5870,

t - statistic = - 4.70138, and

ryx = - 0.920

• • • (22)

Given the national per capita demand function in equation (22),

the regional per capita demand functions were approximated by fixing

the values of Y and X for each region and solving for a new set of

. t 3
~ntercep s. For example, the per capita sugar demand function of

Region I (Alabama) was obtained given the point (0.764, 10.46) in the

coordinate system of quantity and price and using the slope of the na

tional per capita demand function. 4

3This methodology was adapted from the work of D. Lee Bawden, H.
o. Carter, and G. W. Dean, "Interregional Competition in the United
States Turkey Industry," Hilgaria, (June, 1966).

~egional per capita consumption and wholesale sugar prices are
shown in Tables V and X. The regional data for 1967 was used because
it has the most complete at the time of the study.
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The derived function for Alabama was

P = 27.78030 - 22.67059 PC, .•• (23)

Where PC

P

per capita consumption (cwt refined) in Alabama, and

net delivered wholesale sugar price (dollars per cwt)

in Alabama.

The per capita function of each region was then aggregated into

the total demand function of the region in 1980, by dividing the slope

of the per capita function by the projected population of the region in

1980.
5

Hence, the derived 1980 total demand function of Alabama was

P = 27.78030 - 0.53280 Q, •...... • • . • (24)

Where Q = total sugar consumption (million cwt refined) of Alabama, and

P = net delivered wholesale sugar price (dollars per cwt) in

Alabama.

In the absence of reliable projection data, no attempt was made

in this treatise to adjust the regional demand functions to possible

changes in the price and income level between the years 1967 and 1980.

Inasmuch as demand functions are homogeneous of zeroth degree in price

and income, it was assumed, for simplicity, that the general price and

income level would change proportionately in the future, hence would

mean zero net affect on the demand function.

The derived regional total sugar demand functions for the year

1980 are shown in Table A-10 of the Appendix.

5The projected regional population figures are shown in Tables A-7
of the Appendix.
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Supply Function

Due to the bnplementation of the quota system under the various

sugar legislations over the years, there is no adequate historical data

upon which to base the derivation of all the domestic regional sugar

supply functions under a freely competitive condition. For this reason,

Objective II of the WM-5l Regional Project was established primarily

to gather or generate the relevant information, and to use such

information to estimate the probable regional sugar production response

to changes in sugar prices, should the current institutional

restrictions be relaxed in the future.

In order to facilitate the assimilation of the individual regional

functions derived under Objective II into the spatial equilibrium model,

the WM-5l committee specified that linear programming wi.th variable

prices be employed in the construction of the normative sugar supply

function of each region. This methodology provides a convenient way to

estimate the supply function when historical data is insufficient or

when actual economic relationships could not be determined from existing

data due to government intervention. The data for the analysis were to

be obtained through farm surveys to be conducted for each of the

producing regions.

Although a consensus has not yet been reached regarding the

universal meaning of a normative supply function, researchers usually

argue that a linear programming supply function is normative. 6 That is,

6Glenn L. Johnson, "Budgeting and Engineering Analysis of Normative
Supply Functions," Agricultural Supply Functions, Iowa State University
Press, Ames, 1961, p. 170.
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it shows the quantities of the product which the firm should produce to

maximize profit at various prices, given rational economic behavior and

perfect knowledge. 7 On the other hand, a supply function obtained

through regression analysis of time series or cross-sectional data is

often regarded as a positive function. It indicates how the firm

actually does respond to price changes, ceteris paribus.

Generally, the term positive is used in economics to describe

analysis which explains phenomena as they exist rather than to explain

what they ought to be as in the case of normative analysis. Hence it

could be siad that a normative supply function describes what should

happen as price changes, whereas the positive or predicted function

indicates what will happen as price changes, given the existing

conditions. In this treatise, the term normative sugar supply function

simply refers to the changes in the domestic regional production that

ought to take place due to changes in the sugar price in the absence of

institutional restrictions such as the current quota system.

The seven normative regional sugar supply responses derived under

the cooperative regional project are presented in Table XXIII in the form

of

pI = a Ii + b I i A, ..••••••••.•.••.••....••.•••...••.•••••.•.• (29)

Where pI = farm price in dollars per ton of sugar beets in the ith

region, and

A = harvested acreage in ith region (1,000 acres).

7E. O. Heady and W. Candler, Linear Programming Methods, Iowa State
University Press, Ames, 1963, pp. 8-9, 265.
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Region

NORMATIVE REGIONAL SUGAR SUPPLY RESPONSE DERIVED UNDER
ODJECTlVE II OF TIlE WH-51 REGIONAL PROJECT11

Supply Response
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Intercept (a ') Slope (b')

Colorado

Idaho

Iowa

Hinnesota

Montana

North Dakota

Utah

11. 50000 0.00884

10.00000 0.04329

8.85000 0.00724

8.02000 0.00182

9.69005 0.05920

9.40000 0.00452

10.19819 0.06237

1/
From the stepped supply response derived through parame tric linear programming, the
author estimated the regional intercept (a') and slope (b') for a continuous [unction
in the form of P = a'+b'A; where P = [arm price in dollar per ton o[ sugar beet
excluding government payment, and A = harvested sugar acreage in thousand acres.

Derived [rom:

Willard H. Godfrey, Jr. An Economic Studv of the Beet Sugar Industry in Hontana 
A Regional Analvsis, Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, Hoqtana Slate University,
Harch 1969.

R.I.. Johnson, I1.R. Jensen, R.N. Boisnert, Sugar Reet Supply Response o[ Southern
Minnesota and Iowa to Vnryinf Sugar Beet Prices, Unpublished Study for the WM-51
Project, University o[ Minnesota, 1969.

Darmin C. Allred, Estimated Respt1nse of Sugar Ik"t Production to Possible Chanf'es
in Relative Profitability, Utah, 1969, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Utah State
University, 1969.

Russell V. Hi thers, Response o[ Sugar Dec t Acreage to Price in Idaho, Unpubli shed
Report, University of Idaho, 1970.

C. Richard Creek, Response of Sugar Heel Acreage to Price in Colorado, Unpublished
Report [rom a Haster's ThesiS, Colorado State University, 1969.

Donald E. Anderson, Sugar SupplY Response StudY [or the Red River Valley Area oK
North Dakota and Hinnesota, Unpublished Report [rom a Master's Thesis, North Dakota
State University, 1970.
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One of the most trying aspects of this treatise was the derivation

of the 1980 normative sugar supply function for the remaining U.S.

regions, given the seven known sugar beet supply responses shown in

Table XXIII and the inadequate historical information available.

In an effort to approximate the normative supply functions of the

other regions, all known feasible alternative procedures were tried,

embodying alternative equations, expectation models, combination of

variables, and data series. The method that appeared most appropriate,

from the standpoint of both statistical significance and logical

consistency, employed a regression analysis of the known regional

production and marketing data in 1965 to estimate the intercepts and

slopes of the normative regional sugar beet supply functions in 1980. 8

The year 1965 was chosen as the base inasmuch as the data used in the

derivation of the aforementioned seven normative acreage responses were

obtained sometime during this period.

Given the regional acreage response in the form presented in

equation (29), the supply intercept (a') of each of the other sugar

producing regions was derived using the function

ali = 10.63443 - 0.12415 Xli + 18.78252 X2i ' •••••.• (30)
(0.03444) (9.07810)

Where ali = intercept of the sugar supply in ith region,

Xli = ratio of the aggregate harvested acreage devoted to

the production of crops competing with sugar in the use of

8The normative supply responses of the sugarcane producing
were best estimated by time series analyses covering the period
1959 to 1963, during which acreage control was not implemented.
are shown in Table A-II of the Appendix.

regions
from
These
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land and the total harvested crop acreage in the ith region,

X2i = ratio of the weighted average return per harvested acre of

crops competitive to sugar in the use of land and the return

per harvested acre of sugar in ith region. 9

R2 = .82

F - test = 9.12

Standard error of regression coefficient in parentheses

It is seen that the above relationship is not only statistically

significant but also appears to be logically sound. That is, a larger

value of Xl means that more land is suited to the production of crops

competing with sugar, and also suited to sugar culture. Therefore, the

greater the resource endowment (land) for sugar production the lower is

the intercept (ai), or more land could still be devoted to sugar

production even at a relatively lower sugar price level. At the same

time, it can be argued that the larger the value of X2 the more

profitable the competitive crops, relative to sugar production, would

be; hence sugar acreage could be diverted to the more profitable

enterprise even at a relatively higher sugar price level (higher

intercept a l
).

The slope (b l
) of the normative sugar supply response ~f each of

the other sugar beet producing regions was approximated using equation

b l = -0.17387 + 0.05424 X3i 
(0.00444)

0.42727 X4i ' ••••... (31)
(0.06533)

Where b l = slope of the normative sugar supply response in the ith region,

9Based on the seven sugar acreage response studies, the crop which
would likely compete with beet sugar for the available land are: wheat,
corn, oats, soybeans, alfalfa, hay, and potatoes.
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X3i = yield per harvested acre of sugar (thousand pounds refined

sugar) in ith region,

X4i = ratio of the harvested sugar acreage and the total

harvested acreage of crops competing with sugar for the

use of land in ith region.

R2 .986

F - test = 80.602

Standard error of regression coefficient in parentheses.

The above functional relationship means that the higher the

regional sugar yield per acre (X3), the less responsive sugar acreage

would be to changes in sugar price (inelastic). In other words, it

would take a larger reduction in sugar price before the farmers could

be induced to shift acreage away from sugar production, ceteris paribus.

A larger value of X4 would imply that sugar is a better alternative than

its closest competitive crop, or that a small increment in sugar price

would be accompanied by a large expansion in sugar acreage (elastic).

The data used for the above derivations and the regional acreage

response of the other beet sugar producing regions are shown in Table

A-12 of the Appendix. The regional sugar acreage responses in Tables

XXIII, A-11, and A-12 were then transformed into the form of equation

No. 15.

Where P wholesale sugar price in dollars per cwt refined sugar, and

Q volume of sugar in million cwt refined,

Using the formula

[( :~i) ( b l
• X 1,000 ) AJ~

P = + wf, . . . . . (32)sr X sya



Where sr average sucrose recovery rate in cwt refined per ton

of sugarcane or sugarbeet. 9
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sya regional sugar yield per acre in million cwt refined sugar

unit, and

wf = conversion factor from farm price to wholesale price. 10

In order to depict a realistic regional sugar supply function for

1980, the probable future increase in sugar production cost was also

incorporated in the function. It was assumed that the increase in the

"price paid by farmers for commodities, interest, taxes, and wage

rates" represents the increase in the costs or prices of the factors

in sugar production. Then, given the level of technology, a

proportionate increase in resource prices would shift the cost curves

straight upward; hence also shift the supply curve in like manner,

inasmuch as the intercept corresponds to the lowest point in the average

variable cost curve. In the case of the linear sugar supply functions,

the functions derived using equation (32) were uniformly adjusted by

adding to each intercept an amount equal to the estimated increase in

9The average sr value are as follows: Far Western regions (beet)
2.50, Central regions (beet) = 2.68, Eastern regions (beet) = 2.36,
Louisiana (cane) = 1.670, Florida (cane) = 1.975, and Hawaii (cane) =
2.120. USDA, Sugar Reports, (various issues, 1969-70).

10It was assumed that on the average, sugar
about sixty percent of the total sugar return.
1.67. USDA, Sugar Statistics and Related Data,

grower's return is
Hence, wf is about
II (Feb., 1969).
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the average cost of production in 1980, which is about 2.70 dollars

per hundredweight of refined sugar. ll

The derived regional sugar supply functions are shown in Table

XXIV, along with the final regional sugar demand functions for 1980.

Foreign Imports

On the assumption that the provision on foreign sugar imports under

the current Sugar Act would still be in effect by 1980, about forty

percent of the projected total u.S. sugar requirement, as estimated in

Table A-7, would be allocated to foreign suppliers. 12 This would amount

to about 97.6 million cwt refined sugar, which would be shipped to the

various mainland ports of entry as projected in Table A-9.

In order to account for the volume of foreign imports in the

spatial price equilibrium analysis, the regional sugar supply functions

in Table XXIV were readjusted using the formula;

P = ai + b i (Q - Ii)' (i = 1, ... , n) ...

Where Ii = total foreign sugar imports in ith region.

. . • . . (33)

The level of ai was modified for some regions after the first few

spatial price model solutions, so that the resulting total regional

production plus foreign imports after trade would be equal to the

IlThis was estimated by first projecting the "index of prices paid
by farmers for commodities, interests, taxes, and wages" to 1980 using
the data from 1956 to 1970. Then by equating the 1965 index to the
average supply intercepts in 1965, and the 1980 index to the unknown
1980 average intercept, the average 1980 intercept was derived. The
difference between the 1965 and 1980 average was obtained and used to
adjust the regional sugar supply functions. Source: USDA, Sugar Reports
220, (September, 1970), pp. 7-43.

l2 See Table XVI of the text.



TABLE XXIV. REGIONAL SUGAR SUPPLY AND DEl-lAND FUNCTIONS IN MILI.ION
HUNDREDWEIGHTS REFINED UNITS, U. s., 19801/

REGION DE~lAND FUNCTION SUPPLY FUNCTION
Number Name Intercept Slope Intercept Slope

1 Alaba= 27.78030 5.32800 27.78030 1.00000
2 Alaska-Wash 29.65526 5.71480 9.43849 1.43200
3 Arizona 20.94572 9.38740 11.13430 0.87258
4 Arkansas 24.99649 9.70070 8.57327 0.71,958
5 California 34.96693 0.83760 11.61780 0.46240
6 Colorado 27.24689 8.81780 9.86599 0.12693
7 Connecticut 21.14113 6.12390 21.14113 1.00000
8 Delaware 92.09003 33.29010 90.00000 1.00000
9 Florida 27.19415 2.62150 9.67800 0.14277

10 Georgia 41. 06929 4.05340 41.06929 1.00000
11 Hawaii 37.23398 25.67450 94.32599 4.75000
12 Idaho 23.24745 27.41300 9.38000 0.61137
13 Illinois 57.61,882 1.76600 9.24327 1.00291
14 Indiana 35.95828 3.87000 10.58268 0.67525
15 Iowa 30.52879 7.62040 8.31470 0.13310
16 Kansas 25.62927 8.88350 10.67696 0.90621
17 Kentucky 27.35088 6.25400 27.35088 1.00000
18 Louisiana 34.78754 4.93810 4.83025 1. 37880
19 Maine 24.10097 20.51640 16.46320 0.03600
20 Maryland 35.58829 3.93650 35.58829 1.00000
21 Massachu~etts 32.00368 3.60770 32.00368 1.00000
22 Michigan 29.13184 2.25800 8.94977 0.67946
23 Minnesota 27.73030 5.34360 7.70750 0.03406
24 Mississippi 25.11319 8.12570 25.11319 1.00000
25 Missouri 34.75',88 4.36060 8.89512 0.74988
26 ~lontana 22.07397 27.34£>90 8.73816 0.81977
27 Nebraska 36.14641 13.871,30 9.66003 0.84493
28 Nevada 17.07446 32 .80840 11.55138 0.18543
29 New Hampshire 22.97278 26.17850 22.97278 1.00000
30 New Jersey 42.43413 2.551,40 13.61969 0.06270
31 New Mexico 16.12564 16.38050 10.58585 1.40393
32 New York 31.26555 1.03100 13.65768 0.01610
33 North Caroll oa 29.17253 3.74840 29.17253 1.00000
34 North Dakota 22.38272 31.26980 8.56000 0.0828'.
35 Ohio 32.51375 1. 821 80 8.773(,0 0.99068
36 Oka1ahoma 25.23189 8.04490 25.23189 1.00000
37 Oregon 35.59294 9.44210 9.39150 1.56280
38 Pennsylvnnia 36,1,8711 1.76590 13.42677 0.09450
39 Rhode Island 22 .08/:;64 22.26970 22.08864 1.00000
40 South Carolina 25.16853 7.27320 25.16853 1.00000
41 South Dak0ta 23.79831 30.22750 23.79831 1.00000
42 Tenner;scc 33.1t,t,53 4.86700 33.14453 1.00000
43 Texas 29.21,332 1.66020 9.18231• 1.43360
44 Utah 28.16695 16.78060 9.05480 0.82137
45 Vermont 22.93677 47.62730 22.93677 1.00000
46 Virginia 26.05797 3.92090 26.05797 1.00000
47 West Virginia 21.78',55 12.37480 21.781,55 1.00000
48 Wisconsin 32.33847 I.. 59010 32.33847 1.00000
49 Wyominp, 16.27434 58.58030 9.330 1,2 0,1,2670

1/ Tite demand and supply functions are in the form of r = A - BQ and I' = a + bQ, respectively:
""here P ;; \./1Iolc5.1l(· sugar price 1n $/cwt, ,and Q == mill ion c\<,'l refined r,lIr.~r. In as much as
the model requires that each region be rcpresl~lltcd by a linear supply and linear demand
functions, a supply slope of 1.00000 was arbitrarily assigned to the non-producing rpgions.
l'he non-producine regions "",,ere alr.o assigned supply intercept values equal to the intercept
of their respC'ctive demand function but nut c:-;cC'C'ding ninety. It ,",'.:H' Assumed rhClt at
$90/ewt price level oIl the regions will find it profitoblc to produce sugar.

Source: Derived by the author.
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domestic consumption plus regional exports for each region at the final

equilibrium solution.

Inasmuch as the computational model does not accept a negative

equilibrium price before trade, a transformation procedure was used,

uniformly adjusting upward the supply and demand intercepts to avoid

intersection at the negative quadrant. This procedure does not affect

the volume and the pattern of trade. However, corresponding downward

price adjustments must be made once the optional solution is obtained.

PROJECTED 1980 SUGAR INDUSTRY UNDER THE PROPOSED QUASI-FREE
COMPETITIVE SYSTEM: MODEL IlIA

Given the regional demand and supply functions derived using

equations (22) through (33) and the projected flow of foreign sugar

imports in Table A-9, the spatial price equilibrium solution specified

the optimum regional sugar production and trade pattern, the regional

prices after trade, and the quantity of sugar that would be consumed

and exported or imported by region in 1980 under the proposed quasi-

free competitive sugar industry scheme.

The final solution was obtained after 4,842 computer iterations,

which took 678 Machine-Unit-Seconds with the computer program in

FORTRAN IV on the IBM 360/Model 65 with the usage of source deck; and

the estimated minimum total interregional transportation cost was

$91,483,536.00. The projected pattern and magnitude of regional sugar

production, consumption, and price are shown in Table XXV; while the

optimum trade pattern is presented in Tables XXVI and XXVII, and

depicted in Figure 8.
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The results clearly indicate that the projected locational

distribution of domestic production, and the optimum interregional sugar

trade pattern under the proposed quasi-free competitive system in 1980

(Model IlIA) would differ considerably from the earlier projection

(Model lIA), which was based on the assumption that the current Sugar

Act would still be implemented in 1980. 13

Regional Production, Surplus or Deficit, and Price

In the absence of government control over the domestic sugar

industry, there would be a heavy concentration of sugar production in

the North Central area, accompanied by the phasing out of production

in the relatively inefficient North Eastern area, and the curtailment

of sugar output in the 10cationa11y disadvantageous Western, Offshore,

and Southern areas (Table XXV).

Sugar production in the North Central area would increase

significantly from 14.65 percent of the projected total domestic output

in 1980 under the current policy (Model lIA), to 57.28 percent under the

proposed modified quota system (Model IlIA). On the other hand, the

production shares of the Western, Offshore, Southern, and North Eastern

areas would decline from 36.11, 27.26, 21.51, and 0.47 percent,

respectively, of the national production under Model lIA, to 5.64,

25.21, 11.87, and zero percent, respectively, under Model lILA.

There would be a slight reduction in the number of domestic sugar

producing regions, from 29 under Model lIA to 21 under Model IlIA. A

13See Chapter VII and Table A-13 for comparative data.
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significant change would be the ceasation of sugar production in

California, which was projected to be the second largest producing

region in 1980 under the existing sugar policy measures. This develop

ment would undoubtedly offer a sure near market for Hawaiian sugar,

thereby avoiding the expensive distant shipments which were projected

to occur under Model lIA.

Production of sugar would also be discontinued in Arizona, New

Mexico, Kansas, Indiana, and in all the North Eastern regions. There

would also be noticeable reductions in the sugar output of Michigan,

Nebraska, Florida, Louisiana, Texas, Alaska-Washington, Colorado,

Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, and Hawaii. These would, however, be offset

by the substantial increases in the sugar production of the North

Central regions of Minnesota, North Dakota, Iowa, and Missouri.

Minnesota would emerge as the largest sugar producer under the

proposed quasi-free competitive system, followed by Hawaii, Puerto

Rico, North Dakota, Louisiana, and Iowa. Minnesota would account for

37.63 percent of the total domestic production, while the combined

output of the aforementioned six regions would constitute about 85.30

percent of the projected national sugar production in 1980. Again,

this implies that the individual output of most of the remaining

fifteen sugar producing regions would be trivial.

After taking into account the projected flow of foreign sugar to

the various mainland ports, the West would have the largest deficit in

1980, amounting to about thirty million hundredweight or roughly Dvelve

percent of the national sugar requirement for that year. The other

deficit area under Model IlIA wOuld be the North East, with a deficit
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of about fifteen million cwt, representing 25.4 percent of the total

requirement of this geographic area.

At this juncture, it could be inferred that the interregional

sugar marketing problems would be less crucial under Model IlIA than

under Model lIA. This is due to the projected continuance of a large

surplus in Hawaii, which could be more cheaply marketed in the deficit

Western area than elsewhere in the U.S.; and due to the existence of

moderate surpluses in the North Central and South, which could be

easily transported to fill the sugar requirements of the North Eastern

regions and the residual deficits of the nearby Western regions.

Hence, the expensive distant shipments from Offshore to the Northern

markets, as well as the probable cutthroat competition between Offshore,

Western, and Southern sugar in the Western and Southern markets under

Model lIA would be avoided under Model IlIA.

Due to the projected shifts in the relative importance of the

various domestic sugar producing regions under the modified quota

system, the North Central regions of Minnesota, North Dakota, and Iowa

would become major surplus regions in 1980, along with the traditionally

surplus regions of Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and Louisiana. On the other

hand, Kansas, Nebraska, Florida, Alaska-Washington, Arizona, and

Colorado would become deficit regions, from exporting roles under

Model lIA.

In spite of the projected large foreign sugar shipments to the

New Orleans port, Louisiana would only rank second to Minnesota in the

volume of available surplus. The surplus of Minnesota under Model IlIA

would amount to about 52.2 million hundredweight refined sugar, and
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would fill about 31.9 percent of the aggregate regional deficits in

1980. The other major surplus regi0ns would be Hawaii, Puerto Rico,

North Dakota, Maryland, and Iowa.

The relative efficiencies of the United States sugar industry

under the current quota system (Model lIA) and under the proposed

modified quota system (Model IlIA) can be appraised by comparing the

estimated regional sugar prices in 1980 under both cases. Table XXV

shows that the weighted average regional sugar price under the proposed

modified quota system would be about $10.236/cwt, which is $3.l34/cwt

less than the projected weighted average under Model lIA (Table A-13).

Taken per se, this could be interpreted to imply that the U.S. sugar

industry in 1980 would be about 23.4 percent more efficient under the

modified quota system than under the current quota system.

The regional price differences in 1980 under the modified quota

system would also be much smaller than those which would prevail under

the current system. The price range between the highest and the lowest

regional prices would decline from $2.l0/cwt under Model IIA, to

$1.127/cwt under Model lILA.

Optimum Trade Pattern of Model lILA

The optimum sugar trade pattern in 1980 under the proposed quasi

free competitive system suggests a heavy west-ward and east-ward sugar

traffic, emanating primarily from the North Central regions of

Minnesota, North Dakota, and Iowa, and from Louisiana and the Offshore

regions (Figure 8).

Illinois would remain the most important sugar market, although

California would be a close rival because of the cessation of sugar
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production in the latter region. The combined imports of these two

regions would account for about thirty-two percent of the total

interregional sugar trade in 1980.

In addition to Illinois and California, the other major importers

would be New Jersey, Ohio, Texas, Georgia, New York, Indiana, and

Michigan. Tp2 combined imports of these nine leading deficit regions

would absorb about sixty-eight percent of the total interregional sugar

trade, or roughly forty-five percent of the available national sugar

supply in 1980.

With the inclusion of Puerto Rico's surplus, Louisiana would also

continue to be the most strategic exporting region in terms of the

number of trading partners, shipping to fourteen deficit regions in the

South, North East, and West. Volume wise, however, Minnesota would be

the number one exporter, filling all the deficits of the major importing

regions of Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, and Ohio (Table XXVI).

As in Model lIA, the heaviest interregional sugar traffic would

still be the combined shipments to the deficit regions in the North

Central, amounting to over sixty-two million hundredweight or about

38.1 percent of the total interregional sugar trade under Model IlIA.

This would be followed by the combined shipments to the various deficit

regions in the South in the amount of about 46.2 million hundredweights

(Table XXVII).

A new feature in the optimum trade pattern under Model IlIA would

be the emergence of interarea shipments from the North Central to the

West and South, which is a reversal of the optimum flow pattern under

Model lIA. Hence, under the proposed quasi-free competitive system,
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the North Central would become not only self-sufficient but it would

also supply 17.36 and 3.42 percent of the sugar requirements of the

West and South, respectively.

It is interesting to note that in spite of the sizeable surplus in

the North Central area, this area would not be exporting to the nearby

North Eastern market, which, on the other hand, would receive interarea

shipments primarily from the South, mostly from Louisiana. This is

indicative of the distributional inefficiency that would be instigated

by the projected deflection in the concentration of foreign sugar imports

from the North Eastern ports to New Orleans.

The largest interarea sugar movement would be the shipment of about

twenty-one million hundredweight from the Offshore region of Hawaii to

the West; while the largest intra-area trade would be the shipments

from the surplus to the deficit regions in the North Central area.

An indicator of the relative efficiencies of the optimum trade

pattern, under Model lIA and IlIA, is the magnitude of the minimum

interregional transportation cost of moving the sugar from the surplus

to the deficit regions. The minimum interregional transportation cost

in Model lIA would be about $22.51 million or 19.7 percent less than in

Model lIA, although the volume of interregional trade would be 25,408,404

hundredwe~~ht more in the former than the latter model. On the average,

the transportation cost of marketing a unit of sugar would decline from

$0.825/cwt under Model lIA to $0.559/cwt under Model IlIA, implying an

increase in sugar distribution efficiency of about 32.2 percent.

The major domestic producing regions would be more strategically

located, relative to their proximity to the major consuming regions,
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under the proposed quasi-free competitive system than under the current

subjective quota system. For instance, due to the projected cessation

of sugar production in California, all the surplus of Hawaii would be

absorbed in that neighboring region, and would thereby entail shorter

distance travel per unit of exported Hawaiian sugar than under Model lIA.

On the average, the portion of the aggregate regional supplies,

after foreign imports, that would be consumed within their respective

geographic areas of origin would increase from 63.4 percent under Model

lIA to 76.1 percent under Model IlIA. In like manner, the portion of

the total regional surpluses that would be retained within their

respective areas of origin would increase from 34.7 percent to 64.2

percent. This means that the volume of sugar that would be transported

across geographic area boundaries would be greatly reduced, hence

minimizing aggregate shipping cost.

The analysis also revealed that the United States sugar industry

under Model IlIA would be more efficient than under Model IIF. It

should be recalled that the optimal trade pattern of Model IIF was

found to be the most efficient trade pattern that could be pursued

under the current q~ota system, of all the sub-models analyzed in

Chapter VII. On the average, the weighted average national sugar price,

the transportation cost of marketing a unit of sugar, and the total

interregional transportation cost of marketing all the sugar in the

United States in 1980 under Model IlIA would be 22.4, 21.6, and 6.9

percent, respectively, less than under Model IIF.

ALTERNATIVE MODELS UNDER THE MODIFIED QUOTA SYSTEM

In order to gain an insight into the probable consequences of
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conceivable institutional changes in the United States sugar industry,

several sub-models within the general framework of the proposed quasi-

free competitive system were analyzed, with each sub-model differing

in assumptions regarding the direction and magnitude of imports of

foreign and Puerto Rican sugar in 1980. A separate spatial price

equilibrium analysis was conducted for each of the sub-models, and

the estimated optimum production and trade pattern of the most relevant

ones are presented in Tables XXVIII and XXIX. These sub-models are:

1. Model IlIA: It is assumed in this model that the United
States would be importing 97,556,635 cwt of foreign sugar
in 1980 (Table XVI); that the foreign sugar would be
shipped to the various mainland ports as projected from time
series data (Table A-9); and that the Puerto Rican sugar
would be shipped through the New Orleans port. The estimated
minimum total interregional transportation cost in 1980 would
be $91,483,536 and the weighted average national sugar price
would be $10.246/cwt. The optimal solution was obtained
after 4,842 computer iterations. The analytical results of
this model were discussed in the previous section.

2. Model IIIB: This model is similar to Model IlIA except for
the assumption that Puerto Rico would not be able to supply
her quota of 12,186,916 cwt to the mainland U.S.A.
Alternatively, thi~ assumption could also be viewed as a
reduction in the volume of foreign imports by about twelve
percent, with Puerto Rico filling her quota. The estimated
minimum total interregional transportation cost in 1980 would
be $97,436,437 and the weighted average national sugar price
would be $10.470. The optimal solution was obtained after
1,962 computer iterations.

3. Model IIIC: It is assumed in this model that foreign sugar
would not be allowed to enter the U.S. market (closed
economy), and that Puerto Rico would still be shipping
12,186,916 cwt to the U.S. mainland through New Orleans.
The estimated minimum total interregional transportation
cost in 1980 would be $139,987,075 and the weighted average
national sugar price would be $11.483. The optimal solution
was obtained after 2,866 computer iterations.

4. Model IIID: This model is similar to Model IlIA except for
the assumption that the projected foreign sugar inflow to
California, Texas, and Louisiana would be diverted to the
New York port of entry, as in Model IIF. The estimated
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m~n~mum total interregional transportation cost in 1980
would be $93,204,572 and the weighted average national
sugar price would be $10.112/cwt. The optimal solution
was obtained after 6,336 computer iterations.

Table XXVIII shows that as the United States moves toward self-

sufficiency in sugar, increased domestic production would be generated

primarily in the North Central area. As a consequence, sugar traffic

would continue to get heavier from this direction, particularly from

Minnesota (Region 23), North Dakota (Region 34), and Iowa (Region 15).

(Table XXIX). This is evident as we move from Model IlIA through

Model IIIe.

A noticeable increase in sugar production would also occur in the

West, most of which would come from Wyoming, Idaho, Montana, and Utah;

while the South, Offshore, and the North East areas would only exhibit

slight increases in output. Florida and Colorado would progress from

deficit regions under Model IlIA, to self-sufficient regions in

Model IIIB, and to surplus regions under Model IIIC.

The movement from Model IlIA to IIIC would be accompanied by an

enormous increase in the deficit of the North East, and the transforma-

tion of the South from a surplus to a deficit area because of the

disappearance of the large foreign sugar inflow to these areas. On

the other hand, such a movement would also lead to a spectacular

increase in the surplus of the North Central, a slight increase in the

surplus of Hawaii, and a substantial reduction in the deficit of the

West, on account of the production increases in these areas.

It is seen that as the United States moves towards self-sufficiency

in sugar, the total interregional transportation cost of marketing the

commodity in this country would tend to increase, accompanied by marked
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increases in the regional sugar prices. The weighted national sugar

price average would rise by 2.2 percent over Model IlIA, should Puerto

Rico be unable to fill her quota or, alternatively, should the foreign

imports be reduced by about twelve percent in 1980 but with Puerto Rico

filling her quota (Model IIIB). The average sugar price in 1980 under

a closed economy (Model llle) would be 12.1 percent higher than the

average price under Model IlIA.

The above results indicate the probable economic inefficiencies

that would permeate the domestic sugar industry in the event of a

nationalistic attempt to continually reduce the volume of foreign

imports relative to the volume of the national sugar requirement.

Hence, in view of the fact that political, rather than economic

considerations usually prevail in the formulations of United States

sugar policies, policy makers should at least strive to maintain a

tolerable balance between economic efficiency and national security

considerations.

The movement from Model IlIA to Model IIID shows that the

concentration of foreign sugar in the North East would result in a

reduction of about 1.3 percent in the weighted national sugar price

average in 1980. Such reduction would be primarily due to a substantial

decline in the North Eastern price, in spite of the resulting slight

price increases in the South, West, and Offshore areas.

On the other hand, the above movement would also be accompanied by

an increase of about 1.9 percent in the interregional transportation

cost of marketing sugar in the United States in 1980. The deflection

of the foreign sugar inflow from California, Texas, and Louisiana to
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New York would create an enormous surplus in the North East while

leaving the South and West with very large deficits. In addition to

this distributional disparity, the presence of a substantial surplus

in the North Central area would leave no other alternative but to ship

back the Northern surpluses to the Southern and Western markets, thereby

entailing additional transportation costs.

The results of the movement from Model IlIA to Model IIID,

therefore, do not provide conclusive evidence in the case of any net

gain in economic efficiency, as the movement from Model lIA to Model IIF.

Although the national sugar price would be slightly lower in Model IIID,

it appears that the surplus regions would be more strategically located

in Model lIA. It could be inferred, however, that a comprise

modification between these two models could provide a situation that

would be more conducive to the attainment of greater efficiency than is

possible under either model. The diversion of only about nine million

hundredweights of foreign sugar from New Orleans to New York would make

unnecessary the shipment of this amount from Louisiana to New Jersey

(Table XXVI), and would lead to a slight reduction in the w~ighted

average sugar price in the North East.

To summarize, it appears that the United States sugar industry as

well as American consumers are bound to realize more benefits under the

proposed modified quota system than under the current quota system.

With the continuance of the quota on foreign sugar, the friendly foreign

countries would still be allowed to participate in the U.S. market,

which is in accord with the current foreign policy, and thereby provide

a reciprocal market for U.S. e~~orts. The imposition of the foreign
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import quota would also protect domestic producers from certain inroads

of low-cost foreign sugar, which could, otherwise, destroy the domestic

sugar industry.

Furthermore, by allowing domestic producers to freely compete among

themselves for the residual sugar requirement, inefficient producers

would be squeezed out of the industry; and domestic production would

be pushed in the direction of the low cost and strategically located

areas in accordance with the "Law of Comparative Advantage." The

consequential gains in production and marketing efficiencies would then

be transmitted to the public through lower prices and thus promote

the welfare of consumers.

Hence, in addition to gains in economic efficiency, the objectives

of the national sugar policy would also be realized within the general

framework of laissez faire; and under a tolerable system, which does not

drastically depart from the existing generally accepted form.

The findings in this chapter are in harmony with the inferences

drawn earlier, in the latter part of Chapter V of this treatise,

regarding the relative advantage of the proposed quasi-free competitive

sugar system over the existing government dominated quota system. The

results also quantitatively substantiate the conclusion arrived at in

Chapters VI and VII. That is, greater economic efficiency in the

domestic sugar industry could be enhanced by merely relocating domestic

production, particularly from the West to the comparatively more

efficient Northern sugar producing regions.
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THE SPATIAL EQUILIBRIUM MODELS IN PERSPECTIVE

Transportation Model

The analyses in Chapter VI and VII demonstrated the adaptability of

the spatial transportation model in indicating the most efficient

trading pattern of sugar, or any commodity for that matter, that would

minimize the total interregional shipping cost during any given period

of time; subject to the known or predicted data on regional require

ments, supplies, and interregional transfer costs per unit. From the

optimum pattern, the regional prices could also be estimated, assuming

a perfectly competitive shipping activity.

In addition, the transportation model offers an operative tool for

appraising the efficiency of the existing trade pattern, and in

predicting concomitant changes in the trade pattern due to some

modifications in certain exogenous variables such as government

policies, transportation rates, regional supply, and demand. Also,

given relatively predictable trends in the concentration of regional

consumption, production, and foreign imports of any commodity (as in

the case of sugar under the current legislation), probable changes in

the direction and volume of trade as well as shifts in relative area

prices which might take place in the future can be predicted with the

aid of this model.

Therefore, depending upon the reliability of the available data

and the affinity of the model assumptions to reality, the transportation

analysis would be useful in making forecasts which could prove helpful

to industry groups and government policy makers in the formulation and

execution of industry-wide programs. For example, the analytical
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results could serve as bases in assessing the merits of a centralized

control mechanism for use in wartime or under a closely regulated

arrangement.

A spatial transportation analysis of a multi-plant firm's

operations would be very helpful to that firm in directing the most

profitable flow of the product to the various alternative destinations.

On an industry-wide shipping pattern, however, it would not be as

beneficial to recommend shipping routes to individual producers on the

basis of the derived optimum pattern. This is because, while the model

solution would minimize aggregate interregional transportation cost,

it could maximize total and area profits only under the derived regional

o dOff 0 1 14pr~ce ~ erent1a.

shipping rates were accurately estimated, that the shippers are

sensitive to profit opportunities, and that they possess perfect

knowledge about market conditions.

Hence, inasmuch as the real market situation is far from being

perfectly competitive and any incorrect shipment could greatly alter

the optimum trade pattern, the usefulness of efficient trading pattern

information to individual shippers might at times be limited only to

suggesting which market they might first investigate before making

shipments. However, a forecast of the future efficient pattern could

perhaps induce the industry to move in that direction, and hence the

research findings could serve to indicate the general shipping pattern

that might prevail in the long run.

l4D• Lee Bawden, "An evaluation of Alternative Spatial Models"
Journal of Farm Economics, (December 1964) pp. 1372-1379.
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Spatial Price Equilibrium Model

This model appears to have greater appeal than the transportation

model in that it includes all elements which are theoretically required

for solving interregional pricing and trade problems at the industry

level. Given a commodity's supply and demand functions for any number

of regions and the interregional transportation costs per unit, the

spatial price equilibrium model makes it possible to determine

simultaneously the regional production and consumption before and after

trade, the joint equilibrium price, the regional surplus or deficit,

and the amount as well as pattern of product distribution that would

satisfy the optimum equilibrium conditions. Hence, this model embodies

the principles of comparative advantage, location theory, and the

theory of general equilibrium.

However, the simple model used in this study cannot answer all the

questions encompassing interregional analyses. For instance, would the

benefits acrued from the "ideal location" of production and/or "optimum

flow" of trade be sufficient to compensate for the consequential socio

economic dislocations, such as: a) the reduced production activities

and lower prices received by the producers in the now importing regions,

b) the reduced consumption level and higher prices paid by the consumers

in the exporting region, and c) the concomitant cost of readjusting the

existing production and marketing facilities toward the optimum pattern.

Does the final solution fulfill the Paretian optimum condition? Does

it promote general welfare?

To answer the above questions would require more detailed costs,

returns, and utility data, necessitate a thorough understanding of the
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operations of exchange within and among regions, involve interpersonal

comparisons and evaluations, and entail a more elaborate analytical

device than that which could be afforded by a single commodity spatial

equilibrium model. It is theoretically desirable to come to grips

with these issues, but it cannot be attempted here.

Apart from the data and computational difficulties involved, no

one has yet come up with a meaningful definition of a social welfare

function which is acceptable as a measure of the change in welfare as

a consequence of a given economic disturbance. lS When including welfare

economic analyses into the model, some ethical welfare functions from

outside economics must be introduced; and to choose which set of ends

is relevant is definitely beyond the realm of economics. In the

construction of theoretical economic models, one must compromise

between a meaningful degree of realistic detail and unmanageable

quantification problems concomitant with increasing complexity. Thus,

to some extent, oversimplification is inevitable.

This research is not designed to delve into such details. The

main purpose here is to set up a simplified norm against which to

identify whatever inefficiencies exist in the production and marketing

of a particular commodity under the current government regulated

pattern. The final solution of the spatial price equilibrium model

indicates the most efficient production and trade pattern under

conditions of perfect competition; and perfect competition is asserted

lSStanley K. Seaver, "Spatial Research-Measurement for What?,"
Journal of Farm Economics, (December 1964), pp. 1365-1371.
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to bring about the conditions for a Paretian social optimum and

efficient resource allocation. The flow of product from surplus to

deficit regions is hoped to be sufficiently compensate by the flow of

currency the other way around. After the initial cost of reorganization,

the long run savings to society will likely result in positive net

socio-economic gain.

Implications of the Spatial Equilibrium Model Solutions

It should be borne in mind that the optimum trade pattern which

emerges from the spatial equilibrium analysis is a simplified approxim~

tion of the real world situation, and that the actual pattern could be

somewhat altered under the complexity of reality. Unquantifiable

regional idiosyncrasies and policies, unaccounted changes in the volume

of regional consumption, production, import, transportation rates, cross

hauling, etc., could widen the gap between the predicted optimum pattern

and the actual pattern.

However, a more elaborate model which would try to encompass all

the known variables would become more and more intricate, and hence

less and less feasible. Such a grandiose model would very likely bog

down in the futile attempt to gather numerous relevant yet often times

non-existent data. For practical purposes, an economic model should,

by necessity, be a simplified version of the world situation. The

task of the economist is to isolate the crucial determinants of that

activity which he intends to describe or predict in order to facilitate

the understanding of it. The test of the significance of the model is

whether it can be effectively employed in the understanding of the

concrete phenomenon to which it serves as a simplified approximation.
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In light of the foregoing discussions, therefore, one should not

be so naive as to adopt the results of the economic analyses in toto.

However, neither should one be so skeptical as to disparage the

significant contributions of the endeavor. Rather, one should construe

the research findings with caution, taking into account the shortcomings

and lilnitations of the study. For example, the spatial equilibrium

solution should not be regarded as an indisputable prediction of the

precise production location and/or trade pattern in the future. Instead,

it should be interpreted as an indication of the areas which are likely

to have a comparative advantage; and from which inferences can be

drawn about the direction of future shifts in the efficient location

of production and trade flows.

Recognizing the lilnitations, the new types of information provided

by the spatial equilibrium model solutions can be useful to the various

segments of the economy; specifically to: a) The private and public

policy makers - by predicting the consequences of alternative national,

regional, or industry programs, b) Individual entrepreneurs (farmers,

processors, shippers, and retailers) - by providing normative solutions

upon which business decisions may be based, or by forecasting future

market conditions, and c) Consumers - by forecasting future regional

prices.

Again, the usefulness of the findings, as in any other economic

analysis, depends a great deal on the reliability of the data used and

the realism of the assumption within which the investigation was

conducted. Unfortunately, there are no feasible means to measure the

reliability of all the data used in the analysis, although great care
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was exercised in this treatise to approach whatever is known of the

real world situation.

It is hoped that the findings in this study would, at least,

serve as an "eye opener" to policy makers, with respect to the socio

economic ramifications of every decision they make in connection with

the spatial concentration of sugar production and foreign imports

and/or changes in policy and shipping rates. As a consequence, the

sugar industry and the government might be motivated to initiate

programs which would make available adequate, up to date, and reliable

relevant information for future analyses; and to employ all feasible

means to adjust in the general direction of the optimum pattern

suggested by the spatial equilibrium solution. These, I believe, are

sufficient justifications for undertaking this research.



CHAPTER IX

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Sugar is a commodity of great importance in the United States as

manifested in the large quantity produced, imported, and consumed

domestically, and by the political leverage it wields in the domestic

and foreign affairs of this nation.

Ever since the inception of this nation, the government has

manipulated the sugar industry, rationalized under multi-faceted

motives. The existing sugar policy is embodied in the Sugar Act of

1948 as amended. It aims to regulate the domestic commerce of sugar

in order to foster the growth of the domestic industry, to protect the

welfare of American consumers and producers, to promote the export

trade of the United States, and for other purposes.

The current Sugar Act is due to expire by the end of 1974; and to

decide whether it should be extended again or abrogated would require

adequate information for rational decision making. It is toward the

provision of some of this information that this research was initiated.

This study is an attempt to appraise the U.S. sugar policy, to

analyze the locationa1 ramifications of the domestic sugar industry,

and to predict locationa1 changes under alternative policy measures.

A corollary objective is to demonstrate the applicability and usefulness

of two types of spatial equilibrium models -- the transportation and

the spatial price equilibrium models -- to agricultural problems.

In the analyses, each state was designated as a separate region

except for Alaska and Washington, which were combined as one region.

Puerto Rico and The Virgin Islands were also combined to form the
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50th region. The components of the various models include regional

production, consumption, foreign imports, regional supply, regional

demand functions, and interregional transportation costs.

The lack of adequate information was a major limitation of this

study. The data used was derived and estimated from various fragmentary

primary and secondary sources, and from the results of other WM-5l

studies. The transportation model solution was obtained through the

MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING SYSTEM/360 (MPS/360) linear programming sub

routines; while the spatial price equilibrium model solution was

obtained through a FORTRAN IV program based on the gradient method

developed by Dr. Arnold B. Larson at the University of Hawaii.

U.S. SUGAR POLICY

The current sugar legislation in the U.S. determines not only the

volume of sugar that should be produced and imported annually, but also

influences the spatial location of domestic production and the foreign

sources of the commodity.

In general, the various national sugar policies that have been

pursued in the United States, from the tariff through the bounty, war

control, and the current quota system, have assisted in nuturing the

growth of the domestic sugar industry. It is doubtful whether the

domestic industry could have survived the competition of low-cost

foreign sugar without the protection of the government.

The current sugar policy measure has minimized the cutthroat

competition between the favored producing areas, promoted the welfare

of domestic producers, and succeeded in providing an adequate supply

of sugar to the American market at fairly stable prices. The current
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quota system also provides domestic and foreign sugar suppliers with a

sound basis for planning and implementation of firm and industry

strategy, hence brings about some degree of certainty and stability.

However, the above beneficial results are achieved at the cost of

higher domestic consumer prices than might otherwise have prevailed

under a less restricted environment. Thus, the benefit to the few

domestic producers is being attained more at the expense of the rest of

the society than is economically and technically necessary. It is also

likely that the relatively inflexible quota system prevents the

development of new and more efficient sources of supply, and perpetuates

inefficient operations in some of the areas.

Economic efficiency in an industry is attained when the marginal

costs of all the firms are equal and are increasing; a condition which

is feasible under free competition. The current subjective system of

allocating sugar production quotas to domestic growers condones the

existence of unequal marginal costs among the different producing units,

thereby resulting in higher average industry cost.

It appears, therefore, that economic efficiency is not the prime

objective of the United States sugar policy. This is further evidenced

by the severance of imports from Cuba, which is the nearest and cheapest

source of foreign sugar [or the U.S.; and b~' the uncoordinated method

of allocating the domestic production quota, which is heavily concen

trated in the Offshore and Western areas although the great demand for

it lies in the North.

There are also no tangible indications that the current sugar

policy implementation has promoted U.S. export trade, or that it has
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gained new allies and kept old ones for this country.

Various policy alternatives designed to enhance efficiency in the

domestic sugar industry were examined in this study. It appears,

however, that no matter how attractive the other alternatives are, the

current system would still remain to dominate the domestic sugar scene,

at least during the next decade or so. The current system has been in

effect for so long that it has almost evolved into the status of an

institution; hence would involve formidable tasks to abrogate.

Furthermore, there is no clamor for sugar policy changes from any

sector of the economy.

In the light of the aforementioned circumstances, the most

feasible alternative policy measure is a modified version of the

current quota system, in the form of a quasi-free competitive system.

Under this scheme, the existing restrictions on domestic sugar

production would be lifted but the quota on foreign sugar imports would

be allowed to seek its own level in a freely competitive domestic sugar

market. This quasi-free competitive system was shown in this study to

be more economically advantageous than the current system.

SUGAR DEMAND

The United States is one of the two major consumers, one of the

three biggest producers, and the largest importer of sugar in the

world today. In spite of the growing importance of other types of

sweeteners (caloric and synthetic), sugar is still the predominant

type of sweetener in this country and it is foreseen that the total

annual U.S. consumption of this commodity will continue to increase at

least in line with population growth. The projected national sugar
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consumption in 1980, in the amount of about 244 million cwt refined,

is about twenty-five percent over the reported consumption in 1967,

implying an annual consumption growth rate of about two percent.

Over the last two decades, national per capita sugar consumption

has remained quite stable at an average of about 0.98 cwt refined per

annum. However, per capita sugar utilization differs appreciably from

region to region, primarily due to regional differences in the

concentration of sugar utilizing industries, and to some extent, due to

regional differences in consuming habits and prices.

The leading sugar consuming regions in the United States are

California, Illinois, New York, Penns1yvania, New Jersey, Ohio, and

Texas, the combined consumption of which represents about fifty-three

percent of projected national sugar requirements in 1980.

A noticeable development in the U.S. sugar industry is the growing

importance of industrial users relative to non-industrial buyers. This

trend is the consequence of industrialization, catalyzed by sprawling

urbanization, higher income, and increasing propensity for leisure.

The probable impact of the above development is a reduction in the

elasticity of the demand for sugar. This is because sugar usually

contributes only a small fraction to the total cost of the final

product; and also because of the existence of fixed food processing

plant capacities, predetermined product-formula mixes, and government

regulations on sweetener substitution. In general, the aggregate

demand for sugar in this country is relatively inelastic.

SUGAR SUPPLY AND MARKETING

Under the current quota system, between 51 and 65 percent of the
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annual u.s. sugar supply is produced domestically and the residual is

imported from about 39 friendly foreign countries. Domestic cane sugar

is produced in Hawaii, Puerto Rico, The Virgin Islands, Louisiana,

and Florida, while the domestic beet sugar is produced over much of

the continental United States. Total domestic sugar production in

1980 is estimated at 149.1 million hundredweight of refined sugar, of

which total foreign sugar imports would be about 97.6 million

hundredweight.

The relative importance of the various sources of u.s. sugar supply

has been changing over the years in the general direction of a larger

domestic production quota. The increasing pressure to expand, coupled

with climbing labor costs, impelled the domestic sugar industry toward

intensive mechanization, particularly in Hawaii. This, in turn, led to

consolidation into fewer but larger size farms in order to efficiently

utilize the substantial capital investments. Consequently, efficient

large scale operations, along with technological developments, enhanced

physical production efficiency in terms of higher yield per acre and

lesser field labor requirements per ton of sugar produced. Technological

improvements in the fields of sugar processing and transportation have

also made possible the existence of fewer but larger capacity processing

plants.

An apparent disparity in the relative locational concentration

of sugar supply currently exists in the United States. About fifty

percent of the domestic production is produced in the Western and

Offshore regions while more than half of the annual U.S. sugar supply

is utilized in the Northern areas. Hence, even after the inflow of
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foreign sugar to the North Eastern ports, large deficits prevail in the

North while large surpluses exist in the West and Offshore.

This lopsided distribution is expected to persist in 1980, should

the current quota system be pursued till then. Although the production

quota of the offshore area is projected to decline slightly in 1980,

a large portion of future increments in the domestic production

allotment would go to the West relative to the other areas. This

situation would be further aggravated by the projected diversion of

foreign sugar concentration from the North Eastern ports to the

Southern and Western ports.

In the absence of a well coordinated marketing pattern, it is

conceivable that inefficient shipments would occur, and Western,

Offshore, and Southern producers would strongly compete in the Western

and Southern markets in order to avoid the expensive distant shipments

to Northern markets. Hence it was inferred that marketing efficiency

would be gained by shifting the concentration of foreign sugar to the

Northern ports, and/or by reallocating more of the domestic production

quota to the comparatively efficient producing regions in the North.

The research findings revealed that, given the existing pattern

of regional concentration of production, consumption, and foreign

imports, the prevailing total interregional transportation cost of

marketing sugar in this country could be reduced by adapting the

optimum interregional trading pattern specified by the transportation

model solution. In doing so, unnecessary disparities in regional

sugar prices would also be minimized.
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Because of the geographical disproportinate production expansion

and the deflection of foreign sugar concentration from the Northern

ports, the available sugar supplies in 1980 would be less strategically

located than in 1967. This would make the marketing problems more

severe during that year.

The portion of the aggregate regional supplies in 1980, after

foreign imports, that would be consumed within their respective areas

of origin would be about 1.5 percent less than that in 1967; implying

that a larger portion of the 1980 supply would be shipped across

geographical areas, thereby incurring a relatively higher total

interregional transportation cost. The transportation cost of marketing

a unit of sugar would also increase from $0.788/cwt under the optimum

trade pattern in 1967 to $0.825/cwt in 1980 (Model IIA).

The optimum sugar trade pattern in 1967 and in 1980 (Model IIA) ,

under the current Sugar Act, suggests the convergence of shipments to the

North Central area, with heavy traffic coming from the West, Offshore,

and South. Given an orderly marketing pattern, practically all exports

from Western surplus regions would go directly to the North Central

market, bypassing Western and Southern markets. The single most

important market, in terms of volume and number of trading partners,

is Illinois; while the largest single exporter, with the inclusion of

foreign sugar, is Louisiana.

In an attempt to ascertain the most efficient sugar trade pattern

in 1980 under the existing legislation, several alternative sub-models

were analyzed using the transportation model. It appears that the most

efficient trade pattern, given the projected regional quota under the
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current system, would be realized under Model lIF, where the projected

foreign sugar inflow to California, Texas, and Louisiana would be

shifted to New York. Under this sub-model, the distant shipments from

Hawaii to the North East would be avoided, and the surplus of Puerto

Rico, as well as all the Southern regional surpluses, would be absorbed

in the Southern market, thereby minimizing the anticipated large

interarea sugar movements to the Northern markets.

The transportation model solutions substantiated the inference

made in the earlier part of this treatise. That is, any modification

that would strategically concentrate the national sugar supply in the

Northern areas, relative to the other areas, would enhance economic

efficiency in the domestic sugar industry. Such modification would

promote intra-area at the expense of interarea sugar movements,

minDnize the total interregional transportation costs of marketing

sugar, lower the average national sugar price, and further reduce the

regional sugar price disparities to a minimum.

The spatial price equilibrium analysis revealed that in the absence

of government control over the domestic sugar industry, domestic

production would be heavily concentrated in the North Central area

accompanied by the cessation of production in the relatively inefficient

North Eastern areas, and the curtailment of sugar output in the

locationally disadvantageous Western, Offshore, and Southern areas.

This is a reversal of the pattern under the existing subjective quota

system.

Under the proposed modified quota system, Minnesota would emerge

as the largest domestic producer in 1980. Sugar production would be
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discontinued in California and in eight other regions; while a

noticeable output reduction would occur in Florida, Louisiana, Texas,

Hawaii, Colorado, Montana, and in five other regions. On the other

hand, there would be substantial increases in the sugar output of

Minnesota, North Dakota, Iowa, and Missouri.

The results clearly indicate that the projected locational

concentration of domestic production and the optimum interregional

sugar trade pattern under the proposed quasi-free competitive system

(Model IlIA) would differ considerably from the earlier projection

(Model lIA), which was based on the assumption that the current quota

system would be pursued until 1980. The optimum trade pattern under

the proposed system suggests a heavy west-ward and east-ward sugar

traffic, emanating primarily from the North Central regions of

Minnesota, North Dakota, and Iowa; and from Louisiana and the Offshore

regions.

Apparently, the supplying regions would be more strategically

located, relative to their proximity to market centers, under the

proposed quasi-free competitive system (Model lIA) than under the

current quota system (Model lIA). On the average, the portion of

aggregate regional supplies, after foreign imports, that would be

consumed within their respective geographic a:ceas of origin would

increase from 63.4 percent under Model lIA to 76.1 percent under Model

IlIA, implying a reduction in interarea sugar traffic under the

proposed system.

The relative efficiencies of the U.S. sugar industry under the

current quota system (Model lIA) and under the proposed modified quota
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system (Model IlIA) could be appraised by comparing the estimated

minimum interregional transportation cost of marketing sugar and the

projected regional sugar prices in 1980. The total transportation cost

of sugar marketing under Model IlIA would be about twenty percent less

than that in Model lIA; while the average transportation cost of

marketing a unit of sugar under Model IlIA would be about thirty-two

percent less than that under Model lIA. Similarly, the estimated

weighted average regional sugar price under Model IlIA would be about

twenty-three percent less than that which would prevail under Model lIA.

The results also showed that the total interregional transportation

costs of sugar marketing, the per unit transportation cost of marketing,

and the weighted average regional sugar price under Model IlIA would

also be much lower than those which would prevail under Model IIF.

It seems, therefore, that the U~itej States sugar industry and

American consumers would enjoy greater benefits under the proposed

quasi-free competitive system than under the current quota system.

In addition to the concomitant gains in economic efficiency under the

proposed system, the objectives of the national sugar policy would also

be congruently realized within the general framework of free competition;

and under a system which does not drastically depart from the existing

generally accepted form.

Given the proposed quasi-free competitive system, the spatial price

equilibrium model solutions also indicated that as the United States

moves towards self-sufficiency in sugar, increased domestic production

would be generated primarily from the North Central area; moderately

from the West; and slightly from the South, Offshore, and North East.
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Self-sufficiency tends to increase the total interregional transporta

tion cost of marketing sugar in the United States, and raises average

regional sugar prices. This is indicative of the probable economic

inefficiencies that would permeate the domestic sugar industry in the

event of a nationalistic attempt to further reduce the volume of foreign

imports relative to the national requirements in the near future.

SPATIAL EQUILIBRIUM MODELS

The spatial equilibrium models employed in this research appear to

be a potent analytical tool in assessing the impact of institutional

changes on the pattern and magnitude of regional production, consumption,

prices, and interregional trade of a commodity. Given adequate reliable

data and realistic assumptions regarding the socio-economic and political

conditions about the commodity under investigation, the model solutions

can provide new valuable types of information to policy makers,

enterpreneurs, and consumers alike. These models can be employed to

appraise the efficiency of the existing production and trading patterns

and to indicate the probable efficient pattern under alternative policy

measures.

The model solutions in this treatise showed that both the strategic

location as well as the number of supplying regions determine the

efficiency of the interregional shipping pattern. Merely fragmenting or

increasing the number of supply points without regard to their relative

locational advantages would not bring about the most efficient trade

pattern.

It must be borne in mind that the optimum production and trade

patterns specified by the spatial equilibrium model solutions are
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simplified approximations of the real world situations; and hence can

0~ly serve as guidelines for planning and policy formulations. The

simple models used in this research cannot answer all the questions

encompassing interregional analyses, particularly those involving social

~elfare and moral value judgements. Although it is theoretically

desirable to come to grips with these issues, it cannot be attempted

here because it requires more elaborate analytical devices than are

currently available.

On the other hand, a more elaborate analytical model, which would

try to enco~pass all the variables, would become more and more intricate,

and hence less and less feasible. For practical purposes, an economic

model should, by necessit'·, be a simplified version of the world

situation; and in its construction, one must compromise between a

meaningful degree of realistic detail and unmanageable qua~tification of

problems concomitant with increasing complexity. The task of the

economist is to isolate the crucial determinant~ of that activity which

he intends to describe or predict in order to facilitate the understand

ing of it. Thus, to some extent, oversimplification is inevitable.

Therefore, one should not be so naive as to adopt the results of

economic analyses in toto. However, neither should one be so skeptical

as to disparage the significant contributions of the endeavor. Rather,

one should construe the research findings with care, taking into account

the limitations of the study. This research was geared to set up a

~implified norm against which to compare the economic performance of

the United States sugar industry under the current sugar policy measures.

The findings are hoped to serve as "eye openers" as to the advantages
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of a well coordinated national trading pattern and the potential

benefitd of alternative policy measures; and to motivate the government

and the industry to intensify research in these areas.
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D,I,S? O. a 0.651 O.7F,(. 0.5'J!· 1, (,0~ O. (·~5 1.72(, 0.714 O. (,'.~

l.lt!) 0.£>41 0.7)0 0.761 O. )',2 0.81lo 1.,}R5 D.1.1? O.DI 0.7)',

O.t3-'. O. S94 0.11.1 1.07'7 o.(,')r, 0.(,71 0.491 0,47) O.90~

rn'l,' r.q:loll 2'
O.fl:'O 1.0tl] 1.1t1? 0.76'1 1.IM 0.7~) O. 9~7 0,9" l.0'J8 O. fJ~.9

1. :i~9 1.0S2 O.','JI O.GOS O.I,On 0.(,6) 0.M2 O.~OI O.~'J(, 0.677

0.9:'7 0.6SI 0.0 O. &1] 0.(,0] 0.7:'1 0.',6:' l,1N.. 0.9H 0.~71

O.1J1'J O. 'J18 0.92'J O.lbf, 0.(,7] D.Il) 1. CB, O.S..... O.Citsb O.<jJ)

0.511 O.7J) O. ~():! 0.9") 0.'191 a.sol 0.750 0.776 0,7)9

rh>:<l 1~t"~11," 2',
0.3<;11 1.1b1 O.9tlJ D.l,:,', 1.2!oO O.~'J!> D.9);! o.e~l) 0,811 0.611)

l.ioll I.lf',.', O. (,e~ 0.M8 O.fiJl 0,7:'0 0.£>11 0.))', 1.013 0.6'0
0.9l', 0.7[.6 O. t' I' O.ll o. ~70 J.II!. O. t.:'1 ). '}.'.e 0.992 0.""'('
0.£\·.', o.en O. ]Ie O.9:'H 0.774 O.L)] 1.)11 D.e)£! 0.9(.4 0.(,'11

0.970 0.',72 O. ~Jl 1.06lJ Lalli 0.7'/7 O. 7~1 o.n~ 0.9H

Fr,'n I: ..'rl":l 25
O.~',~ L1DS 1. o~o O.i.(,(, 1. lIJ9 0, 7f,~ o. Bl.4 0.809 0.911 0.7',6
1. )]6 1.fljS O.t.I'.l O. J!:", 0.'60 O. 5~O 0.411 O.£>(d.. 0.973 O. ](,7

o.U:O O. y,l. O. (,Il~ Ct, SJO 0,0 0.'1.'0 O. 'JO'.l 1.1](, 0.9UU O. 8:'~

O.tllt> 0.1-,12 o. 7H I o.nl 0.41l', O. ~/;'. 1. PHI O. ]f~'. O.t198 0.7'19

O. no O.M.';I ~, 7/,1l 0.1J(,t. 0.91" 0.n7 O. 'in 0.41\0 0.7(,£1

Yrr-r; P,',·lOIl 21,
I.u,il) O. J/,O 1,(\',1, 1.01', O."'.. !.j 0.(,:':' 1.::'28 1.P,) 1.)07 1. )fJG

1. )11 O"')~ O. 'JV'J U. '11'. O.P!lti 0.11'1) l.O1l. 1.ln 1.nO 1.1/,'1

1 . ~. .' (; 1,Ci·~ Ij.,·.. 1 1.11·, O.","oJ 0.0 fl.;'" CI.g.', LlJl 1.'[1;)

O.f:~" J.J'11i 1.:'(".. 11.1,\1 1,01 H O.lr.1l O.71l5 1. 111 1.141 I. )h:t

0.72] 1.011 l.t/1(' 0.','.1 lo/,.. ' 1.1 .... '.. I. OJ) O.t-.I'lJ O. 'IS9
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TAmr. A-l. (lRnUnu"') lIIrnIR<X;lC= StiGlJI 11l1N:;f\lIUTICN or.1'llN tt'ILI!13 F!ll IroI:mEl1lCGIlt nI>YINDl.
0.5 •• 19<-7.

FrC'"ll RI'I'.lon J1
O. 7S~ 1.061 1.011 0.662 1.016 O. ~S~ 0.9C8 O.94~ 1.0~1 0.91\
1.710 0.91~ O. ~ ..... O.to'.f. O.'1'J7 O. ~04 O.GhO O.8:t9 1.027 0.911
0.989 0.6950 0.4"S D.e:!l 0.S09 0.7S1 0.0 0.99S 1.007 0.914
0.b07 0.9501 O.?~2 0.611 0.710 O. SK:! 1.01:; 0.918 1.0"" 0.897
O.~UO 0.6BS 0.191 0.812 1.022 0.929 0.7S1 0.601 0.565

FrOJli RI'r,{uu 76
1.277 O.M7 O. 8~1 1.1Q) O. )1\0 D.eSt 1.417 1.387 1.471 1.454
0.762 O.6tl6 1.11.6 1.196 1.0·"3 1.01S I. 20S 1.261 I.M.S 1.363
1.4\7 1.716 1.106 1.248 1.176 0.868 O.9'J5 0.0 1.430 1.393
0.934 1.391 1.19b l.OM 1.2J!t 1.0B9 0.606 1.368 1.438 1.353
1.001 1.219 I. 241 0.600 1.4S7 1.37S I. 2BI 1.173 0.809

FtO':ft Rrc:Jol1 29
0.90~ 1.M,O 1.385 1.009 1.41\8 1.172 0.19 '• 0.S30 1.030 0.851
1.636 I. 374 O. bl" 0.B07 0.%3 1.063 0.643 1.027 0.728 O. ).\)
0.171 0.714 0.975 0.991 0.900 1.'17 1.007 1.4)0 0.0 0.424
1.2509 0.418 0.706 1.0:;5 O. '4S 1.083 1.473 0.463 0.242 0.794
1.108 0.691 1.140 1.306 0.301 0.6.:'8 0.756 0.863 1.163

Froa Recion 30
0.790 1.419 I. ).\0 0.91~ 1.4S2 1.127 0.2(,7 0.326 0.917 0.741
1.603 1.'35 0.106 O. "J 0.903 1.001 0.749 0.9'40 0.469 O. )46
0.383 O.lo4S 0.0'1 o.e% 0.82S 1.200 O.95~ I. 391 0.414 0.0
1.209 0.071 O. ~6G 1.005 0.6](; 1.0'0 1.437 O. '4~ 0.3S' 0.672
1.061 O. '81 1.05G I.HoO 0.41S 0.461 0.t21 O.tlO2 I. 118

Frntn Ih'r.ll'r.l 31
0.9(.8 I. I ~l 0.601 a.sot. 0.883 0.547 1.736 1.202 1.191 1.082
1.109 0.9.. 2 O.9Jl1 O.9!13 0.&~4 0.677 0.~74 0.891 I. 216 1.114
1.24S J.O~) 0.9J'J 0.8S4 0.f7b a.85~ 0.607 0.934 1.1~9 1.709
0.0 1.206 I.ll6 1.0]2 I.OO'} a.M) 1.099 LIM I. 761 1.0B!t
0.851 O.9!tJ 0.269 0.795 1.221 1.155 1.06$ 0.960 0.601

F''''' I\c.:r,lon J2
0.7'iS 1.1,;)) I. )!16 0.911 1. 1.50 1.12S O. '::'6 0.317 0.9)4 0.731
1.601 1. 3J) 0.762 0.119 0.90'. 0.991 0.1'.5 0.936 0.'6) 0.3'8
O.37S CI. (,'. I 0.918 0.6'11 0.822 I. 198 (.t.lj~1 I. 391 0.418 0.011
1. 70!l 0.0 O. ~(,I Loa? O.Gll 1.017 1.435 0.133 O. J!t9 0.G61
1.0~S O. 71~ 1.0~1 1.263 0.469 0.460 (.'.(,12 0.798 I. II ~

f'rUl'l1. r.f"r,iClll 33
0.605 1.'126 1.~'6 0.80) 1.'1 / ) 1.102 D.G:'l 0.50? 0.731 0.',6)
1. 59'. I. )~6 0.770 0.6]8 O. 90~1 0.96(. 0.L81 0.762 0.7)'. 0.442
0.661 O.7)·J O.9!9 0.11fl. 0.783 1.70C. 0.9-'17 1. 396 O.7tl!l O. Yi6
1. 115 O.!.~I 0.0 l.OI? O. (.lS O.9:'b 1.4'.4 0.50!» 0.(,(,] O. )~)
1.067 O.G}!. 0.906 l.n7 0.7'lS O. )12 o.~n 0.605 Lion

Frtr.l r,I:,:ICtll 3'.
0.9)] O.C;t,f\ 1.111 0.900 1.161 O. 8~] 1.0lB 0.996 1.1t.9 1.01(1
1.).4) O.9~l. 0.6)6 0.724 0.%1 0.772 O.77l 0.992 1.(7) 0.961.
1.016 0.7(.;\ O. J8£, 0.978 0.711 O. Gl1 0.611 I.Ofl.(. l.O~~ 1,0(15
LOU 1. r.~J.' 1.017 0.0 0, 'J(,I e.828 1,0:'0 0.971 I.O'J7 0.991
0.',::.'. O.bj) O. !t88 0.9:0 l.UIU 0.9"1 0, fi~') 0.59' o.p.'.o

Fre.-. f("~;io!1 )~

0,(,1'. LI]] I.IJ'. 0.(;B7 1.]::1 0.91 ) o.t~~ 0.G21 0.910, 0.732
1.4C,!J 1.1(,',1 0.'.:,] O.1M; 1I. L~9 0.7'10 u.J76 O.HI a.772 O. 'HZ
0.1:'1 a. 'l',] O.G"I'I 0.72!. O.~r.(, 1. 01 B 0.710 1. ]]4 O. 71.~ 0.6)6
l.(ln'j (1,6)1 O.f,H: O.7Al 0.0 a.7&1 l.U,1 0,%1 O.7?7 O.£'(~6

0.fllo8 O.~lO O. f,';9 1.0S9 0,7(,5 O.WI 0,3:;', a, ~oo 0.916

FrC't' v"·r.i"ll JO
O. 6[j'~ 1.7:'7 o.fln a.4 fJ 9 I.GIi] a, £,5(" ) .C'J) 1.00S I.DO} 0.E~9

1. 77'J 1.0)0 0.711 O.7nr.. C. "'97 0.1:'4 0.7"', 0,61'1 I. )07 0.971
1.0(,6 (I.~t4 0.7.'') 0,(,)7 O. ~~'. 0.9'.0 O. ~fil 1 • (1P:~ I.un 1.070
O.t""l 1.01 J o.~n O,87d O,n7 0.0 I.IE.' 0.987 I,CHll a,H.. '.
C.H'i 0,(']') O. ~.Gl e.en 1.097 O.9',f) O,flH 0.7:;0 0.7)/,

I'll"':! 1;,.':{C'II 31
1.3:6 o. ].13 l.tI:':. 1. 277 C.(,]S 0.9:'2 ),4(.1 1.4'.0 1. 5:-'9 l.~'J
0.')".9 O. ".'is 1,7CI I.U,'. 1. 170 1.IJb 1.:'7' 1.3'.) I. l.tlt.: l.l.17
l.M.1 1. 7,C:~ I, o~~ 1.))7 t.PHI O,7Cl'J 1.07~ 0.(.0', 1.473 1,1,37
I.Cll19 I.".t:' 1.4!,'. l.U2u l,n7 J,167' 0.0 1.41 J 1.4h? 1,414
I.mil 1.1% I.nl a.7:>J J •4 toft 1.4:'0 1. 3)9 1.]25 O,I,Hl!t

nO':! ~"r.ll'lI JR
0.1)(, I.)')'.' I. :Olo O.b77 l,lo'A 1.01] l. 3~(l O. '10 O.')(ll 0.£;92
1. 5!i1 1.)'J') O,n1 0,(,7(, O. t;70 0.%(, 0.70.'. 0.90.. O. 'JJj 0.7J'J
0.4'.(.0 (1.6)') 0.",04 O. b:,A a.7t.A I. 171 O,91K 1.)(,8 a.4b) 0,1',::'
I.ILO (1.7il O. ''(If, 0,971 O. ~f,J a,llln 1,101] 0.0 0.42'; 0.£121
1.0UI 0.73'1 I.O!:. 1. ]]h (l."J-:7 O.l'lJ 0, ~"'f.t 0.751 l.oC]

n-",,:, r..·;;ll,n "J
O.B//, 1. ... (,1\ 1.1117 O,'l~1 l.rd.. !> 1.1]11 0.112 O.47tl 1.00J O. fill
1.(.\'. 1.17"/ o. ,",',!. 0.1","" CJ.'ue, I , t,t ~ 0,",.") LCJ:l'" 0.111 a.'.11
O.H,I 0,71\ ('.'"d-: II. ',If,', a./'!'''\ I. ~~ I 1.(1:1', 1.4 )"S ll.I-'..' 0, )',,7
l.1f,t o. )'.'1 U.bl,] 1,0'.7 O. 'n] J,u-;1 I,l,~! (J.~ If. 0.0 O. ]~'J

J • 11'~ IlJ,j'J 1 • 11 ~. 1. ) I ~ (I. J') ~ o. ')~] 0, "lI'1 (I. ~ 7 , 1,17',
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f.lllJF. Lol, (Continued) Ilml'"I::GJOll.U. SU':;1:1 Tlllrr.i\11T.lTIOIl OO;Tc IN toUJJlS Pm 1lU1lI11hn/EJCITr REFIIlUl,
U,S., 1967

Fro'\ ~Ct~i\'tl I,D
0.5lJ 1.420 1.18. 0.717 1.40:" 1.067 0.719 0.6:!3 0.640 0.293
1. 555 I. 794 0.744 0.657 0.5(,9 0.894 0.606 0.689 0.819 0.569
0.712 0.73/• 0.90J 0.651 0.729 1.185 0.897 I. 353 O. 79~ 0.672
I.Oal 0.667 0.353 0.991 0.6(,8 0.864 1.414 0.621 0.759 0.0
1.025 0.566 O.~·.5 1.222 0.823 0.474 0.532 0.781 1.069

'FrClrJ F:"r.ion 41
0.914 1.063 1.053 0.854 1.087 0.641 1.092 1.054 1.172 I. 01.8
1.279 0.927 0.718 0.79J 0.557 0.717 0.828 0.976 1.127 1.022
1.092 0.834 0.511 0.970 0.710 0.727 0.500 1.007 1.108 1.061
0.851 I. 05S 1.067 0.454 O.fJ.S 0.775 1.081 1.028 1.119 1.075
0.0 0.856 O.9!t!t 0.826 I.llS 1.054 0.930 0.688 0.5~

From ~c~ion 1.1
0.35t. I. 293 1.0M 0.608 1.793 0.894 0.824 0.741 0.802 0.588
1.459 1.1~4 0.529 0.4JO 0.649 0.716 0.338 0.594 0.914 0.696
O. E7I 0.594 0.7:\3 0.472 0.4'.9 1.031 0.685 1.219 0.891 0.783
D.9 f'} 0.779 0.634 0.835 0.510 0.679 1. 286 0.739 0.859 0.566
0.856 0.0 0.739 1.112 0.917 0.665 0.5f.0 0.578 0.897

FUJl:n Fr£lon 43
0.675 I. 324 0.902 0.531 1.176 0.841 1.087 1.025 0.931 0.811
1. 356 1.142 0.60/ O.~l. O. E02 0.653 0.799 0.476 1.158 0.992
1.124 0.941 0.902 0.5JI 0.7(,8 1.070 0.791 1.241 1: 140 1.056
0.769 1.053 0.e,,05 0.988 0.M9 0.561 1.281 1.024 1.115 0.&\5
O.91~4 0.739 0.0 1.022 1.160 0.961. 0.907 0.913 0.582

FrCI':J J{cf~ion 44
1.116 0.828 0.5SV 1.020 0.7'1'1 0.600 I. 291 I. 258 1. 338 1.232
0.9E5 0.50J O. ~91 1.0\6 O. E69 0.83~ 1.056 1.099 1. 322 1. 237
1.792 1.079 O.9·'.J 1.069 0.966 0.651 0.812 0.600 1. 306 I. 760
0.795 1.263 1.262 0.920 1.0~9 0.697 0.752 1.238 1.315 1.222

0.816 1.112 1.022 0.0 I. 317 ).246 1.139 1. 020 0.572

Froc kf'I~If1n f.5
0.931 1.471 1.3lj6 1.032 1.499 1.18(. 0.316 0.571 1.052 0.881
1.1.45 1. 36::- O. V.8 0.E26 0.916 1.078 0.861 1.055 0.385 O. 5~3
0.35'. 0.695 0.991 1.016 0.917 1.255 1.0:'2 1.457 0.303 0,475
1.771 0.1.(.9 O.73S 1.070 0.765 1.097 1.484 0.527 0.392 0.573
I.lJ5 0.917 I. 160 I. 317 0.0 0.664 0.78(. 0.880 1.117

FrC'ln ~'Ctloll f.6
O.c.~~ 1.1.)0 lon'. 0.86/• 1.435 J .09(. 0.531 0.396 0.803 0.56-'.
I. 5UB I. 316 0.14'1 v.662 O. 6~1 O. 9~1 0.(,64 0.8l0 O.tJS'iI 0.3a7
O. GOO 0.671 0.901 0.797 0.7G7 1.185 0.919 1. 315 03,78 0.f,67
l.l S5 0.460 0.312 0.987 O. (,01 O. 'J~9 1.470 0.193 0.~E3 0.474
1.0S!. 1I.(,65 0.9(,t. 1.246 C.G(.!. 0.0 0.480 0.779 1.096

rIIIf" l'."1',II\:'I 1,7
0.6.!'J 1. 316 1. 207 0.709 1. )!.~ 0.9Y, 0.677 0.574 0.877 0.659
1. 50G 1. 71 8 O. :'53 O.4~1 0.7 J> 0.814 0.415 0.601 O.nl O. ~16
CJ.7)3 0.497 0.7.'J0 O. 7~~ o. ~rl1 1.072 0.783 1.181 O. 7~(' 0.(,27
) .C(,~ c.G?,} 0.517 0.850 O. J~~ O. B~9 1. 379 0.\06 0.719 0.5)7
O. !JJO Ii. ~'.'IO O. ~IO) 1.1 )') 0.78& (J.MIO 0.0 0.601 0.974

rHI!I'! """;:1011 48
O,6fJ. 1. 16~ 1.11 f) O.f;,2~ 1. 71.:\ 0.&'.6 O.M} 0.793 0.998 0.833
1.415 1.10', O. ,}7~ 0.408 O. s.:'s O.6~O 0.487 0.803 0.686 fI 7:;:)

O.8',? 0.t.71 0.7;'6 0.725 o.tl€e. 0.883 0.601 1. 113 0.8(,3 0.802
O. I'jM, O. J9g O.f')~ 0.\99 O. ~oo 0.750 1. 725 v.759 0.877 0.781
O.tJb9 v.5)$ 0.9D 1.020 O. f,~O 0.119 0.601 0.0 0.8J3

Fn....-:l rl'f,~o:\ l.9
(I, Cj)2 o. ~69 lJ.F;(.', 0.679 O. Cj1~ 0.2:'2 l.IltS 1.110 ).21l1 1.0~1

1.1'1 0.7vg O. j~, 0.6(,5 0.(,:,) 0.660 0.677 O.9V'! 1.181 1. Olil
J.I/.e 0.905 0." y) (',lJJ5 O.IM: o. ~g9 O. ~.G5 o. e:J9 l.H,) 1.118
0.607 1. 11 5 1.1tH O. ~.-.o O.'JII· U.73" 0.,)0/, 1. ()1'·7 1.174 l.O(,fJ
U. ~.}i'f O.bn O. f'1j~' O. ~72 1.111 1.096 0.97/, 0.833 0.0

-------------_. -------- ~._-_._----

$our ...:c: rlC"rlvl'd t,y tit .. Dutil:J1.

1!LC" dlt;t nn,t' bt't ...·.~l·n l'OllOlu111 IIn:l $1111 rr.:1odlico "' .. ~ c(.n\·~rtcd to r4f 1-1:11 1r f'qtJi v:'IIC'nl unlnr.
the. trnnfl.,rlrtllt ("I, cC':;t fUIlC'tJun tIL c1lunl tlln (,0) a"J tli~ krlo...·u IntcT\lCn111~ (.Ollt of .I.out
~'J. (.:.Jc.g/c .... t.
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T,\31·:;; 1.-2. ",;c~LjJ ST~uJ~ ~ICE lLill mIC:S OF S--r.ETZ!Q'..s L~ TEE mmi.ID STATES, SEL.::.""CTED YElI.'tS
1950-69.

~efin~d Su=ar. U. S.
~elincrs'IRetailersl~/1 Retai12/
Xnrgin Spread Price

7.93 I 1.37'- 2.'-44 I 9.75
9.18 1.648 2.397 10.31
9.03 1.929 2.539 10.1,2
9.12 2.410 2.923 11. 63
9.00 2.384 3.093 11. 77

8.73 2.421 2.827 11. 70
9 • L1 2.964 2.427 13 .58• .I.,

8.36 3.034 2.876 12.31
8.27 2.738 2.316 11.80
8.34 2.626 2.424 12.04

8.40 2.597 2.315 12.19
7.S5 2.626 2.035 12.18
7.S0 - , - 12.40

9.10
9.27
9.77

8.87

3.C:+
9.10
8.85
3.70

7.23
7.9'2
7.35
8.13
8.10

10.62
10.84

I 11.£.4

+4.33
+4.56
-'-3.33

1. 99\
7.2

1. 93 7.'3
3.37

., .,
I

I. ,

I i

I I I - C'~nts ?cr pcund -
I . I

1

4.92 I 5.93; +0. U ':l.00 i
.'..17 j 6.26 I ·H.13 I 3.S2 I

I 3.::::+ I 5.95 i ·~1.75 3.5:,1

3.lt"l 6.30 I +2.21 9.43 I
2.91 6.30 +2.45 19.40

~ "Q I 6' " I -'-0 'Q I 0"0"---'" .'-':J I "'>'f' /0. I
~ ,(' 1 8 • ~ I 1 -, ~ / • 1 QL I".:; •.' >.J.. - •• -'.- I 1 ._.

5.37 i 6.90 I-'-D.ll \10.68
1" ! ... ..L.'" r: ~ .. "')2 •• 41 6./5 .,).l>S 10.,-2

1.86 I 5.99 +'" .17 10.36

1?69

1904

1967
1905

:1.950
1952
10- r.__ J.

1960
1961

1965
1966

:9':2
19t3

-=J:e3r '\'erl<1·,Pi"··':L~:::~:r~~:;f;~:;c:~2/ i su~~';; ;7:~,o~~~;'::11cc~~~c~ ... rup

I
(c.il.'ty poOle!) I?~~.~i::l~~r·l. f:d:incd IDry Ililsis IDry !l!l~is

,)1. .o'J ....-I
'-----------~--,

II Ra~ cuear c.i.~. basis Xew York plus average duty of .50C/1bs. up to 1960 and .625C/lbs. from 1961.
2/ Difference bet~,'('cn ~e'" Yor:': .,nd '~'!orld" prices ofter adjusting to tronsportation cost and tariff.
31 ~holesD1e ~orth East Gross basis price in 100 lbs. bags sujject to 2% discount. ~ew York duty paid
- refined e~uivalent price plus refiner's ~nrgin, distributor's spread, and processing tax of ebout O.530C

?e~ lb.
~/ I~c1t:ces cistri~:;tors' and retailers' spread and processing tax of 0.535C/1bs. up to 1962, 0.533¢ in

1903, ~~G O.530c si~~~ 1~6u.

2/ Reportee by JurCDU of Leber Statistics, based on consumer size package.
2,1 High l,or1el p::ice was due to the drop ir. C,-:ban output under the co:n.'l'.unist regime, the unfavorable weather

in Europe, and increased spcculation, tlr~5 increasing danand and inventory over normal supply.

Source: Co~piled fro~ various issues of rSDA Sugnr Rc~orts, 1965-70.
rSDA, Su~ar S:atistics 0nd Related uGta, I (Dccc~bcr, 1969), 135-150.
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TABLE A-3. POS1WAR TRI::ND IN TIlE UNITED STATES DOMESTIC SUGAR PRODUCING AREAS,
1948-69

Uni t1.1
r Annual Average Figure 2/

Item i

I 1948-52 1953-57 1958-62 1963-67 1968-6911

Total Sugar .rhousand
Produced: tons, raw

Domestic Beet " 1,559 1,957 2,403 2,958 3,490
Louisiana " 403 449 495 637 666
Florida " 114 133 212 584 543
Hawaii " 954 1,100 ,978 1,185 1,207
Puerto Rico " 1,276 1,089 1,032 915 564
Virgin Islands " 8 12 11 2.1 1/

Number of Farms: Number

Domestic Beet " 30,239 25,415 24,397 21,444 18,452
Louisiana " 5,168 3,760 2,618 2,164 1,794
Florida " 24 25 36 158 143
Hawaii !!/ " 362 846 672 564 523
Puerto Rico " 17,021 18,268 14,971 10,663 7,142
Virgin Islands " 528 384 219 1/ 51

Harvested Acre
per Farm: Acre

Domestic Beet " 24.2 31. 8 40.7 57.9 78.2
Louisiana " 53.1 63.3 96.6 138.3 167.1
Florida " 1,606.4 1,466.5 2,499.6 1,176.9 1,308.4
Hawaii " 296.1 120.6 154.3 192.0 216.7
Puerto Rico " 23.6 1.2 22.0 27.2 29.2
Virgin Islands " 7.7 12.9 20.5 1/ 2.1

Yie1<!_~~

Beet Crops per
Harvestcd Acre: Tons

Domestic Beet " 14.73 16.64 17.20 17.43 17.80
Lpuisiana " 18.90 22.68 22.20 24.94 26.1
Florida " 31. 60 35.98 35.89 31.40 29.5
Hawaii " 76.38 88.99 87.43 96.74 98.1
Puerto Rico " 29.81 27.34 30.36 32.40 30.4
Virgin Islands " 19.30 24.40 24.6 1/ 2.1

Sugar Yield per
!!arvc"lted Acre: Tons

IDomestic Beet " 2.19 2.43 2.44 2.40 2.42
Louisiana " 1.48 1. 90 1. 96 2.14 2.36
Florida " 2.96 3.74 3.60 3.16 2.98
Hawaii " 8.89 10.27 9.47 10.70 10.65
P'uerto Rico " 3.48 3.12 3.15 3.20 2.68
Virgin Islands " ~..I 1/ 2.1 2.1 2./

Man-hollr per Ton of
~~ RiC'" Value: Hours

Domestic Beet " 36.32 30.6 21. 56 19.36 5/
Louisiana " 90.20 54.64 42.01 35.00 5/
Florida " 41. 91 23.39 23.15 21.18 5/
Hawaii " 26.18 19.13 15.86 11.51 5/
Puerto Rico " 116.21 98.69 87.08 84.31 5/
Virgin I:;l:md:; " 2./ 2..1 2.1 2..1 1.1

Growers' Return per
Ton of Sugarbeets
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Harvested Acre
per Fann:

Domestic Beet
Louisiana
Florida
Hawaii
Puerto Rico
Virgin Islands

Acre

II

II

II

II

II

II

24.2
53.1

1,606.4
296.1
23.6
7.7

31. 8
63.3

1,466.5
120.6

1.2
12.9

40.7
96.6

2,499.6
154.3

22.0
20.5

57.9
138.3

1,176.9
192.0

27.2
11

78.2
167.1

1,308.4
216.7

29.2
11

~ of Cane or
~rors per
Harvested Acre: Tons

Domestic Beet
Lpuisiana
Florida
Hawaii
Puerto Rico
Virgin Islands

Sugar Yield per
Harvested Acre:

Domestic Beet
Louisiana
Florida
Hawaii
Puerto Rico
Virgin Islands

Man-hOltr per Ton of
~~~~... Value;

Domestic Beet
Louisiana
Florida
Hawaii
Puerto Rico
Virgin Islands

Growers' Return per
Ton of Sugarbeets
~e Cr'2.E
Produced: £1

Domestic Beet
Louisiana
Flori.da
HaHaii
Puerto Rico
Virgin Islands

II

"
"
II

"
II

Tons

"
"
"
"
"
"

Hours

"
"
"
"
"
"

Dollars

"
"
"
"
"
"

14.73
18.90
31.60
76.38
29.81
19.30

2.19
1.48
2.96
8.89
3.48
11

36.32
90.20
41. 91
26.18

116.21
2.1

13.73
7.72
7.91
51
9.73

21

16.64
22.68
35.98
88.99
27.34
24.40

2.43
1.90
3.74

10.27
3.12
1/

30.6
54.64
23.39
19.13
98.69
1/

13.71
8.16
8.92
5/
9.82
1/

17.20
22.20
35.89
87.43
30.36
24.6

2.44
1. 96
3.60
9.47
3.15
11

21. 56
42.01
23.15
15.86
87.08
11

14.08
8.66
9.22
8.97
9.31
11

17.43
24.94
31.40
96.74
32.40
2./

2.40
2.14
3.16

10.70
3.20
2../

19.36
35.00
21.18
11. 51
84.31
11

14.72
9.58
9.88

10.53
to.18
1/

17.80
26.1
29.5
98.1
30.4
11

2.42
2.36
2.98

10.65
2:68
1/

5/
5/
51
5/
51
]1

15.96
10.33
10.62
10.77
9.86
11

~\Iear Act Payment
~n of SUf~~~!:.~.
or Cane Crop
Produc~: 21 Dollars

Domestic neet
Louisiana
Florida
Hawaii
Puerto Rico
Virgin Islands

"
"
11

11

"
11

2.49
1. 23
0.84
1. 05
1. 61
1/

2.38
1.2(1
0.93
1. 07
1.62
11

2.36
1. 30
0.86
1. 01
1.44
1/

2.26
1. 25
0.94
0.99
1. 33

11

2.21
1. 30
0.98
0.97
1. 30
2.1

1/ Tonnages are in short ton unit.
2:.1 Crop year for su!;;ar production, harvested acres and yield; otherwi.se

calendar year.
1/ Only ll:n-'uii and P\1E'rto Rico have 1968 and 1969 data, the res t :Is only

for 1968.
!i/ 'rhe definition of a farm for H<lI;aii updated 1951 is different from the

years following Utis period.
5/ Data not available.
6/ Includes processors' payment and government payment under the Sugar Act.
]../ Includes governmt,nt payment for sugar marketed, acreage abandonment,

and for deficiency in yield.

Sources; computed ,fro:n: USDA, Sugar Statistics and Related Data, II
(February, 1969).

USDA, ~ar Reports, 212-215 (January to April, 1970)
USDA, ~tatiHics of Hawaiian Agriculture, (1967-69)
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T/t..BLE 11.-4. St1E:1.RY OF SUGA.~ TAHIFF CHANGCS IN THE UNITED STATES, 188) TO 1968.

Rates of Duty

Date Instituted Raw - 96
0

Refined

Full Duty I Cuban Duty Full Duty ICuban Duty
Cents Per Pound

Horch 3, 1883 2.24000 2.24000 3.50000 3.50000
October 1, 1890 Free Free 0.50000 0.50000
August 27, 1894 ad ~a10rem rate of 40%
July 24, 1897 1. 68500 1. 68500 1. 95000 1. 95000
December 27, 1903 1. 68500 1. 34800 1.95,000 1.56000
August 5, 1909 1. 68500 1.34800 1.90000 1.52000
October 3, 1913 1. 25600 1.00480 1. 36000 1.08800
Hay 27, 1921 2.00000 1.60000 2.16000 1.72800
September 22, 1922 2.20600 1. 76480 2.39000 1. 91200
June 18, 1930 2.50000 2.00000 2.65000 2.12000
June 8, 1934 1. 87500 1.50000 1.98750 1.59000
Sepl.ePlber 3, 1934 1.87500 0.90000 1.98750 0.95 1.00
September 11, 1939 1. 87500 1.50000 1.98750 1.59000
December 26, 1939 1.87500 0.90000 1. 98750 0.95400
J[tllunry 5, 19/+2 1.87500 0.75000 1.98750 0.79500
.July 29, 19!~2 0.93750 0.75000 0.99375 0.79:;')0
January 1, l')M~ 0.68750 0.50000 0.72875 0.53000
June 6, 1951 to da te 0.62500 0.50000 0.66250 0.53000

Source; USDA, ~.~'[Ir Statistics and Related nata, I (Decembc:r, 19(9), 160.



TABLE A-5. SHIFTS IN THE SOURCES OF FOREIGN
SUGAR SUPPLY FOR THE UNITED STATES MARKET, 1959-70

Final Quotas and Prorations
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Countries
1959 1965 1970

- short tons, raw value -

Republic of the Philippines
Cuba
Argentina
Australia
Bahamas
Belgium
Bolivia
Brazil
British Honduras
British Guiana
British West Indies
Canada
China, Republic of
Colombia
Costa Rica
Dominic~m Republic
Ecuador
E1 Salvador
Fiji
France
French West Indies
Guatemala
Ha it i
Honduras
JIong Kong
India
Ire land
Malagasy Republic
}l,writius
Mexico
Nical:agu3
Netherlands
Panama
Peru
Reunion
South Africa
Sua 211and
Th~il:md .
Turkey
UnitC'd Kingdom
Venezuela

Tota 1 Foreign
Percent of Total U.S. Supply

980,000
3,215,457

182

84

631
3,624

3,616
81,457

7,014

3

64,809
14,027
3,731
3,62{1

95,527

516

4,474,302
47.61%

1,178,216

68,723
200,307

1,937

269,243
5,115

148,605

7/.,436
34,182
42,459

469,244
60,223
21,091
48,823

6,103
52,2{18
{12,734
22,603

103,919
2,398
7,871

16,008
475,017
49,416

17,655
292,892

2,373
103,862

9,6{18

1,574

2,873

3,829,798
38.64%

78,506
206,270
10,000

7,599
638,210
15,782

216,645

85,946
67,537
75,133

678,209
92,860
46,429
45,265

68,149
63,314
26,176
7,599

82,508
5,351
9,740

18,909
652,559
75,133

39,500
455,991

60,735
7,448

18,909

32,079

5,189,514
44.74/0

Sources: USDA; SU&~.E-.Sti1tistics and Rclat_~)ata, I (S('ptemher, 1961), 152.
USDA; SlI~ar Statistics ;111d rrclatcd Data, I (December, 1969), 126.
USDA; Sugar Reports, 224 (.January, 1971),22.
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TABLE A-f,. D,:tr<ATlOt: OF Tm; 11l~!'AY V.U.U::: mt T!t:: FIrrT D,SIGI:AT;;D St'G.\R RILIOlS IN TilE u~nED STATES, 1967

1967
F1Aal
rrop'Y
Palo
$/Owl.

J. Ar17.on.l
2. Al.,b.1:cir.l
3. A14S~"".1~h

4. A['kanua
~. CalUornt.1
6. Colorado
1. Cormcct(cul
8. O...·l.. lo.".1rr
9. F1C't ldJ

10. GC'oq;fa
J 1. Hn"'a 11
12. Idaho
13. 111 inol.
14. InrJhn.
l~. 10.'111

16. l(a1l501.

11. K~utucky

lB. LCluhlana
19. M.l1nt'"
2U. t"1ryland
21. ¥.ar.:'3c1luH'ltllo

". 111 C'htr,illI
23. Mlnnc·s~·t....
'14. HI!':.lr.,lppl
'1:>. HI.,ourl
26. !-:olll"HI
"17. r:cbr.uIrA
'16. Nr ..... d.'
'19. r;("\.. HJf";p'.hlr('
30. 1't·,", Jl"r!H'Y
31. p,,('v ~1"JIl, I CU

37. :hlol \orl-:
3). :;". c.uot Inll
)1., 1.\,. I'~~~(tta

)~. OhIo
J(" O.... Lltl(~r:11
)J, Oct-l',n"
38. J'l'llll:-ij'lv.,nf.l
39. RI!"dt" 1,.t.lnd
40. S'J, r-'rullr\.1
"1. So, TJ:lk,.t.l
42. Temll',$S('f'
43. 1, >:.15

44, Uf:.!1
45. Vl.,[vont
4b. \'1 rt:II1I.)
47. \1, \'trl'.JldOl
48. \..'t:a0I1~I11

49. ~"i(·nlll:·

~O. l'ur'( II' P.lco

l'hof'nlx
f\1rn(nt~har.l

Seattle
l.r ~,:c Rock
San Fr"lIc t ICO
Denller
H.,rtf~(d

Poyer
Hl..,n.(
Savalln"h
Honolulu
})olsc
Chlcar,o
Indianapolis
Dt.'s }:011l"11

Wichita
Loul5vl1l'"
N('" Or le;Jr'l!l
t'ort1.:lhd
fi31 t l<:1nre
Co~tOll

Ill-troil
MlnrH'OlroI1 •
J ... CY.!'>('l1

!'l. Louh
J',111 SI\~:S

Or.Io,lI.,
RlOIlO

}:.:nrlll·!>lrr
!'n.::lrk
Alloll'l\l~rfjuf"

~;('W '(o!"k

f\.,lcl.;h
t"art: 0

(:olu:-:,bl1:;
N: 11l1l0r.lt City
l'ort1.111d
rhtl.l(l~·ll'hf.

1'1"1:.\1 J\~, nel'
(col,,,. I.!;]
I'J ('rrr'
l\.l~hvlllt·

lIc-u:.fo{1
$'11 t f ~li.. .. ct t)
t~O:lt ('p I j ('1'

HI ('h::l.,r,d

th.:Jrl""fon
l-H 1~'·,uj' ..,..·
C!lL:)"'\lII('

S'ln J'J III

Sf
~O

SF
51.
SF
5t
NY
p
5
5
SF
SF
SA
HA
5~

5~

f.A
1'J
1\1)

M
r.o
p
M
m
1")

Sf
S1.

fa
~y

5l
r;Y
CA
HA
r.A
5L
[.f'
I'
roo
s
SI.
S
SL
$f
1.0
r',,~

p
...,\
51.
~;fJ

0.15651
0.4 lOll
O. 1~S68
O. ~3050

0.84060
0.25608
0.20952
0.563~7

0.77)12
0.71213
0.66n4
0.80177
0.65281
0.66470

0.G3B61
0.8))06
0.JJ431
O.66611
O. f)5,e'.!l
0.1,i);1
o. J:',~:?l

0.17G71
0.07097
0.16,.5

O.4!o207
o. St(·t.'.9
O. '7156
o. ~'J010

0.67~,4 3

O. l(,:'45
0,193'.1
o. C1~ )S~

0.55777

(l.7:'V,&
O. )~)'j2

n. JIl(,'J)

u. ~O"2J
O.7j!)'.O

[1.b81~9

U.310j:'

0.6ll'00
0.43000
0.16000
0.52000
0.24000
1.02500

0.65368
1.\ 3000
0.12500

O. 8~~00
0.E7~00

0.20000

O. llOOO
0.10000

0.65500
0.52000

1.24000

0.1&\00
0.1(..")00

0.~1000

O. /ll/r,Qa
1.02:',')0

0.99115
0.43'14
0.26101
0.53486
0.22851
0.66393
0.26790

0.58800
0.15349

1.01149
0.61e6~

0.72163
C.B8914
0.91107
0.60986
0.15349
0.26190
0.1524/,
0.18',75
0.68491
0.90477
0.37J3~

0.60,88
0.88)1)3
O.b('/O~

0.6(1.'.67
0.2317?
O. ?4518
O.£~)()3

0.21601
0.45983
0.90477
O.5,2M.4
O. 79~ZJ
0.72142
O.2:'MJ
O.24jlfo
O.29f!n
0.CY.J1M
O. ~f,EOn
0.JIIB7!,
1.(J714~

O.:3'd(J~

0.3':1.97'.
O. 50:' ~6
0.74951
0.68393

0.18300
0.52600
0.21600
0.67600

0.14700

0.(,0500

0.60600

0.67G00

O.7ehOO
0.71100

0.29900

0.74100

0.99125
0.43274
0.78JOO
0.52600
0.21600
0.81600
0.26790
0.21723
0.58~10

O.lSJ'.9
0.21600
1.01149
0.74700
0.12761
0.r.8~14

O.~IlOl

0.60~B8

0.153(.9
0.26790
0.15,244
0.18475
0.68491
O. '104 77
0.31JJ5
0.(,08(1')
1.07149
o. 8('7u~
0.60::;;0
0.23312
O.:'4~1B
O."H(lO
0.21601
O.ltS~~)

O.f)O!.71
o. ~:.'!t'....
o. n.';IJ::"
0.721CJO
O.:'4'(,!o )
O. 3~'" A
0.2'Jtl j}

o. "~.d c. ...
O. "i~;f-;')O

D.2'J'JOO
1.0714')
U. )!oJO~J

O. 3UP7~
O. ~fJl~1j

o. 7"'7C.~

O.B8J':J3
0.3103:'

!I SC'iJLO,Hd j,.l~II1r. dUe", ,'rc: ~F-:-'"Ill f"rolnci!'C'o, }:(l'I;<.,,", (\rh.IllLo. SL"!'u~ar lAnd 01· IIOU5(011 1 1:),··jh'\J Y"rr., P··Phtl:.t.drlphl11,
S'SIlV.ll~lt.lh, I'.A'!:.-llllnor(', /JJ"'rn!il("I.

1..1 Sloe nrl'~'\ldl,. l"bh ~lc

1/ (t.)h1r.fl-d tld·c,urlJ ....n c.~rv,.y C',,~c'Jcted fer lhb rt',,~rch.

~I rl.tJi;~lt(·tf with ttll' a!d ".! till' Ot.!on\f(·d 19!,' lIfI(] 196~ rrc·I',I)',>.

~I Ol:tdr.c.d It:oc',,lr.h ..... 11 f;llryc.y e.~-Judto'"J f.r tht" re,!'lu.T'd••
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TARLE A-7. ESTIMATED REGIONAL SVGAR R~:QlIIRI:NENTS, IN 1980, IN TlIOUSAND

IlUllIl:lm,;EIGH'JS,i\EFIl1w UI1IT3. U.S.

Region
1966-68 Averaf:c
Per Capita
Consllmpt ion

Icwt)

1980
Population

(l 000)

1980
Sugar Requirement2:1

(l 000 ewt.)

3,267.840
3,181. 534
1,270.290
1,509.702

30,583.450
1,953.960
1,717.728
2,478.840
6,321. 688
7,863.758

948.532
437.483

27 ,3~5.647

6,566.818
2,647.750
1,71,0.461,

2,675.250
4,958.280

642.005
6,634.540
5,964.465
8,433.600
3,337.667
1,852.560
5,822.880

415.329
1,918.316

203.8/.5
468.506

12,416.125
380.600

20,097.032
5,U;'(,.128

381.35Q
12,156.811

1,859.880
2,621.892

14,713. 1.94
506.961,

2,082.156
4)7. )uo

4,602.104
11,%1.780

1,059.184
255.136

3,939.900

B61,.704
4, 90Y. 366

Y9.072

1,832
4,919

387

4,255
3,967
2,415
2,337

27,065
2,571
3,702

681
8,648
5,593

884
827

12,837
5,858
2,975
2,552
3,625
1,,591
1,105
5,830
6,285

10,040
4,241
2,790
5,199

829
1,634

~91

866
8,875
1,384

21,988
6,0/,9

725
17.,443
2,818
7.,401

12,839
1,0/8
3,117

750
4,658

IJ ,655
1,351

476
5,710

.768

.802

.526

.646
1.130

.760

.464
3.640

.731
1.406
1.073

.529
2.131
1. 121
.890
.682
.738

1.080
.581

1.138
.91,9
.840
.7R7
.664

1. 120
.501

1. 174
.295
.541

1. 399
.275
.914
.~~~

.526

.977

.660
I.OY2
1.146

.498

.668

.610

.988

.876

.7H~

.53()

.690

.472

.9Y4

.256

1. Alabama
2. 1la3kI-Wuh
3. Arizona
4. Arkansas
5. California
6. Colorado
7. Connce tl cu t
8. Delaware
9. Florida

10. Georgia
11. lIawaii
12. Idaho
13. 1111 nois
11,. Ind inna
15. I""a
16. Kansas
17. Kentucky
18. Louisiana
19. Maine
20. ~laryl.,nd

21. ~lassachusetls

22. Hiehigan
23. Minnesota
21,. mssissippi
25. l'li~so\lr1

26. ~tonlilllA

27. Nebraska
28. :-;"vada
29. Npw Hampshire
30. nl'W Jerscy
31. t'e\l }~eKico

32. 1'".' York
33. I-:orth Cnrolina
34. North O.kota
35. Ohio
36. (Ikl.~.o,"a

37. Ore;~oll

3B. Pennsylvania
39. nhod,' Island
40. So. Carolina
41. So. Val;"tn
42. Tc'ntH'SSCC'

43. Te"as
44. rtah
45. VC'r!aont
'~6. Viq',init1

47. Ii. Vir;-:inia
tiE. \Ji5COII:;in

49. Wyomin~~ I
-1'-o-t-"-l-l-I.--g-,.----I-----_=r~~~2~4~2~,~J~I~1~~~~~~-..L-_-_-~2-4_-3_-,_-5_9~J~.~9~0~~-'_-::_-_-_-_-_

1/ "\,crag,· 196(,-f,8 pl'lcapita consnmptlon x 1980 r('glonal poplliation. The 1980
proje-clC'd total 11.1lional sUf,ar r(lqlljrj'i1\(~nl is 243J5fJJJ9C~ cwt. rl·fincd or
13,032,274 tons l-~W value.

Derived from: USDA, SUp-oil" F,\ ports, 192 (:-1:1::, ] 9(8) J 10.
I:SD,\, Snl:,lr I:"port~, 213 (Fobnlary, 1970), 1(,-37.
lIriWaii.:lrl Sllr,ar Plant('rs A~S(ll'j.1tionJ .?~-!l.~..!l~, (J.1n •• 19(8), 25.
HurrLlu of till' Census, (urtl'nL PClPldiltinn h.l·~~. 19G4, $('1"1(:$ P-25,

No. 375.



'.£ABLE A-8. BEET ACREAGE ALLOn-lENT. BY REGION IN THE UNITED S'.£ATES, IN THOUSAND ACRES,
SELECTi:D YF..A.1S, 1955-80;Y

I 1960 I I
1980-Projected~/

Region 1955 1965 1970 I Area Production
(t h 0 u s and a c r e s ) (l 000 cuit)

Far West: 310.6 371.2 561.3 578.0 727.617 37,525.483
Arizona 26.8 33.009 1,531.618
California 182.4 217.0 322.1 293.3 369.000 19,409.400
Idaho 79.7 95.4 160.8 178.1 230.000 10,879.000
Nevada 0.6 2.4 1.7
Oregon 17.7 21.2 19.8 21. 7 23.325 1,390.170
Washington 30.8 37.0 56.2 56.4 72.283 4,315.295

Central: 422.7 507.9 669.3 716.3 872 .464 35.849.559
Arkansas -- 0.1 0.100 4;120'
Colorado 130.7 157.0 176.1 172.2 185.955 8,070.4:9
Imo/a 1.5 1.5 3.8 2.1 2.500 84.750
Kansas 7.3 9.1 20.7 39.7 54.302 2,411. 009
~linnesota 66.0 80.4 124.0 144.3 195.000 6,493.500
Missouri 0.2 0.200 8.240
Montana 51.0 61.3 63.2 61.0 i?.OOO 3,240.000
Nebraska 58.7 69.1 80.8 77.6 86.000 3,766.800
New Mexico 0.8 0.8 2.6 5.5 6.391 359.174
North Dakota 34.6 41.9 67.2 83.9 112.000 3,617.600
South Dakota 5.l. 6.4 10.5
Texas 1.6 1.9 28.6 40.8 55.169 3,144.650
Utah 30.5 36.8 34.6 30.0 31. 000 1,488.009
Wyoming 34.6 41. 7 57.2 58.9 71.847 3,161. 268

ful,.,terri: 116.7 119.9 141•. 4 154.7 168.000 6,166.500
Illinois ---z:T 2":T --u --o:s
Indiana 0.1 :J./ :J./ :J./ 0.100 3.890
1·1aine 19.5 30.000 l,68.000
Hichigan 81. If 84.5 82.0 83.4 89.000 3,622.300
New Jersey .0.9 0.900 35.010
New York 29.5 15.6 5.000 163.000
Ohio 20.2 24.1 31. 8 33.5 42.000 1,835. l.00
Pennsylvania 1.0 1.000 38.900
Wisconsin 12.9 9.2

National Rcserve2/ 1.0 :J./ 1.0

TOTAL U.S. 850.0 1,000.0 1,375.0 1,450.0 1,768.081 79,541.542

1/ Acreage limitations were in effect from 1955 through 1960, then in 1965 and 1966,
again in 1970. All these years were considered in the projection of the 1980

acreage, although not all arc presented in this table in order to save space.
2/ Reserved acrea"e for contingencies.
3/ Less than 50 acreso Adjusted to marketing quota as shown in Table XVI.

Derived from: USflA, Sugar Statistics and Related flata, I (December, 1969), 109-110.
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TABLE A-9. PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF ANNUAL SUGAR RECEIPTS FROM FOREIGN SOURCES BY MAINLAND PORTS OF ENTRY,
U.S. SELECTED YEARS, 1961-801

Year 1980 Projected
Port of Entry 1961 1963 1965 1967 1968 1969 Percent Vo1ume2

( 1,000 cwt.)

Boston, Mass. 9.91 9.35 13.26 11.10 9.48 10.42 11.00 10,731. 230

New York, N. Y. 33.59 31. 73 25.60 27.61 26.34 24.51 14.00 13,657.929

Philadelphia, Pa. 19.00 15.74 22.64 22.87 19.29 17.31 19.00 18,535.761

Baltimore, Md. 8.40 9.70 11.10 10.35 11.71 11. 67 15.00 14,633.495

Savannah, Ga. 5.88 3.84 3.25 .98 1.09 0.83

New Orleans, La. 21.69 27.31 22.64 24.77 29.17 30.32 35.00 34,144.822

Galveston, Tex. 1.53 2.33 1.51 1.84 2.92 1.84 3.00 2,926.699

San Francisco, Cal. -- -- -- 0.84 -- 3.10 3.00 2,926.699

1The y,=ar 1961 was chosen as the base year in order to exclude the period prior to Cuban embargo. All the
available data from 1961 were considered in the projection of the 1980 figures, although not all are
presented in the table due to limited space.

2The cwt. refined equivalent of the projected 1980 foreign imports under the Sugar Act. See Table XVI.

Derived from: USDA, Sugar Statistics and Related Data, I (December, 1969), 76-80.
USDA, Sugar Reports, 215 (April, 1970), 24-35.
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T<lble A-;O. Re~i~;":i)1 S;J,,<lr Jc,",an: c::netions In 1957 i)nd 1980, In ilillio:l C\'/T Refined Units, U. S.Y

-,c-: t O~~

t~:.J~;':'2- ~i~-e
ir,7CiC€,:)7

~l('='C

:?~7 JOH,~

SiOP9Reo Ien I:ltercept 1967 1930
Nu~~cr ~0~O

6. L0412 5.3280

6.74920 5.711.8

13.371.22 9.3874

22.07397 32.34033 27.3469

36.14641 15.79831 13.8743

17.071,46 51.05934 32.8084

2

3

I;

5

6

7

8

9

10

II

12
13

i4

15

16

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Ala::",.,;:,

A12s '':3-',','csh.

A~:zc:~

Ark3~S3S

Cal i for"ia

Colorado

CCri:e::::7 i c'.;t

Dc I aW,J,C

~!orida

Gec~g!a

Hz',\'a: j

Icaho
III i f'Q i s

I r.::f i a1a

leWD

KanS3S

Ke:"lttJcky
Leuisia:1a.. '.-:e! r.<?
~~2ryln~d

~~~ssachusetts

t~:chigan

Min~0so~a

~ississippi

:~iss~uri

27.72,030

L9.G5:52C~

2C. 9'~:J72

2l. ?~~,·~9

3d.9C<'93

27.21.:'1:9

21.1 t.: 13

92.C?CC3

27. 1';1415

4: .060 2?

37.233·93

23.24745
57.U252

35.95£'28

30.52379

25.62927

27.35038
34.787')4
24.IC,~?7

35.SS::,7.~

32. CD2:·03
29.13134
27. T50::':)
25.1 !31?
34.75438

I! .5: ?50

!.18365

11.47677

7.75:'62

43.34717

3.78;58

5.e2735

30.67737

32.43266
2.m312!

4.53411

8.23485

9.96509

7.10:':99
5. i 9076

23. 2<':'?55
5.0,:800
~. 103; 99
2.64103
5.32?!)3
9.55527
1;.925! 7

9.7007

0.5376

8.8178

5.1239

33.2001

2.62!5

4.0534

25.6745

27.4 ' :50
1.7GCJ
7 ..,-,.,,,,.
.J.u/vv

7.52CJ4

8.8835

6.2540
4.9381

20.5164
3.9365
3.6':177
2.2530
5.31.35
S.1257
4.3G~6

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37
38

39

40

41

42
43
44
45
1.6
47
48
49

~"';on~anc

NebrlJska

N~vaciJ

NO'N Hil~psh i re

Ne'N Jers~y

~,e'N r'~9X i co

Ne'tl York

Nodh Carol I na

North Da'-<ota

Ohio

Oklahoma

Cregan
Pe:lnsylvania

Rhode Island

South CarolIna

South Dakota

Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Verf:10nt
'Ji rg i n i a
\~est VirginIa
\~isconsin

h'yo;ning

22.97278

42.43413

16.12554

31.26555

29.17253

22.38272

32.51375

25.23189

35.59294
36.48711

22.08,964

25.16853

23.79831

33.14453
29.24332
28.16695
22.93677
25.05797
21.78455
32.33847
16.27434

33.04749

3.23727

22.60;75

1.23640

4.50797

35.47820

2.16777

9.08640

11.34096
1.94949

25.18951

8.72281

33.63586

5.82492
2.08580

22.13922
54.36588
4.99792

12.60877
5.41193

71.97008

26.1785

2.5544

16.3805

1.0310

3.7484

31.2698

1.8218

8.0449

9.4421
J.7659

22.2697

7.2732

30.2275

4.8570
1.6502

16.7806
47.6273
3.9209

12.3748
4.5901

58.5803

~ 7r~ rc~iona: tot01 d0~w~d ~u1c-iQn is in the fOi~ o~ P = A-8~; where P = net delivered who!esale sugar
oricc (in dol ;~rs per C~ll refined) i~ the reg:c~, A = intercept, B = slope, and G=mil I ion CWT refined sugar

consu~ed i:l the region.
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TABLE A-11.

Region

(1) Florida

(2) Hawaii

(3) Louisiana

225

NORMATIVE REGIONAL SUGARCANE SUPPLY RESPONSE TO CHANGES
IN SUGAR PRICE, 1959-64, UNITED STATES

1Supply Response

P = 8.25349 + 0.01062 A

R2 = 0.82
t-statistics = 4.280

P = -123.17073 + 1.21951 A

R2 = 0.65
t-statistics = 1.930

P = -7.53025 + 0.05860 A

R2 = 0.68
t-statistics = 2.884

1p = Farm Price in dollars per ton of sugarcane, and A = Harvested
sugarcane acreage in thousand acres.

Data Source:
USDA, Sugar Statistics and Related Data, II, (February, 1969)
pp. 39-60 ..
USDA, St~tistics of Hawaiian Agriculture, 1967-69.



TABLE A-12. NOR.'lATIVE REGIONAL SUGAR BEET RESPONSE AND DERIVATION DATA

Supply Responsel l Derivation Data.Y
Total Competing Competing Sugar Harvested Sugar

Region Intercept Slope Crop Crop Crop Return Sugar Yield
Acreage Acrea ge11 Return Acreage

(a') (b' ) (l00 000) (1 000) ($ !Acre) ($/Acre) (l 000) (l 000 1bs:

Arizona 12.62620 0.06061 10.75 256 99.56 211.46 10.30 4.64
California 13.35000 0.03641 65.00 1,888 158.03 224.14 312.70 5.26
:-levada 13.25057 0.00966 5.18 180 68.64 186.03 2.20 3.48
Oregon 10.01723 0.13943 26.58 755 57.75 300.53 19.00 5.96
l~ashington 10.08756 0.12798 40.87 1,055 52.10 300.37 56.80 5.97
Arkansas 9.42543 0.04956 66.24 3,855 53.45 166.87 0.05 4.12
Kansas 12.80144 0.06457 192.02 3,733 50.46 206.91 20.80 4.44
~Iissouri 9.94194 0.04958 115.07 7,471 65.46 166.87 0.25 4.12
Kebraska 11.16947 0.05939 154.47 7,134 60.79 182.14 71.90 4.38
New Nexico 12.65524 0.12662 10.46 256 68.31 253.60 2.60 5.62
Texas 10.40287 0.13115 202.59 2,953 21.46 255.42 28.70 5.70
Hyoming 10.64050 0.03013 17.98 678 37.91 151. 90 55.00 4.40
Illinois 9.24687 0.06151 205.35 18,485 88.58 189.32 0.80 4.34
Indiana 11.13971 0.03712 104.99 8,881 84.03 143.39 0.05 3.29
Naine 19.45000 0.00167 5.95 250 97.61 115.50 1. 70 3.29
Nichigan 8.83210 0.03917 64.30 4,406 52.90 174.17 79.17 4.07
NeH Jersey 15.43157 0.00292 5.65 275 69.41 83.88 1.07 3.29
Ne\~ York 15.48526 0.00075 46.25 2,601 52.37 73.99 13.40 3.26
Ohio 8.58314 0.06118 92.40 7,007 67.41 198.97 32.40 4.37
Pennsylvania 15.15894 0.00440 45.34 2,691 56.51 83.88 1.13 3.29

1/ The supply response is in the form of P'=a'+b'A, where: P'=farm price in dollars per ton of sugar beet;
- and A = harvested sugar acreage in thousand acres. The values of the intercepts derived using equation (30)

Here slightly modified so that the final intercept (a') of a producing region would at most be equal to
the acreage growers' return per ton of beet in that region in 1965 or later available date.

21 Producin!; regions with missing information for 1965 were assigned the data of the next year for which data
- was available, or the data of their closest neighbor, or the territorial average for 1965, whichever appeared

logical to use.
1/ Harvested acreage of wheat, corn, oats, soybeans, alfalfa hay, and potatoes.

Derived from: U. S. Statistical Abstract, (1967), p. 637
USDA, Agricultural Statistics, (1967).

USDA, Sugar Statistics and Related Data, II (Feb., 1969).
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